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Editorial…… 

It is heartening to note that our journal is able to sustain the enthusiasm 
and covering various facets of knowledge.  It is our hope that IJMER would 
continue to live up to its fullest expectations savoring the thoughts of the 
intellectuals associated with its functioning .Our progress is steady and we are in 
a position now to receive evaluate and publish as many articles as we can. The 
response from the academicians and scholars is excellent and we are proud to 
acknowledge this stimulating aspect. 

The writers with their rich research experience in the academic fields are 
contributing excellently and making IJMER march to progress as envisaged. The 
interdisciplinary topics bring in a spirit of immense participation enabling us to 
understand the relations in the growing competitive world. Our endeavour will be 
to keep IJMER as a perfect tool in making all its participants to work to unity 
with their thoughts and action.  

The Editor thanks one and all for their input towards the growth of the 
Knowledge Based Society. All of us together are making continues efforts to 
make our predictions true in making IJMER, a Journal of Repute  

 
Dr.K.Victor Babu 

Editor-in-Chief  
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THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ISLAM: 

WITH REFERENCE TO THE QURAN AND HADITH 
 

Dr. Aamir Riyaz 
Associate Professor,Aligarh Muslim University 

 
In this paper I would like to provide a brief and authentic exposition of the status of the 
women as mentioned by the Almighty (Allah) in TheHoly Quran and authentic Hadith 
of the Prophet Mohammad. In the process, I would also like to highlight the role of 
woman in ancient civilization as throughout the centuries the status of the women varied 
considerably. They are often abused, oppressed, harassed and generally considered a 
commodity of pleasure and enjoyment. The condition of the women in Arab before the 
advent of Islam was not different. The female child was generally buried alive 
immediately after their birth, if not so, then for the rest of her life she was abused 
sexually as well as mentally and oppressed. With the advent of Islam in Arab the dignity 
of women and their position in the society as human beings were restored and women 
are considered an essential factor in the development and prosperity of the nation. The 
Holy Quran and the authentic Hadith of the Prophet Mohammad has provided women 
their full rights, prohibited female infanticide and offered guidelines for the upbringing 
of the female child and stipulated mercy and love for them. 
TheHoly Quran which is the most authentic source of Islamic faith contains more than 
hundred verses which are applicable to men and women alike. The Holy Quran in its 
different chapters illustrates that politically, socially, mentally, intellectually, 
economically, ethically, educationally and spiritually both men and women are alike. To 
maintain peace, prosperity, equilibrium, happiness and harmony in the society, TheHoly 
Quran by regulating the relationship between men and women assigns a position of 
dignity and honor to women. Allah has not made any distinction between the sexes in 
The Quran in relation to the rewards for good deeds and punishment for evil doers. As 
Allah says in The Quran; 

"Verily the men who surrender and women who surrender, and men who 
believe, and women who believe, and men who obey and women who obey, 
and men who are sincere and women who are sincere, and men who endure and 
women who endure, and men who are humble and women who are humble, 
and men who give alms and women who give alms, and men who fast and 
women who fast, and men who are modest and women who are modest, and 
women who remember (Him), Allah hath prepared for them pardon and a great 
reward." (33:35)           

Key words: The Holy Quran, Hadith, Allah, Punishment, Faith  
 
 
 In ancient civilization and throughout the centuries the status of the women varied 
considerably. They are often abused and oppressed and generally considered a 
commodity of pleasure, sexual satisfaction and enjoyment. The condition of the women 
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in Arab before the advent of Islam was not different. The female child was generally 
buried alive, if not so, then for the rest of her life she was abused and oppressed. With 
the advent of Islam in Arab the dignity of women and their position in the society as 
human beings were restored and women are considered an essential factor in the 
development and prosperity of the nation. The Holy Quran and the authentic Hadith of 
the Prophet Mohammad has provided women their full rights, prohibited female 
infanticide and any kind of oppression against them and offered guidelines for the 
upbringing of the female child and stipulated for them mercy, care, affection and love. 
The Holy Quran, the most authentic source of Islamic faith contains more than hundred 
verses which are applicable to men and women alike. The Holy Quran in its different 
chapters illustrates that politically, socially, economically, ethically, educationally, 
mentally, intellectually, physically and spiritually both men and women are alike. To 
maintain peace, happiness and harmony in the society, the Holy Quran by regulating the 
relationship between men and women assigns a position of dignity and honor to women. 
Allah has not made any distinction between the sexes in the Holy Quran in relation to 
the rewards for good deeds and punishment for evil doers. As Allah says in the Quran; 

"Verily the men who surrender and women who surrender, and men who 
believe, and women who believe, and men who obey and women who obey, 
and men who are sincere and women who are sincere, and men who endure and 
women who endure, and men who are humble and women who are humble, 
and men who give alms and women who give alms, and men who fast and 
women who fast, and men who are modest and women who are modest, and 
women who remember (Him), Allah hath prepared for them pardon and a great 
reward." (33:35)        

This concept like many other concepts of the Quran is derived from the concept of 
Tauhid which is the core principle of Islamic Jurisprudence. Many secondary principles 
of Islamic philosophy flow from it including the one that asserts that Allah is the 
Supreme Being and that all human beings are creatures of Allah. Therefore, the 
principle of Tauhid provides the basis for the fundamental metaphysical sameness of all 
humans as creatures of God. The Quran then comments on further metaphysical 
similarities and empirical differences among humans. It further states that all human 
beings are created from same Nafs (soul) and thus emphasizing their metaphysical 
sameness. As Allah says in TheQuran; 

"O mankind! We have created humans from a single (pair), a male and female, 
and made you into nations and tribes, that they would get to know each other 
(not that you may despise each other). Verily, the most honored humans in the 
sight of Allah are those who are most pious. Allah has full knowledge and is 
well acquainted with all things." (49:13) 

It is further said in TheQuran; 
"Those who do righteous deeds, whether they are male or female, and 
have faith, shall enter heaven and not the least injustice will be done to 
them." (4:124) 

It is further said; 
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"Whoever works righteousness, whether male or female, and has faith, 
verily to them we give a new good and pure life, and we will bestow 
on them towards in accordance with the best of their deeds." (16:97) 

Islam has given women their full rights, proclaiming and establishing these with clear 
explicit texts, which cannot be altered or denied which has imposed preventive 
regulations to protect women from any defamation, humiliation and wrong accusations. 
It has given women the protection and security they need which they had lacked through 
the centuries and which they still lacked in many so-called civilized societies.  
Human beings (male or female) are honored by their very creations which are explicitly 
mentioned in The Quran and authentic Hadith of the Prophet Mohammad. A funeral 
possession once passed by the Prophet Mohammad and when he saw it, he stood up as a 
sign of respect. One of the companions mentioned that the person was a Jew, to which 
he replied, "Was he not a human being?" 
Since we are brothers and sisters descended from the same mother and father, nobody 
should claim superiority over the other on the basis of his or her color, place of birth, 
race, sex, language or country of origin. These should not be a criterion to assess a 
human being. Piety is indeed the only criterion. As it is said in The Quran; 

"Verily, the most honorable of you in the sight of Allah is the most 
righteous of you." (49:13) 

In Islam, knowledge in general is respected and highly appreciated. Scholars, 
academicians and students in Islam are highly respected and are appreciated and praised 
in different verses of The Quran.The Holy Quran in the following verse highlights the 
deep respect for knowledge and for those who possess knowledge. As Allah says in The 
Quran; 

"Allah will raise to high ranks those that have faith and knowledge amongst 
you." (58:11) 

The first verse revealed to the messenger gives stress on the importance of education 
and learning. As Allah says; 

"Read in the name of your Lord who created, created man from a clinging 
substance. Read! Your Lord is the most beautiful one, who taught by the pen, 
taught man what he did not know." (96:1-5) 

Women's education is vital and of utmost importance for our society because she is the 
one who produces future men and women. She is the first school of our children. Our 
children learn the foundation of humanness and the basic moral education from her. The 
importance of knowledge is clear from the Hadith of the Prophet.  
He says; 

"When Allah wants to do good for a person, He gives him sound knowledge in 
religion."1 

This teaching of Prophet Mohammad is applicable to both men and women and not to 
men only. Hazrat Ayesha2, the beloved wife of Prophet Mohammad, once said; 

                                                
1Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, pp.41-48. 
2  She was the third and youngest wife of Prophet Mohammad. She is often called as the ‘Mother of the 
Believers’. She was the daughter of Abu Bakar and Umm Ruman.  
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"How excellent are the women of Ansaar! They do not feel shy while learning 
sound knowledge in religion."3 

The women continue doing so and regularly attended study circles. There they asked the 
Prophet Mohammad various questions related to general and women specific issues. 
Through some records we get that some women requested Prophet to keep a full day for 
their questions so that their doubts are removed. The Prophet Mohammad showed 
affection, love, compassion and kindness to his female companions. He encouraged 
them to seek knowledge and helped them in comprehending and understanding their 
religion. Knowledge should be obtained by all men and women, whether free born or 
slave. Abu Badra's father narrated that Allah's messenger said;  

"Any man who has a slave girl whom he educates properly, teaches good 
manners, manumits and marries will get a double reward."4 

Islam has restored women's dignity, given them the freedom of choice and the right to 
choose their husbands. Forcing a woman to marry without her consent is a violation of 
Islamic law and transgresses the teaching of Prophet Mohammad who said; 

"A matron should not be given in marriage except after consulting her; and a 
virgin should not be given in marriage without taking her permission."5 

The people asked, O Allah's Messenger! How can we know her permission? He said, 
"Her silence indicates her permission." 
There are two different viewpoints regarding the issue of asking the permission of an 
adult virgin. The first opinion can be summarized in the following words; 
a. Asking the permission of the adult virgin is 'recommended'.  
b. The father can give his virgin daughter in marriage without her permission. 
c. Asking her permission is necessary in the absence of the father as guardian. 
The second opinion is based on the belief that asking the permission of the virgin is 
necessary whether the guardian is father or not. 
The Prophet has clearly given this right to choose her husband to every woman so that 
her father or guardian is not able to control her destiny or cause her distress or misery by 
forcing her into a marriage solely to serve his own personal interest. 
Islam as a religion gives every Muslim the right to work and to earn profits through 
lawful and legal means which is quite clear from the narrations of Prophet Mohammad. 
Al-Qudaam (R) narrates and says that the Prophet Mohammad said;  

"Nobody has ever eaten a better meal than that which he has earned by working 
with his own hands."6 

Islam is the religion that rewards labor, assiduity and hard work. It is the religion of 
sacrifice, charity and giving. As Muslims we are encouraged to work and to undertake 
lawful jobs. As Allah says in The Quran; 

"Do what you will, Allah will behold your works and so will His apostle and 
the faithful." (9:105) 

                                                
3Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, p.41. 
4Al-Bukhari, Vol. 9, p.126. 
5Al-Bukhari, Vol. 9, p.90. 
 
6 Al-Bukhari, Vol., 3, Book 34, Hadith 286. 
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Prophet Mohammad urged his companions to work hard and to avoid begging for 
money, food or for anything else. He had allowed women to undertake lawful 
profession and crafts which are not incompatible with their feminity, abuse their dignity 
and does not disgrace the chastity of a women. However, it has not made 'work' an 
obligation upon women. From the above discussion, we can conclude the following; 
1. Every job and every profession is regarded as a craft. 
2. Any lawful job is encouraged and acceptable. 
As Muslims are told to conduct their affairs by mutual consultation, it is a duty upon all 
Muslim men and women to express their opinion if they feel that by doing so they can 
offer valuable advice and wise counsel for the benefit of the society as well as to 
comply with the principle of enjoining good and forbidding evil. Mutual consultation is 
one of the most important principles in Islam. It is the methodology established for the 
creation of a successful nation which invites its members to advise and consult one 
another. 
As Allah says in The Quran; 

"And those who respond to [the call of] their Sustainer and are constant in 
prayer; and whose rule [in all matters of common concern] is consultation 
among themselves;38 and who spend on others out of what We provide for 
them as sustenance;39 (42:39) and who, whenever tyranny afflicts them, 
defend themselves." (42:38-39)  

He further says in The Quran; 
"……and ask forgiveness for them and consult them in the affairs (of moment). 
Then, when thou hast taken a decision, put thy trust in God. For, God loves 
those who put their trust in Him."  (3:159) 

Enjoining good and forbidding evil is to be manifested by speech, action and written 
commands in order to forbid what is unlawful and establish righteousness. 
Consequently, on the basis of The Quran and the tradition of the Prophet, freedom to 
express one’s opinion is an established right to be enjoyed by every Muslim woman as 
long as she abides by the rules and regulation of her religion in exerting this right as we 
have seen from above mentioned examples. Umm Salamah7 once said to the Prophet;"O 
Messenger of Allah! Men go for Jihad and women do not; and we only inherit half of 
their share." In response to that question Allah revealed the following verse of The 
Quran; 

"And wish not for the things in which Allah has made some of you excel 
others. For men there is a reward for what they have earned, and for women 
there is reward for what they have earned, and ask Allah for His bounty. Surely 
Allah is ever knowing of everything." (4:32) 

It is clear from the above verse that one should not covet the favors which Allah has 
given some more than others. The above verse, according to Abu Jaffer has been 
interpreted in different ways; 

                                                
7Umm Salamah who is also known as Hind al-Makhzumiyah or Hind bint Suhayl was one of Prophet 
Mohammad’s wives. According to the Shia belief Umm Sakamah was the second most important wife of 
Prophet Mohammad after Khadija. She is recognized largely for recalling numerous Hadith, or stories about 
the Prophet Mohammad. 
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1. It means men will get what they deserve; they will be rewarded for their obedience to 
Allah and punished for their disobedient. 
2. This verse implies that for men are a share of inheritance and for women is another 
share of inheritance.  
The importance of women's welfare in Islam is reflected by their eligibility for 
inheritance. This was a revolution in women's right at that time, since the pagan Arabs 
and many ancient nations did not allow women to inherit. Inheritance was exclusively 
for men. But with the revelation of The Holy Quran such humiliation was eliminated. 
As Allah says in The Quran; 

"O ye who believe! You are forbidden to inherit women against their will, and 
should not treat them with harshness that you may take back part of the dower 
you have given them,--except where they have been guilty of open lewdness; 
on the contrary live with them on a footing of kindness and equity." (4:19) 

Through this practice Islam abolished the pagan practice, put an end to the oppression 
suffered by women throughout the pre-Islamic period of ignorance, restored women 
dignity, established their humanness and strengthened their social position by granting 
them the right to inheritance instead of being inherited and humiliated as they were 
before. Women have a legal share in the estate to be inherited, and this share is stated 
clearly in The Quran; 

"From what is left by parents and those nearest related there is a share for men 
and a share for women, whether the property be small or large; a determinate 
share." (4:7) 

In the above verse the general principle are laid down that female inherit as well as 
males, and that relatives who have no legal shares, orphans, and indigent people are not 
to be treated harshly, if present at the division. 
Jabir narrated that the wife of Sa'd bin Ar-Rabee came to the messenger of Allah with 
two of her daughter and said, after the death of my husband their uncle has taken their 
money and left nothing for them. They will not marry if they do not possess any 
property. The Prophet replied, "Allah will settle the matter." The verses of inheritance 
were then revealed. The Prophet suddenly sent a message to the girl's uncle saying, 
"Give two third to the daughters, one sixth to the mother and keep the rest for 
yourself."8 
Islam has granted wives, mothers and daughters the right to inheritance, regardless of 
their age, their financial status or the amount to be inherited. This is a divine right 
granted by Allah which cannot be amended or distorted. 
So, after analyzing the status of women in The Quran and in the authentic Hadith of 
Prophet Mohammad, I can come to the conclusion that Islam as a religion gives full 
right, liberty, dignity, respect and freedom to women and attaches great importance to 
liberty, equality and human dignity and respect human rights. Every human being is a 
member of the same family. The rights and responsibilities of a woman are equal to 
those of a man. Women are equal to men in almost all the aspects of life. The Prophet 
acknowledged this honors when he declared that Paradise is under the feet of the 

                                                
8 Al-Tirmidhi, Vol.4, p.414. 
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mother. She is entitled to three-fourth of son's love and kindness with one-fourth left for 
father. 
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PHOENIX FROM ASHES: THE IMPACT OF IBC ON THE DISTRESSED 

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS MARKET 
 

Dr. Binoy J. Kattadiyil 
ICSI IIP, IPA of IBBI 

Introduction 
 
As the global economy reels from the effects of the pandemic, the aftermath is predicted 
to witness a spike in the mergers & acquisitions (M&A) market. This inorganic growth 
is a significant driver in the economy of nations and the Indian M&A landscape is no 
different. And while the M&A market was until a few years back, dare not touch the 
stressed assets, the scene following the introduction of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 
2016flipped the story. 
 
By 2018, around 12% of the total M&A activity was led by distressed deals enabled 
through the insolvency process under the Code, touching USD 14 billion.1 
 
The efficiency of the Code in its time frame for recovery of distressed assets,prevention 
of value erosion of assets, price discovery and corporate restructuring during the 
insolvency process are the most attractive to the dealmakers in the M&A market. The 
information gathering during a CIRP coaxes the investors towards distressed assets 
since it provides valuable and reliable insight into the assets quite effortlesslyto the 
opportunistic investors interested in M&A. Despite the current economic challenges, the 
“financing needs of Indian businesses” are expected to create plenty of opportunities for 
investors, according to PwC India.2 Thus, distressedM&A activity is expected to 
continue growing owing to macroeconomic indicators and the enthusiasm of the Indian 
Government to bolster the economy with business-friendly initiatives. 
 
The impact of the IBC on the M&A activity is immense and insightful as shall be 
discussed in the article, and has led to the rise of a previously counter-intuitive branch of 
inorganic growth, since it forces the identification of distressed assets in businesses. 
This in turn aligns with the unusually incremental jump of India in the World Bank 
rankings of ease of doing business3, since sales of distressed assets implies a business 
being available at a reduced price, thus more local and foreign investment opportunities 
in the Indian economy. 
 
Key IBC Factors in the Growth of Distressed M&A Activity 

                                                
1Spotlight Asia: Distressed M&A in India: A risk worth taking? Kroll (Duff & Phelps). October 
25, 2018. 
2 Sanjeev Krishan, Partner & Leader - Deals, PwC India. Via Corporate debt crisis takes a toll on 
mergers and acquisitions in 2019. Business Today. December 26, 2019. 
3Doing Business 2020: Reforms Boost India’s Business Climate Rankings; Among Top Ten 
Improvers for Third Straight Year. The Work Bank. Oct 24, 2019. 
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1. Due Diligence under CIRP 

 
One of the most important exercises conducted during M&A is due diligence. It is 
undertaken by the merging/ acquiring entity to evaluate the target entity’s business, 
assets, future monetary potential, genuineness, and various significant factors to secure 
itself from future fiscal or litigation problems.It is paramount for the merging/acquiring 
investor to exercise due care and caution while conducting the evaluation.4 

Indian economy provides surplus prospects for businesses to grow organically and 
inorganically, and the process of due diligence has a significant bearing on the outcome 
of the M&A activity. Oftentimes even after rigorous due diligence has been conducted, 
litigation and financial issues still fall through the cracks, which makes the M&A 
transaction unfavourable and troublesome for investors. Usually foreign investors fail to 
undertake detailed due diligence in highly regulated sectors. The situation is particularly 
challenging when it comes to dealing of distressed assets due to lack of information on 
such assets. This issue is tackled gracefully by the IBC in its insolvency process and the 
investors realise the importance of cleaning up such issues especially in stressed assets. 

IBC with the initiation of the CIRP, suspends the Board of Directors of the distressed 
business (Corporate Debtor) and places the Insolvency Professional (IP) at the helm of 
the organisational and fiscal management of the company as a going concern.5 This is 
because one of the main aims of the Code is to revive businesses in distress. IP has a 
pivoting role in information disbursal during a CIRPto the Committee of Creditors 
(CoC), in which it incorporates industry/sector experts` assistance in carrying out due 
diligence for the CD`s creditors.The IBBI (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate 
Persons) Regulations, 2016 elaborates the information contents the IP has to provide in 
the Table 1. 
Provision of 
IBC 

Information available during CIRP Due Diligence 
Activities in 
M&A 

S. 36 (2) (a) 
 

Assets and liabilities significant for value 
assertion 

 

S. 36 (2) (b) 
 

Latest annual financial statements  

S. 36 (2) (c) 
 

Audited financial statements of the CD for the 
last two financial years and up-to-date provisional 
financial statements for the current financial year 

 

S. 36 (2) (d) 
 

List of creditors containing the names of 
creditors, the amounts claimed by them, the 

 

                                                
4 Supreme Court judgement in the case of Nirma Industries and Anr. v. Securities and Exchange 
Board of India. (2013) 8 SCC 20 
5 Section 17 & 20 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 
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amount of their claims admitted and the security 
interest on such claims 

S. 36 (2) (e) 
 

Particulars of a debt due from or to the CD with 
respect to related parties 

 

S. 36 (2) (f) 
 

Details of guarantees that have been given in 
relation to the debts of the CD by other persons, 
specifying which of the guarantors is a related 
party 

 

S. 36 (2) (g) 
 

Names and addresses of the members or partners 
holding at least one per cent stake in the CD 
along with the size of stake 

 

S. 36 (2) (h) 
 

Details of all material litigation and an ongoing 
investigation or proceeding initiated by 
Government and statutory authorities 

 

S. 36 (2) (i) 
 

Number of workers and employees and liabilities 
of the CD towards them 

 

S. 36 (2) (l) 
 

Other information deemed relevant to the CoC by 
the IP 

 

Table 1 

It is important to note that the information gathering under IBC is incredibly useful for 
the distressed assets bidders when it comes to financial and legal issues, and the issue of 
corporate management is non-existent with the suspension of the Board of Directors. 
The few issues where the insolvency mechanism might not be helpful to the distressed 
M&A market would be related to the figuring out the technological and intellectual 
property of the distressed company if it is not included within major assets, 
environmental issues and permits in the business line of work, among others which 
would be relevant to the distressed company and its assets.6 This is so because the CoC, 
i.e., the creditors of the sick business are concerned about their debts owed and the IP 
supplies information most relevant to their needs to reach a deal. 

Albeit the Indian Government, IBBI and RBI have come to realise the interest of M&A 
investors in distressed assets. Owing to their conviction to provide transparency in the 
data available to the potential and existing stakeholders, investors to make more 
informed decisions but limited to the M&A investors interested in the distressed assets 
of a business under IBC, they have addressed in October 2019 with proposition made to 
create an informative platform to share basic information on distressed assets.7 The level 
of detailed information which the IBC mechanism provides on the distressed assets 

                                                
620 Key Due Diligence Activities In A Merger And Acquisition Transaction. Forbes. Dec 19, 2014. 
7Govt working to create information system on stressed companies. The Economic Times. Oct 12, 
2019. 
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eases the due diligence exercise of the potential distressed assets investors, making it a 
lucrative option. 

2. Time Frame for Dealing with Stressed Assets 
 
One of the most sought-after aspects of the IBC mechanism is the time period allotted to 
agree on the terms and deal with distressed assets of an insolvent business. The Code 
allows for 180 days for regular insolvency process8 and 90 days for fast-track 
insolvency process9,with an extension available after required voting within CoC, to the 
stakeholders to reach a resolution or enter liquidation. This means the process and 
valuations of the distressed assets are carried out faster than when it is carried out by 
Merging/Acquiring entities while conducting a personal due diligence on non-stressed 
assets. 
 
The investing entity in the role of Resolution Applicant, thus moves quicker with the 
offer and negotiations with the Committee of Creditors, without the presence of the 
Board of Directors. Out of the total of 2170 cases undergoing/undergone CIRP, two-
third (~65%) of the CIRPs reached a conclusion either through Resolution Plan or 
liquidation on deciding the future of the distressed assets (refer to Table 2). Albeit it 
should be noted that majority of the CIRPs do not result M&A opportunities for 
investors, the data incentivises the contributing factor of the distressed assets` investors. 

Table 2 
Source: IBBI 

3. Value Maximization/ Preservation of Assets 

Once the CIRP application is admitted10, the first step of business restructuring under 
IBC required for preservation of the distressed assets is the declaration of a moratorium 
prohibiting any initiation of proceedings, continuation of pending suits, execution of any 
judgement, decree, or order of any judicial authority against the corporate debtor.11 To 
avoid the possibility of potentially conflicting outcomes of related proceedings. 
Furthermore, any asset, security interest, or legal right transference, disposal by the CD 
is barred.12 This ensures that the assets of the business are together during the CIRP to 
be able to maximise the value and reach an orderly completion of the process. The effect 
                                                
8 Section 40A of IBBI (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate Persons) Regulations, 2016 
9 Section 56 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 
10Ibid Section 7, 9 & 10 
11 Ibid Section 14 (1) (a) 
12 Ibid Section 14 (1) (b) & (c) 

Time Period No. of CIRPs % of the total 
(approx.) 

>270 days 738 34 
>180 days < 270 days 494 23 
>90 days <180 days 561 26 
<90 days 377 17 
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of the moratorium lasts till the completion of the CIRP13, or when liquidation order is 
approved by the NCLT.14 

This is a significant activity undertaken under the Code which leaves little wiggle room 
for the stakeholders and previous management of the business to disrupt the process of 
future procurement or sale of distressed assets at compromised prices. The investors in 
the distressed M&A market appreciate this aspect of the IBC mechanism and are more 
willing to invest in distressed assets arising from the CIRPs. The USD 12 billion worth 
Indian conglomerate, JSW Group is one of such big investors who understand the 
significance and impact the IBC mechanism has on the distressed M&A market. With 
two such transactions completed and three more under process.15 

4. Major Distressed M&A Deals 
 
Apart from the factors stated above that impact the distressed M&A market, practical 
examples of successful distressed assets M&A play a mighty significant role in winning 
the confidence of the such potential investors. The surge of over 70% in the stressed 
M&A market16 over the past years is based on the contribution of businesses primarily 
in the steal, power, real estate, and infrastructure sectors (refer to Chart 1)- all highly 
regulated and struggling with overcapacity, high capital expenditure intensity and under-
capitalised parent companies.17 
 

 
Chart 1 

                                                
13 Ibid Section 14 (4) & Section 31 (1) 
14 Ibid Section 14 (4) & Section 33 
15IBC may be a solution for M&A transactions.LiveMint. March 20, 2020. 
16Spotlight Asia: Distressed M&A in India: A risk worth taking? Kroll (Duff & Phelps). October 
25, 2018. 
17India M&A Report 2019. Bain & Company and Confederation of Indian Industry. 
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Source: Bain M&A Report18 
 
Between 2015-2016, deals above USD 250 million (referred to as large deals) doubled 
in value to USD 23 billion. Post introduction of the IBC,in 2017-2018, the deal value 
doubled again to USD 56 billion.19 The main contributing deals in the distressed M&A 
market comprised of 8 accounts, with the other 4 accounts in under process. These 12 
accounts have an outstanding debt of INR 3.45 lakh crores, of which debt of INR 2.37 
lakh crores has been resolved via distressed M&A deals (refer to Table 3).This instils a 
sense of confidence in IBC among distressed M&A investors. Steel sector has taken a 
lead in the stressed assets dealings with the most noteworthy transaction being the 
acquisition of Essar Steel duringCIRP for USD 6 billion by Arcelor Mittal and Nippon 
Steel Corporation as Resolution Applicant, making it the largest deal by value for 2019. 

Company Name Resolution 
Applicant 

Admitted 
Claims (in INR 

crores) 

Case Status 

Electrosteel 
Steels Limited 

Vedanta Ltd. 13,175 Successful 

Bhushan Steel 
 

Bamnipal Steel Ltd. 
Limited 

56,022 Successful 

Monnet Ispat& 
Energy Limited 

 

Consortium of JSW 
and AION 

Investments 
Pvt. Ltd. 

11,015 Successful 

Essar Steel India 
Limited 

 

Arcelor Mittal 
India Pvt. Ltd 

49,473 Successful 

Alok Industries 
Limited 

 

Reliance Industries 
Ltd., 

JM Financial Asset 
Reconstruction 
Company Ltd., 

JMFARC – March 
2018 

- Trust 

29,523 Successful 

Jyoti Structures 
Limited 

Group of HNIs led 
by 

Mr. SharadSanghi 
 

7,365 Successful 

Bhushan Power & 
Steel Limited 

JSW Ltd. 47,158 Successful 

                                                
18Ibid. It is important to note that the chart indicates the M&A deals overall, i.e. stressed and non-
stressed. Telecom sector was largely ruled by M&A deals among healthy assets. 
19 Ibid. 
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Jaypee Infratech 
Limited 

NBCC (India) 
Limited 

23,176 Successful 

Amtek Auto 
Limited 

 

NA 12,300 CIRP re-
commenced 

Era Infra 
Engineering 

Limited 

NA 16,832 Under CIRP 

LancoInfratech 
Limited 

NA 53,757 Under Liquidation 

ABG Shipyard 
Limited 

NA 17,000 Under Liquidation 

Table 320 
The other steel businesses include Bhushan Steel, accounting for more than half of the 
distressed assets value around INR 1 lakh crores, and Electrosteel Steels valued at INR 2 
thousand crores.21These deals are powerful in swaying the distressed assets investors 
towards the Indian economy due to the fact that India is the second largest steel 
producer in the world22, which is the basic material for building infrastructure of any 
country. 
 
Albeit it is interesting to note that the market perception of distressed M&A deals in the 
short term is favourable compared to the healthy asset deals, though this situation is 
revered in the long term (as seen in Chart 2). This may be due to the negative 
assumption towards the distressed assets which are constructively crushed when M&A 
deals take place with such assets. While the reverse happens with healthy deals in short 
term due to the perception that there must be something amiss with the business 
undergoing M&A.On average, the risks for investing in distressed assets are same as 
any other M&As. As long as there is an effective strategy in executing any M&A, things 
will move in the right direction. The same holds true even for buying distress assets. If 
there is a right strategy in place, distress assets can be valuable pursuits.23 

                                                
20 The admitted claims are approximate values extracted from individual business’ websites and 
cases. 
21Mergers And Acquisitions Trend In 2019 And Outlook For 2020. Inc42+. Jan1, 2020. 
22India ranks as second largest steel producer of crude steel: Dharmendra Pradhan. LiveMint. 
Feb 6, 2020. 
23IBC triggers M&A deals for distressed assets. M&A Critique. December 2018. 
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Chart 2 
Source: Bain M&A Report 
 
Conclusion 
Distressed assets have always been looked at unfavourably and for due reasons but to 
see the impact of the Code on these assets is a big confidence booster for the IBC 
mechanism. IBC has basically given birth to the distressed M&A market to a weighty 
level, and the future of M&A deals fostered under the IBC is expected to continue 
growing within the inorganic growth models of the economy and beyond. So far, the 
stressed M&A deals have been led by Indian business entities and with further 
incentives by the Government, IBBI and RBI, foreign investors are expected to 
strengthen their hold within this market. 
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Abstract:  
 
There is no well defined meaning of the word ‘mythologize’ but the popular usage and 
dictionary assign it a vague meaning which is to create mythical stories or to give 
mythical quality to a story. Western theories regarding this mythical quality rarely fit 
Indian mythologies completely and even end up delimiting Indian mythologies, if force 
applied. An attempt at analyzing Indian mythologies through an amalgamation of the 
available and suitable theories has been done in the paper to arrive at a fruitful and 
concrete understanding. However, the main part of the paper moves on to the 
contemporary re-writing of the mythology taking the contemporary popular mythical 
authors focusing especially on Amish Tripathi’s The Ram Chandra Series and attempts 
to make out whether the contemporary authors are engaged in de-mythologizing or re-
mythologizing. This shall be done by contrasting spiritual and humanistic approach to 
mythology and supplementing the study with theoretical references from Rudolf 
Bultmann, Friedrich Schlegel, and Arthur Schopenhauer.  
 
Key words:  Mythology, De-mythologize, Re-mythologize, Amish Tripathi, Ramayana, 
Ramacaritamanasa 

 
What do we understand by term mythologize? By common understanding to 

mythologize something means giving that thing a mythical quality.  Now, what does one 
mean by this mythical quality? Is there such a thing as a mythical quality? 
Unfortunately, no, if there would have been something like that, it would have made it 
so much easier to label myths and non-myths aside. The trending terminology these 
days even name untrue popular perceptions as myths. The whole debate about what 
constitutes a myth and what doesn’t is an unending one. However, there are some 
qualities that almost all the debaters on myths agree on. Here’s a brief delineation of a 
few of them. Wendy Doniger says that myths are nothing but shared common stories 
about humans and animals. The main element in mythology is the presence of such 
emotions as are shared by all human beings and these emotions help humans connect to 
others whose stories they’re reading or listening. This is true about almost all the 
mythologies in this world that people connect to them through common elements 
present therein. But the problem is that this can be true of almost all the stories in this 
world. The stories, be they myths or not connect to humans all around the world so how 
does one differentiate what are myths and what not. Sir James Frazer in The Golden 
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Bough says that all the myths eventually talk about the idea of fertility in nature. This 
may be true about some myths related to the creation and seasons etcetera but this 
doesn’t essentially apply to Indian myths. In India myths range from the ones about idea 
of creation to those that talk about family ties and family politics. There’s a whole 
plethora of myths in Indian culture but all cannot be talked about in one single paper. 
This paper will talk about the epic Ramayana, its mythological angle and other 
perspectives related to it.  

The Ramayana originated in the trend of ‘shruti’ literature so it is not possible 
to assign a fixed date to this story. Even in the written form, there are so many versions 
of this story that it is not possible to designate any one as the original. As this paper is 
dealing with popular literature so here Tulsidas’s Ramacaritamanasa as a very popular 
version of the Ramayana that was not only popular when it was written but enjoys a 
special place even today is taken. Ramacaritamanasa as a literary text is a concoction of 
all the major dramatic elements. Everything from tragedy to festivities, marriage to 
death, separation to reunion can be found here. Such dramatic elements not only make it 
an entertaining text but also help its readers in feeling a bond with the story and its 
characters. The Ramacaritamanasa is looked up at by many people for various reasons. 
Some look at it as the solution to the problems of mundane existence, finding their 
answers in it through varied ways. Some believe it to provide a salvation from the cycle 
of existence. Others take life lessons from the text by connecting themselves to the 
characters and applying their ways to own life. Some others see it as a masterpiece of 
literature. Be it any reason for which one looks up to this text, one thing is undeniable 
that the text is highly spiritual. The Ramacaritamanasa is unmatchable in its sublime 
poetry but somehow the religious devotion towards Lord Ram takes precedence. Among 
a lot of things that can be seen here, some that disturb the current age reader include 
harsh casteist dialogues, blatant anti-feminism, and the element of devotion perched 
high above the tragic-dramatic narrative of the epic. Even then something worth 
noticing about the text is that in spite of the mental shackles of the poet binding him, he 
still managed to maintain a sublime quality throughout the epic. The strange thing is that 
this quality doesn’t come from the devotion that dominates him. But it comes from the 
fact that the poet has managed to keep all the characters together throughout the epic. It 
gives a comfort in knowing that the societal barriers do not stop the poet from 
respecting and considering all his characters together. Claude Levi Strauss says that 
human mind functions in binary oppositions and all the myths are a product of those 
oppositions. This fits to some aspects of the Ramacaritamanasa like it depends heavily 
on the binary oppositions of good/evil and God/demon but other than that the epic takes 
co-existence of binaries as its basis. 

A theory that suits the vastness and complexity of the text of 
Ramacaritamanasa better than what Edward Burnett Tylor who said that myths should 
not be read as bad history but rather as social institution is yet to come forth. This solves 
a bit of the problem at least in one aspect because there is no end to the debate whether 
mythology is history or fiction. Also, there is no way to find out which version of the 
Ramayana is the original one so even if it is taken to be history, no one can know which 
version is truly historical. So the Ramacaritamanasa cannot be judged on historical 
basis any more than a literary text can be used to judge the age and place where it was 
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written. So it can be analyzed only as a literary text but one which has set up a social 
institution.  

Ramacaritamanasa is not just a text but a feeling that is shared by a major 
population of the country. People connect to it, revere it and relate their identities to it. It 
is a major part of the nation’s identity because everyone here has heard or read or 
watched the story somewhere or the other. Everyone here knows the basic story so over 
time people start connecting to it as their own story. This connection simultaneously 
leads to many other feelings which then affect their whole personality and way of 
thinking. Joshua Leland in his article On Re-Mythologizing the World said that “What is 
important to agree upon is that we all have myths that we believe in, and which myths 
we believe in will shape the rest of what we believe to a large degree”. Religion and 
spirituality are personal things and people must practice them in private. These things 
are about faith and faith doesn’t need reassurance of agreement with thousands of 
people. But religious texts and preaching etcetera affect people so strongly that their 
thinking rigidifies within a boundary. Everything outside this boundary seems lost and 
suspicious. This is primarily the reason for religious feuds. And the way to curb them is 
through objectifying the texts to just being texts. We’ve seen how people connect to 
mythological texts but such connection is set on a subjective level.  

The need to objectify the approach towards mythology brings us to what 
Friedrich Schlegel said in his Dialogue on Poetry. He said that new mythology is 
needed in order to rival classical mythology. Indian contemporary authors have taken 
this responsibility very seriously and are working diligently towards this. Contemporary 
re-writing of mythology mainly portrays two types of writings. It either takes particular 
characters from a myth, be it major or minor and the whole story revolves around that 
character or a myth is looked at from a completely fresh perspective. In both the cases a 
new light is shed on something really old and classical. In continuation from 
Ramacaritamanasa, Amish Tripathi’s The Ram Chandra Series is being examined as 
the contemporary re-writing of the myth of Ramayana here.  

Out of planned five books in the Ram Chandra series by Amish Tripathi, three 
have been published so far and though it might seem like testing an unfinished project to 
the naïve eyes, the excitement these books have caused among the reading public makes 
it worth analyzing. The three books include Ram; The Scion of Ikshvaku, Sita; The 
Warrior of Mithila and Raavan; The Enemy of Aryavarta. The first thing to be noticed 
in the titles itself is an attempt to reclaim the essence of language that was lost in the 
colonizer’s language. This is not a matter of contention that even after gaining freedom, 
the country is deeply neo-colonized. There are various instances where one can note the 
still colonized neo-colonial nation soaking pleasurably in the colonial culture. Language 
contributes the maximum in maintaining the neo-colonial stronghold. A person with 
good knowledge of linguistics may well understand the significance of residual ‘a’ used 
in the end of Hindi names written in English but to common people, the correct 
pronunciation is lost in the oscillation between the two languages. With spelling the 
names of Ram and Raavan in Indianized English, Amish has cleverly tried to reclaim 
the power of his language bringing the countrymen closer to their roots (or mythology, 
here).  
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Farther than using the colonizer language, there is an attempt to overthrow the 
western philosophies by referring back to ancient Indian philosophies again and again. 
His writing style is not too scholarly but it gets the work done. With the three books, 
readers go back to their roots, learning about lifestyle, warfare, politics, and governance 
etcetera. The topics dealt with in the book series are contemporary issues that time and 
again create unrest in the young generation. The solutions propounded here are not 
classical or contemporary independently but a proper balance between the classical 
philosophy and modern thought. The narrative style of the author is free flowing which 
not only makes it an easy to read and follow book but also is a host of considerable 
interesting ideas.  

The most striking thing about the Ram Chandra series is that it looks at the 
myth of the Ramayana objectively.  It introduces the three main characters of Sita, Ram 
and Raavan in a very different setting than what people are used to. The previous 
knowledge of the epic and the modern rendering to it keeps readers at an edge the whole 
time bringing to their mind a new perspective towards the story. This new perspective is 
the key feature in making people a little detached from the story and they develop a 
sense to look at the epic objectively. Even now, Ram and Ramayana are so close to 
people that they become an easy matter to fight on. The Ayodhya case of Ram temple is 
not unknown to many. Even after the settlement of this case, fairly recent news had 
shown prime minister of Nepal saying that Ram belongs to Nepal. Many other countries 
too connect to Ram and the Ramayana and all of them want Ram to belong only to 
them. The problem is not with the connection to Ram but with the social structure that 
Ramayana has helped to build. With Tulsidas’s Ramacaritamanasa, a fixed role for 
ideal Hindu women was set. There were many ideals for men too but the patriarchal 
society rarely took them seriously. The strict code of conduct for women, on the other 
hand was strictly observed. The character of women in society started depending upon 
her demeanor which had to be docile and submissive to attain acceptance in the society. 
This was a torture for women who had their own mind and for those who were not 
allowed to develop their minds. Not only was this but the battle between Ram and 
Raavan was also in the binary of black and white. It was simply put up as the fight 
between good and evil. But the battle and the whole story is a complex web of life 
lessons for different situations in a mortal person’s life, many of which were overlooked 
in the seemingly outer simplicity. 

Arthur Schopenhauer said that knowledge is one that can be proved. Only that 
which can be proved can be considered knowledge. Many of the things depicted in the 
Hindu mythological texts do not relate to present day generations. The heavy use of 
unrealistic hyperboles and a change in the kind of devotion practices has all led to the 
questioning of classical epics. The thoughts propounded there can no longer be proved. 
Addressing all these issues and re-writing the book in a fresh setting took away the 
mythological elements from the tale of the Ramayana. Rudolf Bultmann introduced the 
term ‘demythologization’ and applied the approach on New Testament. He said that 
demythologization to religious texts seeks to separate cosmological and historical 
claims from philosophical, ethical and theological teachings. Bultmann in reference to 
the New Testament said that only the faith in proclamation of the New Testament was 
necessary for Christian faith, not any historical facts about Jesus. When de-
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mythologization is applied to the Ramayana or other texts of Hindu mythology, the 
outcome has been the books written by contemporary authors these days which do not 
rely on mythical aspects or exaggerated hyperboles for their storyline but instead focus 
on raw, needful incidents making it easy to drive home the lessons needed to change the 
social structure to give way to a better and more free structure. Some might say that de-
mythologization is breaking the system apart.  To answer such apprehensions, it must be 
seen that change is inevitable. In order to be the best, everyone and everything must 
have a scope for change. The social structure created by the Ramayana had been so 
strict that it became suffocating for a section of the society. De-mythologization is just 
one way to allow breathing space into the system. However, only de-mythologizing can 
be overwhelming for a society that has always depended on myths for its identity. 
Hence, it is important that in the process of de-mythologization, authors accommodate a 
little bit of re-mythologization also. It is true that people attach to myths more than 
necessary but if myths have a space of acceptance and tolerance in their making, it may 
even change the nature of population over time. Re-mythologization does the same 
work as de-mythologization but in a better way.  It doesn’t make the generation holding 
on to their mythology suddenly bereft of their identity but gradually provides a new 
identity which they feel proud to attach to. However, the process of going from de-
mythologization to re-mythologization is not one that can be completed overnight. It 
needs a careful analysis of the de-mythologized versions and a sense of tolerance and 
acceptance towards what is being offered. With the de-mythologization having made its 
way in our society already, it can be hoped to see re-mythologization also making its 
way close behind. 

In the end, this paper reaches at the conclusion that mythological epics remain 
relevant throughout ages because humans across all the ages relate to them. The reasons 
behind this are several but one of the most obvious one is that these epics portray 
ideological characters and although it is not possible to follow the same level of 
idealism in day to day life of human beings, still all humans tend to be inclined towards 
idealism. The element that detaches human readers from these stories is the God-like 
treatment meted out to them. The contemporary re-writing of mythology treats these 
characters as human beings who reached the level of Godhood by making difficult yet 
right choices throughout their lives. They had to go through a lot of troubles all their life 
but still they chose to stay on the right path – the path of the truth. In this way other 
people get an inspiration to make the right choices, it gives them a hope to reach that 
same level that they had been reading about in awe from ages. This method helps in 
making a better society.  
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Abstract 
 
It is a widely accepted fact that employee and employer are interdependent of each 
other. A simple equation between the two states an employee is the one who makes his 
skills and knowledge utilised by the company, for it to earn profit; in return of his 
service, employer is the one who compensates him with salary /wage. HR policies and 
practices act as a catalyst in this equation. It binds the relationship to be mutually 
favourable. Such relationship could grow mightier only when an employee tends to 
spend longer period of time with the company whilst employer respects his employee in 
all aspects of professional needs and desires. In recent times employers are facing a 
crucial issue of employee attrition. Annually a minimum of 10% mobility of workforce 
has been recorded in any organisation. 
 
In this competitive era, retaining and maintaining an employee is the most researched 
topic which has helped in discovering the causes behind employee turnover and 
employing immediate changes in policies to retain employees. Preserving a maximum 
number of talented skills in any organisation would definitely act as a stimulator for 
success (Mahmood & Zafar, 2016). 
 
Employing the best HRM practices is advantageous for both employee and employer, 
and it plays an important role in the constructive growth of the organization (Jeet 
&Sayeeduzzafar, 2014). 
 
This study is aimed to identify the impact of HR policies on employee retention in 
relation to IT sector in Kolkata. The result of the study would help in developing a 
better understanding on how to manage the HRM policies keeping in view the 
dimensions of employee commitment, employee retention. 
 
Key words: HRM practices, HRM policies, Retention 
 
Introduction 
 
Employee retention could be defined as the process in which employers invest time and 
energy to motivate employees to increase their period of stay and avoid shifting of jobs 
in between designated assignments (Chagani, 2015). According to Khalid, Pahi, and 
Ahmed (2016) employee retention is an exercise in which management persuades its 
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employee to continue with the organization. But in contrast to above thoughts, Anwar, 
Nisar, Khan, and Sana (2014) explained employee retention as a performance 
management instrument to increase competitiveness and improve overall performance. 
HR leaders for years have been facing issues related to retention (Renaud et al., 2015; 
Wei, 2015). For instance, employers in the banking industry had experienced acute 
hindrances because of inadequate availability of employees with requisite skills-sets 
(Aned, Zainal, &Alya, 2013) 
 
With reference to Haider et al., 2015; Sandhya & Kumar, 2014 in their study stated 
about the challenges faced by HR due to retention leading to loss of skilled employees 
and a turn down in the organization’s performance, resulting fall in profits. In a survey, 
it has shown 48% of employees’ loyalty to stay on with an organization is positively 
correlated with HR management practice and job satisfaction (Kadiresan, Selamat, 
Selladurai, Ramendran, & Mohamed, 2015). The generic problem of any HR in today’s 
date is retaining an employee who is considered as an asset and is directly responsible 
for company’s profit; but loss of any human capital would change the story from profit 
to loss incur and hampering company’s good will. 
 
HR policy is a preamble towards the accomplishment of Organization goals and 
objectives. Such guiding principles aid in properly planned efforts towards 
accomplishment of strategic aim. It is neither a strategy nor a method. Strategy is 
defined as a recommended course of action to exercise a far reaching result on the 
capability of the enterprise to reach its common target. It is pertinent to the structure of 
basic philosophy of decision making and provides a regular model of decisions. 
While policy shapes frame of general principles, a set of rules inevitably indicates how 
to do something, guide and control employees toward the completion of goals. Agenda 
were developed on the basis of policies with a view to execute them and consequently, 
engage additional steps past policies to make straightforward decisions. 
 
Literature Review 
 
Present research gave an idea about HRM policies and its importance in organisational 
performance but little had been stated on the impact of HRM policies on organizational 
performance in milieu with economic freedom of India. The study tried to comprehend 
the role of ground-breaking HRM policies such as the role of HR department and 
majorly HR practices during change process 
. 
To measure the implications of human resource policies on organizational performance, 
if there is a positive relationship between human resource policies and organizational 
performance, and to understand the scope of application of human resource policies in 
the IT industry in Kolkata. 
 
Globalization has altered the world of trade into a multifarious set of inter-links and 
networks that aspire to increase the act of each company within a specific system. 
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Mostly companies were bureaucratic in nature; with a well defined hierarchical 
structure. This is called as bureaucratic theory. The theory was developed by Max 
Weber in late 19th century, to make organizations more competent and sound on 
authority. Later in 1920’s, the thought on human aspect in workplace began to weight 
on management outlook. Hawthorne experiment, carried out at the Western Electric 
Company in 1924 was an initiator of thoughts in management. This experiment 
recommended that employees’ efficiency increased if they were treated in an 
encouraging manner. The study also hinted on importance of interrelationship in the 
workplace.If employees were contented with the human resource policies and practices 
in the organization, then they would be more rivetted and stimulated to attain 
organizational objectives and goals. (Danish, R.Q, & Usman, A., 2010). So far studies 
have covered the aspects of human resource practices like reward and recognition, 
training and development and job security, but, If HRM policies play an important role 
in enhancing or ensuring employee job satisfaction, needs to be investigated. 
Problem Statement 
A case based in US of 30 steel mini-mills is stated as a paradigm to believe that 
unambiguous permutation of policies and practices are functional in determining 
differences in performance and turnover (Arthur, 1994). The mills which followed 
employee support system highlighted by worker’s participation management, team –
building activities, proper dissemination of wages and salaries yielded higher output, 
lower wastage in time and efficiency resulting in  reduced employee turnover than 
control system approach with minimum employee involvement in management 
functionalities. (Eisenhardt, 1985 & Walton, 1985). 
The focus of the study to explore if a change brought in HR Policies could affect 
individual performance which in turn might have an effect on organizational 
performance by reducing turnover through assurance to the employees who continued 
with the organization (Dalton & Todor, 1979; Mobley, 1982; Staw 1980) 
Objectives 
The main criteria of the study which was derived from problem statement are: 
(i) To understand if employees needed any amendment in the HR policies of their 

existing organisation 
(ii) To view if these changes could address retention issues in a positive manner. 
Methodology 
In this process of study a questionnaire was sent to employers and employees of five 
different IT giants like HCL, CTS, TCS, IBM, and Infosys to gain a generic view of HR 
policies. Due to the present crisis owing to COVID 19, numbers of respondents were 
less; around 50 reacted to the questionnaire. The questionnaire mainly dealt with 
six~11``(6) categorical policies were taken into consideration. These were: (a)“Time-In 
policy”, (b)“Time-Out policy”, (c) “Promotion policy”, (d)“Leave policy”, (e) “Dress 
code policy” and (f)“Exit policy”. 
(a)  Time-In policy described employee’s check in time with relation “5 minutes 

grace”, “15 minutes grace” and “Fixed 9 hrs from login”. 
(b) Time -out policy defined the employees ‘checking-out time related to “regular 

office timings”, “entirely on completion of work”, and “on Boss’s whims”. 
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(c) Promotion Policy is based on certain preset rules like “post 4 years”, “Performance 
reward”, and “Rapport with Superiors”. 

(d) Leave policy dealt with two (2) features, namely “Earned leave of 20 days fixed” 
and “Sick Leave (12 days) + Casual Leave (12 days)”.  

(e) In certain IT companies there are few relaxations on “Dress code policy” and are set 
on three (3) different heads like “Full casual”, “Full formal” and “Semi casual”.  

(f) Exit policy implies when an employee quits his existing office, then any of these 
three would likely to be followed “Min. 30 days notice on priority”, “Min. 60 days 
notice on priority” and “Notice period attuned with final dues ”.   
To learn on the definition, importance, to set different categories of policies and its 
implications on employee job satisfaction various journals was referred. 

Findings 
(1) Using mean of different categorical policies with their features a model has been 

construed to find the most appropriate policy which might be beneficial for working 
scenario. 

(2) The Confidence Interval (CI) of the mean for the list of policies was estimated at 
95% significant level. 

(3) Suggesting for any amendment by understanding and accepting the most pertinent 
features of policies as formulated for IT employees  

Table 3.2:Reactions on Change of Policy 

Dimensions Levels Levels 
Mean Levels C.I. Dimension 

Mean 
Dimensio
n C.I. 

Time-in 
policy 

5 mins. 3.07 2.98 – 3.16 

3.04 1.845 – 
4.234 15 mins. 1.97 1.88 – 2.07 

Fixed 9 hrs. from login 4.08 3.99 – 4.17 

Time-out 
policy 

regular office timings 3.48 3.35 – 3.60 

3.18 2.02 – 
4.346 

entirely  on work 
completion 4.03 3.93 – 4.12 

Boss’s whims 2.04 1.95 – 2.13 

Promotion 
policy 

Post  4 years 2.97 2.88 – 3.06 

2.97 1.824 – 
4.121 Performance reward 3.99 3.89 – 4.08 

Rapport with Superiors 1.96 1.86 – 2.05 

Leave 
policy 

20 days fixed(EL) 2.93 2.84 – 3.02 
3.5 2.378 – 

4.632  12 days CL & 12 days SL 4.08 3.98 – 4.17 

Dress code 
policy 

Full casual 2.98 2.89 – 3.08 

2.96 1.814 – 
4.112  Full formal 3.97 3.87 – 4.06 

Semi casual 1.94 1.85 – 2.03 

Exit policy 

Min. 30 days notice on 
prior 3.92 3.83 – 4.00 

3.1 1.963 – 
4.236 

Min. 60 days notice on 
prior 1.98 1.89 – 2.07 

Notice period adjusted 
with final payout 3.40 3.27 – 3.53 
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From the table above it could be easily summarised the most pertinent policy in 
regards to IT employee: 

(i) Time-in Policy: in comparison to other features fixed 9 hours with convenient log 
in is the most preferred feature and employees feel happy to virtually log in or 
physically be present in their offices at their convenient time and spend 9 
constructive hours. 

(ii) Time-out Policy: the rationality of this feature is in precedence of the above policy. 
As convenient turning up in offices would not conclude an easy exit but would be 
judged through completion of work. 

(iii) Promotion Policy: With a mean of 3.89-4.08 Performance Based decision on 
promotion was the most expected reply from the respondents. 

(iv) Leave Policy: Combination of Casual Leave and Sick leave is a complete package 
for any employee as, either of the leaves are the mostly availed privileges by any 
employee. 

(v) Dress code Policy: Formals were the most convenient choice of maximum 
respondents to unharm the decorum of organisation. 

(vi) Exit Policy: As per the new trend of 3 months of notice period, respondents felt to 
bring a change in the policy by reducing it to 30 days (1 month).Though the 
introduction of this policy is to reduce attrition rate but from employees’ point of 
view this should be reduced to 30 days. 

Conclusion 
Due to recent pandemic effect, few policies which were on proposal are actually on 
implementation, especially ‘Time-in and Time-out’ policy, where the major concern is 
on employee comfortability with completion of work. It is still on experimenting mode 
due to the demand of present situation companies are bound to follow the practice, but 
as the world is shrinking into laptops and desktops and still there is continuity in 
business activities, soon there would be a wave of change in all other aspects of policies, 
like Promotion Policy. The results would be fairer and strictly based on real facts and 
outcomes, therefore, chances of Halo effect and Leniency error would also minimise. 
On a global platform Leave policy has seen a change in COVID times. For instance, 
American companies have introduced paid Sick leaves for their employees, apart from 
casual leaves which are 12 in count. 
 
Such other major changes are still expected to come depending on present scenario 
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Abstract 
 
The use of music in the ESL classroom provides a distinctive approach to the study of 
culture. Musical nodes are the reflection of culture, history and a common interest 
uniting the ESL learners. If music is harnessed, teachers would find a motivational 
driveto broaden the horizon of culture to classroom activities. Music oriented activities 
aim to reinforce the communication skills within the target language. Unfortunately, 
music in the classroom is not a feature of many ESL programs. Generally, language 
educators regard music activities as a source of entertainment anddistraction. Music 
programs have been largely incorporated in primary section course programs. However, 
music oriented activities for higher secondary, intermediate and advanced ESL learners 
are rare. This paper attempts to demonstrate the importance of using music activities in 
the language classroom to increase language and cultural competence. Further, 
suggestions are proposed for promoting cultural awareness and effective command on 
language skills.  
 
Keywords: Music, cultural competence, linguistic competence, language skills, English 
as Second language and English as Foreign Language 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The impact of music in the classroom is justified by the Multiple Intelligence Theory 
proposed by Gardner (2006) which claims that learners hold varying dimensions of 
linguistic, music, logical, mathematical, spatial, personal and kinaesthetic bits of 
intelligence. Other scholars like Degrave (2019); Shock (2017) mentioned that music 
can be incorporated in the language classroom to enhance proficiency in language skills. 
Many of the second language institutions have incorporated varying CALL software and 
introduced games, simulations, tutorial videos making the learning process easy and 
fun-oriented. Certainly, incorporating music like signing can be utilized to reinforce 
cultural awareness and boost communicative skills. It has been observed that in the last 
few decades, a few pieces of research have shown a significant relationship between 
language learning and music. All too often, teachers and parents regard music as a 
source of entertainment and not inclusive. Delibegovic& Pejic (2016) expressed the 
positive influence of music on young learners’ vocabulary retention. He added that 
music in aural or and/or visual media degrees are suitable for different learning styles. 
Activities that are inclusive of music encourage positive learning experience and 
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enhance cultural competence. Degrave (2019) explained the two reasons for not 
integrating music in language classrooms. First, teachers lack the theoretical groundings 
that support the use of music in education. The second reason for the discrepancy, he 
mentioned that due to the limited knowledge of adapted material, musical activities lack 
the potential benefits of music-related methodologies. Engh (2013) argued that there is 
substantiated literature that establishes the strong relationship between music and 
language in the fields of cognitive science, anthropology, sociolinguistics, 
psycholinguistics, First Language Acquisition (FLA) and Second Language Acquisition 
(SLA).Shayakhmetova et al. (2017)created a set of song-based exercises to form socio-
cultural and regional knowledge and familiarize the learners with the culture and life of 
Great Britain. The results revealed that the songs related to intercultural competence 
create interest among students. The researchers also expressed that the lyrics of the 
songs leaves a deeper meaning and diverse connotative information into the minds of 
learners. 
 
Music can be incorporated into listening for all ages and all levels. Many learners 
struggle in remembering lyrics but find it easier when listening is linked with music, 
rhythm, rhyme, and melody. Music texts carry most of the grammatical features and 
offer a plethora of vocabulary, all of which can be utilized in acquiring proficiency in 
the second language. Music for listening can make the learners conscious and aware of 
phonetic peculiarities. Students can mark the frequency of words, identify the words 
that are spelled and pronounced differently, deduce the meaning of homophones and 
homonyms from the context and list order of words they hear from the song. Musical 
and linguistic skills are interconnected. Milovanov et.al. (2010 conducted an experiment 
in which phonemic listening discrimination and Seashore task were included. They 
deduced that all the participants performed equally in the phonemic listening 
discrimination task. Further, they mentioned that the participants who had higher 
musical aptitude were able to produce correct pronunciation of English words than the 
participants with low musical aptitude.  
 
Along with the development of vocabulary and phonetic aptitude, mood elevation is also 
mentioned in the literature.Lehmann and Seufart (2017) studied the Mozart effect and 
the arousal-mood-hypothesis indicating that music can benefit listening outcomes. They 
tested 81 students using a between-subject design with half of the sample listening to 
pop songs and the other half learning in silence. They found that learning with music 
exerted optimum force on working memory capacity, thereby enabling the students to 
learn and recall for a longer period. This research concluded that the higher the learners’ 
working memory capacity, the better they learned with music.Listening to music was 
also justified by Kumar et al. (2016). They indicated that the trend of listening to music 
saying might improve the performances of the learners.The effect of active listening 
training was also demonstrated by Bulut and Karasakalolu (2017).  They tested the 
fourth-grade students on their vocabulary by using semi-experimental trial models. They 
observed that active listening training positively contributed to vocabulary building. 
Further, students' listening comprehension had contributed to learning new words. 
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Moreover, music can strengthen listening comprehension and pronunciation 
intelligibility. If songs are chosen correctly, then liaison, assimilation, rhyme, rhythm, 
and colloquial contractions can be learned easily. In primary sections,  the learners 
acquire English sentence structure efficiently by repeating the English song with 
pleasure. In addition to pronunciation and grammatical knowledge, learners can practice 
conversation since song lyrics lend themselves to questions and answers. Stories in 
songs can be paraphrased, summarized and dramatized as well.  
I. Music in Reading and Writing 

Different music activities are adaptable and can help learners of all ages. Jiang 
&Sengupta (2011) calculated the typing performance and assessed it by instructing the 
participants to copy the words from the GMAT's comprehension section while making 
them listen to the music of their choice. The results confirmed that the students’ 
efficiency of typing was increased while listening to music. Erten et al. (2015) 
conducted an experimental study to identify the effects of listening to music while 
reading. The results demonstrated that the students who listened to their favorite music 
performed better and showed significant scores of improvement than those who listened 
to unfavourite music. Yildrim (2007) found that learners often choose to listen to 
instrumental songs while reading a book. Lozanov (1960) developed Suggestophedia, a 
method of learning and teaching which was also approved by UNESCO in 1970. In this 
method, the teacher used to read the text while listening to music. When the teacher 
would stop reading the text, students go on listening to music. According to Bhanawat 
(2019), humans' ears are sensitive to different musical sounds that make the learner feel 
differently. He mentions that the best way to make a comparison between music and 
writing is to find a favorable sound for studying. Further, he added that music in 
academic writing makes optimum improvement in the performances of the learners.  
In another study conducted by Koopelman (1995) explored the effect of different kinds 
of music on children's writing content. Students were asked to participate in 10- 15-
minute writing sessions. Each session was accompanied by background music including 
classical, jazz, popular, and country. The counter group was exposed to silent writing. 
The results indicated that students wrote more words while listening to classical music 
conditions. He further noted that there were fewer inconsistent writings while listening 
to jazz music. In addition to it, Top-40 music had left a significant negative effect on 
students' writing. Interestingly, in another experimental study, the effectiveness of 
background music was studied. The researcher asked forty-five psychology 
undergraduates to write brief expository essays. He noted that background music 
disrupted writing fluency. In addition to it, he mentioned that the students who had 
musical training and high working memory span were likely to pause at clause 
boundaries.  
II. Music and Culture 

The relationship between singing and cultural understanding is widely evident in the 
literature. Music emerges infancy and develops through the process of enculturation and 
socialization. Learners get the opportunity to learn about different cultures which play 
an important role in the construction of linguistic knowledge and identities. Cultural 
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understanding which is multi-layered in nature can be simplified by listening to a 
variety of songs. Not only has this, singing multicultural songs promoted the linguistic 
well- being of the learners. Music is a form of education that humans as social beings 
can acquire in the form of cultural connotations. Shock (2017) mentioned that utilizing 
culturally relevant songs can be introduced with compelling stories. These stories can be 
about a musical genre, a musician, or a theme for the day. Music increase focus 
enhances mood, promotes inspiration and built cross-cultural values. Trellon (n.d.) 
mentioned that music produces cultural understandings of the world, humanity, and its 
societies. Not only this, but music-focused fields such as musicology, music cognition, 
and music therapy also pervade the view of music from varying cultural disciplines and 
establish broad-ranging history, anthropology, and language study.  
Music is linked with the cultural context in which it is presented. The relationship 
between music, culture, and society has been studied for many decades. The field of 
ethnomusicology has explored social and cultural customs that influence music 
practices in a variety of ways. As evident from the paper of Barton (2018), music is a 
core feature of many of the social celebrations such as weddings and get-togethers. 
Therefore, cultural expression is expressed and maintained through music. As indicated 
by Poulshock&Menish  (2014) two approaches can be used in English language courses, 
first to promote language acquisition and cultural understanding, and second, music 
appreciation. In the first approach, students come across with popular songs and stories 
that relate to lingual and cultural knowledge, for example, "media gap" and "story pods" 
activities. In the second approach, students learn to learn and interact with songs to 
create their self- composed songs. Aldeguier (2018)conducted a study to examine the 
influence of music on learners from different cultures. According to the researcher, the 
aim was to analyze the effect of music as a tool to transfer values that built a sense of 
identity in the primary classroom. Multicultural music was exposed as an intervention of 
the experimental group. As a result, children were seen singing songs, performing 
dances, and related customs of their culture. Not only was this, rhythmic teaching model 
“body music” observed that had engaged all the participants in a common task.  

III.Conclusion 

Music is a reflection of culture and culture is interwoven in language. An introduction to 
music can provide the necessary focus on language learning and teaching. As indicated 
in the literature, music can provoke inner thought and emotion which produces a direct 
influence on language skills. Today, many of the textbooks do not incorporate musical 
activities for acquiring language and cultural competence. A few publishers like BBC, 
British Council have created tapes and texts and suggested especial musical songs. 
Music activities can aid in the complex task of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
Sub skills like auditory discrimination, vocabulary development, sentence structure, 
focus reading, and writing can be enhanced by playing music.However, the type of 
music, thematic songs, and accents also matter as they contribute to not only lingual 
knowledge but also embed cross-cultural values. In every melancholy, there are pitches, 
rhymes, rhythms that can be used to measure phrases and aware of the learners with 
vocabulary and syntactical structures. Musical activities are appealing in nature. The 
choice of a song is dependent upon the instructional point desires. Before choosing a 
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suitable song for the learners, it is important to note the level of language development 
and the age group of the students. In the present day world, there are many culturally 
rich contemporary songs and musical styles that can enhance the focus of second 
language learners. A teacher can induce a variety of musical contexts to sensitize the 
second and foreign language students.  
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ABSTRACT:  
 
Having reviewed a good number of studies on career maturity and factors contributing 
to it and some observations in real life situation, the researcher selected intelligence and 
self concept as factors of career maturity of secondary students.  Keeping this in view, 
the researcher has selected 240 (N=240) secondary students randomly. The descriptive 
survey method was used for the study. To assess the intelligence, self concept and career 
maturity of secondary students three tools i.e. Dr. Nirmala Gupta’s CMI, R. K. Ojha and 
K. Ray Choudhury’s VIT and Mukhapadhya and Basantia’s MBSCQ were adopted. The 
intelligence and self-concept were found strongly related with career maturity of 
secondary students. 
 
Keywords: Intelligence, Self-concept, Career Attitudes, Career Competency, Secondary 
students.  
 
(I) INTRODUCTION: 
 

The period of adolescence is the threshold of entry in adulthood and is vital to 
enter the world of work. It is a challenge for the young people to choose the career as 
per their own abilities and skills; and becoming more aware of the world of work and its 
perspectives as they see their elders, friends, siblings and others struggle to find job or 
experience the work stress.  At this stage, the education, training, guidance, etc. help to 
channelise their career by choosing the suitable career.  The process of choosing a 
career is an important incision that impacts an individual’s entire future.  Moreover, 
their career maturity i.e. career attitudes, career preference and competency mighty be 
influenced by many contextual, social and environmental, biological, psychological 
factors. For the purpose of  identifying the factors of career maturity, the researcher has 
reviewed a number of studies and found very contradictory results. Career maturity is 
influenced by age, race, ethnicity, locus of control, socio-economic status, work salience 
and gender (Naidoo, 1998). The complex interaction of these factors affects individuals 
readiness to succeed in mastering the tasks appropriate to various stages of career 
development. Some investigators used career maturity as vocational maturity, career 
aspirations and so on. Out of various factors, the Intelligence and self-concept have been 
considered to study as the factors of  career maturity. Crites (1978, 1995) defined career 
maturity as the extent to which the individual has mastered the vocational development 
task including both knowledge and attitudinal components, appropriate to his or her 
state of career development. Maturity is assumed to be an underlying psycho-logical 
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construct reflecting this developmental level just as intellectual, moral and social 
development are assumed to be psychological constructs (Betz, 1988). Career maturity 
describes one’s ability to successfully cope with vocational development tasks (e.g. 
crystallizing, specifying and implementing career choice) that are encountered across 
the development continuum from exploration stage through withdrawal. 

 
(II) OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:  
 
a) To find the relationship between Intelligence and the career maturity of secondary 

students. 
b) To find the relationship between Self-concept and the career maturity of secondary 

students. 
c) To find the differences of high and low intelligent secondary school students in 

relation to their career maturity. 
d) To find the differences between students with  high  and poor self concept in 

relation to their career maturity 
 
(III) HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY : 
 
1. H01: There exists no significant relationship between Intelligence and Attitude 

towards Career of secondary students. 
2. H02: There exists no significant relationship between Intelligence and Competency 

for Career Maturity of secondary students. 
3. H03: There exists no significant relationship between Self-concept and Attitude 

towards Career of secondary students. 
4. H04: There exists no significant relationship between Self-concept and Competency 

for Career Maturity of secondary students. 
5. H05: There exists no significant difference between Low Intelligent and High 

Intelligent Students in relation to their Attitudes towards Career Maturity. 
6. H06: There exists no significant difference between Low Intelligent and High 

Intelligent Students in relation to their Competency for Career Maturity. 
7. H07: There exists no significant difference between Students of poor self concept 

Students of high self concept in relation to their Attitudes towards Career Maturity. 
8. H08: There exists no significant difference between Students of poor self concept 

and Students of high self concept in relation to their Competency for Career 
Maturity. 

 
(IV) METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY: 
 
(a) Population: The population for the present study comprised of all the 10 the grade 
students at secondary level located in Jalpaiguri Districts of West Bengal. 
(b) Sample : A sample of 240 (N = 240) students of class X studying in three secondary 
schools located in Jalpaiguri District of West Bengal  was drawn using simple random 
sampling technique. 
The sampling distribution has been presented in the table-1. 
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Table-1: Showing the sampling distribution 

STRATA→ 
↓ 

Locality 
Total 

Rural Urban 

Gender 
Male  60 60 120 

Female 60 60 120 

Total 120 120 240 

 
(c) Methods : The method of present study has been planned an implemented 
descriptive frame work. 
 
(d) Variables : The variables studied were as followings:  
 
Independent Variables: As a multivariate approach, the present study comprised of 
five independent variables. Out of these four independent variables there were two 
treatment variables and two  attribute variables. 
 
Treatment variables : (a) Intelligence and  (b) Self-concept  
 
Attribute variables : (a) Gender (boys and girl) and (b) Localities (Rural and Urban) 
 
Dependent variable: Only one variable that is career maturity as a dependent variable 
was considered in the present study. 
 
(e) Tools : The tools used for the present study were: 
 
i. Career Maturity Inventory (CMI) developed by Dr. Nirmala Gupta (2005). This 
Career Maturity Inventory (CMI) consists of two parts i.e. Attitudes towards Career 
Maturity (ACM) and Competency for Career Maturity (CCM) 
 
ii. Verbal Intelligence Test (VIT) developed by R. K Ojha and K. Ray Choudhury and  
iii. Mukhapadhya and Basantia Self-Concept Questionnaire (MBSCQ) developed by D. 
Mukhopadhyaya and J. Basantia.  
 
(f) Statistics Used:For the statistical treatment of the collected data, different statistical 
techniques used for the present study can be divided into two major parts, i.e. (a) 
Descriptive Statistics and (b)Inferential Statistics. 
 
(V) ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 
 

The employed statistics for analysis of three variables  were: - (i) Descriptive 
Statistics,  (ii) Inferential Statistics and  (iii) Correlational   
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  (a)  Descriptive Statistics for CMI, VIT and MBSCQ: 
 
Table-2: Showing the descriptive statistics.  
 

Statistics Variables 
ACM CCM VIT MBSCQ 

N 240 240 240 240 
Mean 26.938 43.279 67 164.158 

Std. Error of Mean 0.329 0.636 0.919 1.349 
Median 26.875 43.3 67 164.5 
Mode 27 42 67 121 

Std. Deviation 5.109 9.847 14.25 20.903 
Variance 26.101 96.955 203.038 436.954 
Skewness 0.052 0.019 0.000 -0.043 

Std. Error of Skewness 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 
Kurtosis -0.404 -0.473 -0.576 -0.622 

Std. Error of Kurtosis 0.313 0.313 0.313 0.313 
Range 24 46 64 88 

Minimum 15 21 35 121 
Maximum 39 67 99 209 

Sum 6465 10387 16080 39398 

Percentiles 
P25 23.3929 36.5000 56.9 149.5 
P50 26.8750 43.3000 67 164.5 
P75 30.4400 50.0714 77.1 179 

 
 The table-2 indicated the value of Mean, Median, Mode and P50 of the scores of 
concernvariables  coincide. The Intelligence scores are almost normal as the skewness 
of the VIT was 0 (Zero) and in other variables the distributions were slightly skewed.  
  (b)  Graphical Representation of Data: The scores of three variables for the sample 
of 240 (N = 240) were represented with help of NPC with histogram. 
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Mean = 26.94
SD  = 5.109
N = 240

Attitudes Towards Career Maturity 

Mean = 43.28
SD  = 9.847
N = 240

Competency for Career Maturity 

Mean = 67.00
SD  = 14.249
N = 240

Intelligence

Mean = 164.16
SD  = 20.903
N = 240

Self -Concept
 

Fig.-1: Showing the NPC with histogram for the scores of ACM, CCM, VIT and 
MBSCQ: 
 The observation of  the fig.-1 of NPCs for ACM, CCM, VIT and MBSCQ revealed that 
the distribution  obtained in the case of Attitudes towards Career Maturity, Competency 
for Career Maturity, Intelligence and Self-concept was the normal. Both the  descriptive 
statistics and the figure showed the concern distributions to be as trend of normality. 
Hence, the nonparametric statistics considered to use for the present study were right 
decision as  each distribution satisfied the conditions of nonparametric statistics. 

High Intelligent
Low Intelligent 

High Self 
Concept Poor Self 

Concept All (N = 240)

29.362

23.635

29.632

22.634
26.938

 
Fig.-2: Showing the Mean values of ACM Scores 
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High 
Intelligent Low 

Intelligent High Self 
Concept Poor Self 

Concept All (N = 240)

48.362

42.586

48.692

43.544
43.28

 
Fig.-3: Showing the Mean values of CCM Scores 

(c) Correlational statistics: Analysis of Relationships Between  Scores of Dependent 
Variable (Career Maturity) and Independent Variables i.e. Intelligence and Self-concept 
for secondary students were computed by the used of  Spearman’s Product moment 
method. All the computed   r-values were tested at significance of 0.01 level using two 
tailed test. The statistical result of correlation-coefficient had been shown in table-3 and 
table-6.  

(1) Analysis of the Relationship between Scores of Intelligence (VIT) and Attitudes 
towards Career Maturity (ACM) students pertaining to the Null Hypothesis  No-1 
(Ho1) 

Table-3: Showing the relationship between Scores of Intelligence (VIT) and 
Attitudes towards Career Maturity (ACM) students 

Variable N r Level of Significance 
Intelligence (VIT) 240 

0.759 Significant at 0.01 level Attitudes towards Career Maturity 
(ACM) 

240 

 From the table-3   it was found that, there was a positive and high correlation (r = 0.759) 
betweenIntelligence and Career Maturity of Secondary  students which was significant 
at 0.01 level. Hence Ho1 was rejected. It could be stated that, ‘’there was a significant 
relationship between Intelligence andCareer Maturity of Secondary  students.’’ 

(2) Analysis of the Relationship between Scores of Intelligence (VIT) and 
Competency for Career (CCM) of the secondary students pertaining to the Null 
Hypothesis  No-2 (Ho2) 
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Table-4: Showing the relationship between Scores of Intelligence (VIT) and 
Competency for Career (CCM) of the secondary students. 

Variable N r Level of Significance 
Intelligence (VIT) 240 

0.738 Significant at 0.01 
level Competency for Career Maturity 

(CCM) 240 

 The table-4 portrayed that there was a positive correlation (r = 0.738) between VIT and 
CCM of secondary students which was significant at 0.01 level. Hence Ho16 was 
rejected. Therefore it could be stated that “there was a significant relationship between 
Intelligence and Competency for Career Maturity of secondary students” 

(3) Analysis of the Relationship between Scores of Self-concept (MBSCQ) and 
Attitudes towards Career Maturity (ACM) students pertaining to the Null Hypothesis  
No-3 (Ho3) 

Table-5: Showing the relationship between Scores of Self-concept (MBSCQ) and 
Attitudes towards Career Maturity (ACM) students 

Variable N r Level of Significance 
Self-concept (MBSCQ) 240 

0.801 Significant at 0.01 level Attitudes towards Career Maturity 
(ACM) 

240 

 From the table-5, it has been observed that , there was a positive and high correlation (r 
= 0.801) betweenSelf-concept and Career Maturity of Secondary  students which was 
significant at 0.01 level. Hence Ho3 was rejected. It could be stated that, ‘’there was a 
significant relationship between Self-concept andCareer Maturity of Secondary 
students.’’ 

(4) Analysis of the Relationship between Scores of Self-concept (MBSCQ) and 
Competency for Career (CCM) of the secondary students pertaining to the Null 
Hypothesis  No-4 (Ho4) 

Table-6: Showing the relationship between Scores of Self-concept (MBSCQ) and 
Competency for Career (CCM) of the secondary students. 

Variable N r Level of Significance 
Self-concept (MBSCQ) 240 

0.786 Significant at 0.01 
level Competency for Career Maturity 

(CCM) 240 

 The table-6 revealed that there was a positive correlation (r = 0.786) between scores of  
MBSCQand CCM of secondary students which was significant at 0.01 level. Hence Ho4 
was rejected. Therefore it could be stated that “there was a significant relationship 
between Self-concept and Competency for Career Maturity of secondary students” 
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(d) Inferential Statistics: As per the scores obtained by 240 students  in Verbal 
Intelligence Test and in Self-concept Scale,  the students had been divided by the 
researcher into High Intelligent and Low Intelligent group in case of intelligence, 
similarly as Positive self-concept and Poor or negative Self-concept group for the 
purpose of applying the ‘t’ test to find the mean differences of the divided groups in 
concerned variables. This division was done by the researcher according to own 
consideration and convenience  for the smooth analysis and interpretation of the data. 
Table-7: Showing the Grouping of Respondents according to certain obtained 
score level 

Verbal Intelligence 
Test (VIT) 

Values Mukhapadhya and Basantia 
Self-Concept Questionnaire 

(MBSCQ) 

Values 

Total Respondents  
taken for administering 

the test 

240 Total Respondents taken for 
administering the test 

240 

Low Intelligent Group 40 Poor Self Concept Group 40 
Average  Intelligent 

Group 
160 Average  Self Concept Group 160 

High Intelligent Group 40 High Self Concept Group 40 
 
(1) Analysis  of the Difference between High Intelligent Secondary School Students 
and Low Intelligent Secondary School Students in relation to their Attitude 
towardsCareer Maturity pertaining to Null-Hypothesis No-5 (H05). 
Table-8 :Showing the ‘t’ value of the scores of Attitude towardsCareer Maturity 
between High Intelligent Secondary School Students and Low Intelligent 
Secondary School Students  

Variable Difference                                             
between N M SD SED t- value df 

Attitude 
towards 
Career 
Maturity 

High Intelligent 
Secondary 
School Students 

40 29.362 4.35 

1.289   4.443*  78 Low Intelligent 
Secondary 
School Students 

40 23.635 6.894 

*Significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level. 
The summary of ‘t’  values showed that the “t” –value between  High 

Intelligent Secondary School Students and  Low Intelligent Secondary School Students 
in their Attitude towards Career Maturity was significant at 0.01 level. Hence the Null-
hypothesis (Ho1) was not retained. Thus it might be concluded that, “there was a 
significance difference between  High Intelligent Secondary School Students and  Low 
Intelligent Secondary School Students in relation to their Attitude  towards Career 
Maturity.”  
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(2) Analysis  of the Difference between High Intelligent Secondary School Students 
and Low Intelligent Secondary School Students in relation to their Competency for  
Career Maturity pertaining to Null-Hypothesis No- 6 (H06) 
Table-9 :Showing the ‘t’ value of the scores of Competency for  Career Maturity 
between High Intelligent Secondary School Students and Low Intelligent 
Secondary School Students  

Variable Difference 
between N M SD SED 

t-  
value df 

Competen
cy for  
Career 
Maturity 

High 
Intelligent  
Students 

40 48.362 7.161 
  2.10
7 2.742 * 78 Low 

Intelligent 
Students 

40 42.586 11.23
5 

     *Significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level. 
The two-tailed P value is less than 0.01 . By conventional criteria, this 

difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant as table- 4 showed that 
“t” value between High Intelligent Secondary School Students and Low Intelligent 
Secondary School Students in Competency for  Career Maturity was significant at 0.01 
level. Thus, the Null-hypothesis (i.e. Ho6) was rejected. It was established that, ”there 
existed a significant difference between High Intelligent Secondary School Students and 
Low Intelligent Secondary School Students in Competency for  Career Maturity.”  
(3) Analysis  of the Difference between Students with High Self Concept and 
Students with Poor Self Concept in relation to their Attitude towardsCareer 
Maturity pertaining to Null-Hypothesis No-7 (H07) 
Table-10 :Showing the ‘t’ value of the scores of Attitude towardsCareer Maturity 
between Students with High Self Concept and Students with Poor Self Concept. 

Variable Difference                                             
between N M SD SED 

t- 
valu
e 

df 

Attitude 
towards 
Career 
Maturity 

Students with 
High Self 
Concept 

40 29.523 4.133 

1.33 5.18* 78 Students with 
poor Self 
Concept 

40 22.634 7.325 

     *Significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level. 

The table-5 revealed that, ‘t’ value  of the  scores of  Attitude towards Career Maturity 
between Students with High Self Concept and Students with Poor Self Concept was 
significant at 0.01 level. Hence H07 was rejected and concluded that “A significant 
difference exist between Students with High Self Concept and Students with Poor Self 
Concept in their Attitudes towards Career Maturity.” 
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(4) Analysis  of the Difference between Students with High Self Concept and 
Students with Poor Self Concept in relation to their Competency for  Career 
Maturity pertaining to Null-Hypothesis No-8(H08) 
Table-11 :Showing the ‘t’ value of the scores of Competency for  Career Maturity 
between Students with High Self Concept and Students with Poor Self Concept 

Variable Difference                                             
between N M SD SED 

t- 
value df 

Competency 
for  Career 
Maturity 

Students with 
High Self 
Concept 

40 48.692 7.322 

1.994 2.582* 78 Students with 
poor Self 
Concept 

40 43.544 10.265 

*Significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level. 
The ‘t’  values showed that the difference Students with High Self 

ConceptStudents and with poor Self Concept in their Competency for  Career Maturity 
was significant at 0.01 level. Hence the Null-hypothesis (Ho1) was not retained. Thus it 
might be concluded that, “there was a significance difference between Students with 
High Self Concept and Students with poor Self Concept in relation to their Competency 
for Career Maturity.”  
(VI) MAJOR FINDINGS:  
It has been found that, the Intelligence is related with Career Maturity of Secondary 
Students.  Intelligence was highly and positively correlated with the attitudes towards 
career maturity and competency for career maturity of secondary students. Therefore, 
the intelligence has also been proved as a factor of career maturity of the students 
studying at secondary level. 
Like Intelligence, Self-concept has been strongly associated with Career Maturity of 
Secondary Students.  Self-concept was found as highly and positively correlated with 
the attitudes towards career maturity and competency for career maturity of secondary 
students. Self-concept like intelligence has been established as a predictor  of career 
maturity of the secondary school going students. 
 
(VII) IMPLICATIONS: The researcher pointed out the various aspects of implications 
of the present study. The implications of the present study were: 

Both Intelligence and self-concept were found the determining factors of 
career maturity. It was a matter of common observation from the findings and 
discussions of present study that the persons who were very intelligent would able to 
choose better career and  understand job perspectives and might prepare own self as per 
the nature of work and ability.  It was also same in case of self concept, the persons with 
high and positive self concept showed the high career maturity. The findings of the 
present study would be utilized in various ways:- 

 Organisingcareer counseling programmes. 
 Consultation with career specialists. 
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 Assignments like laboratory work library study, visits and complicated projects to 
promote maximum intellectual growth. 

 Day to day observation inside and outside the classroom. 
 Identifying the slow-learners and giving special attention to them. 
 Enrichment of curriculum. 
 Encourage the students who are in stress and  reduce their feeling of inferiority. 
 Find the students with poor self concept and guide and encourage them for work. 
 For developing self-concept of low achieving students on their intellectual status, 

creative work, problem-solving games, easy competitions, debates, quizzes and 
group should be introduced on a large scale in schools. 

 Due recognition and appreciations in the above activities should be given by 
distribution of awards, prizes scholarship and medals. 
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Abstract:  
 
The job scenario has been changing drastically all across the globe, with competition 
getting intensely fierce across almost all the professional segments, educational 
strategists are devising newer educational policies and innovative techniques to bolster 
the system. The academic sector is in a total state of flux, and changes are being 
suggested for positive job readiness of students. This emphasis on assorted skill 
development has inevitably changed in Higher Education, with the intent of reinforcing 
students’ employability outcomes, as they have to match with the expectations of the 
industry. The stipulated settings for most organizations presently is globally 
interconnected, extremely competitive, fast changing and can be anticipated to remain 
so for a couple of decades to come. The challenges thrown up by this dynamic setting in 
organizational management are multiple and far too complex than they actually appear 
to the analyzer who is mostly the top management. In the present paper we are 
discussing about the competencies of engineers so to be precise an engineering fresh 
jobseeker stands absolutely confused while he/she is just at the verge of stepping out of 
the campus. Today as the competition is fierce for engineers in the age of Artificial 
Intelligence and Automation man and machines are somewhat at the same competitive 
level, each trying to supersede the other. It is high time we share a thought on certain 
abstract skills which has been discussed here. These abstract skills are the lesser talked 
about and hence are at times neglected. Positive communication, active listening skills, 
willingness to work hard, stably working under pressure, dependability, positive self 
starter approach towards work are some of the many skills related to the emotional 
intelligence quotient or EQ of an individual which at most of the times decides the 
professional success of an individual. The discussion is quite complex and arriving at a 
concrete conclusion for theories and principles to be implemented will be inaccurate. 
Hence more research and studies in this context is suggested. 
 
Key words: Abstract Skills, Professional,employability,employability quotient, 
Industry, Automation, Competency.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the job scenario changing drastically all across the globe, and competition getting 
intensely fierce across almost all the professional segments, educational strategists are 
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devising newer educational policies and innovative techniques to bolster the system. 
This has led to the academic sector being in a state of absolute flux. Globally the 
education system has seen rapid change encouraging skills development as a key 
ingredient. This emphasis on assorted skill development has inevitably changed in 
Higher Education, with the intent of reinforcing students’ employability outcomes, as 
they have to match with the expectations of the industry.The stipulated settings for most 
organizations presently is globally interconnected, extremely competitive, fast changing 
and can be anticipated to remain so for a couple of decades to come. The challenges 
thrown up by this dynamic setting in organizational management are multiple and far 
too complex than they actually appear to the analyzer who is mostly the top 
management. This is all a far complex and convoluted imbroglio to an onlooker, making 
everything complex for the base unit facing all this brunt. This base unit is the student 
just ready to step out of the campus, the jobseeker is directionless and confused. To sort 
out things requires the joint efforts of a group of high statured intellectuals to formulate 
result driven educational strategies with undisputable positive outcomes. But never the 
less now globally all the mastermind educational intellects have unequivocally and 
unanimously acquiesced to the fact that to shape the employability quotient of students 
while they are still in the university could be envisioned by the proficient management 
and development of certain skills. Not only hard skills or technical skills are imperative, 
but consistently developing certain human oriented skills was extremely important to 
get hired and position themselves comfortably in the organizational set up.  
The complex expectations have given rise to the concept of finishing schools where 
graduates get equipped with soft skills as well as technical skills. These finishing 
schools give the final polish to a candidates education to make them complete with a 
good personality, grooming, excellent personal etiquette and dress sense, so that he/she 
can stand out in a crowd and has a higher chance of ready acceptance in any 
organizational setting – be it the job market, family environment or peer group, this 
moreover prepares them to foray into the organizations and thrive there. But as there are 
always both sides of the coin, the base unit or the student ready to step out of the 
campus is still in the confused mode. The expeditiously mushrooming finishing schools, 
soft skill trainers, coaches, human skill mentors, have rather complicated all the process. 
To make the right choice is pertinent and crucial. Looking into the technical education 
sector, it is far more complex as technology is globally changing rapidly where as it is 
impossible to alter curriculum of universities at the same pace. The graduate stepping 
out of a technology institute needs to be updated with recent technology to be hired, in 
this race the soft skills, people skills or human skills are sometimes neglected. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature exploration reveals that in various parts of the world emphasis is laid to skill 
development for boosting the employability quotient of students, engineers when 
focussing specifically on this professional perspective. Review of literature on 
employability skill needs in engineering on a study of United Kingdom reveals 
conclusions that for engineering and manufacturing man power to develop certain skills 
pertaining to the needs of the industry, this can only be achieved through centrally 
coordinated approach of skills assessment, monitoring and development[1]. A study 
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expresses on how imperative it is for engineers of the 21 century to be efficient with 
certain skills as core competency in the job market to excel. This study discusses the 
need of creative problem solving, communication, and teamwork, to be developed for 
all engineers to succeed in any proposed projects [2]. An article discusses the ordeal of 
an engineer who faces difficulty in adjusting to the work atmosphere and how in various 
job setups people are not willing to work with her due to her lack of people skills [3]. A 
comparative study reported a decade back also suggests soft skills, as an important 
ingredient of an engineer’s profile. They enlisted multiple skills like leadership quality, 
team work, conflict management skills, interpersonal skills, self-management skills, 
decision making capacity, futuristic thinking, continuous learning capacity, empathy, 
persuasion, negotiation, presentation skills, personal effectiveness, diplomacy, 
orientation towards goal, flexibility, good customer service, written and oral 
communication skills, creativity/ innovation, and problem solving capacity[4]. 
An article expresses that effective communication is the key to superior professional 
outcomes in technical scenario and hence there is a need to focus in this sphere, further 
they suggest that by doing this they will be capable and competent at influencing, 
leading, and conveying ideas and concepts to their colleagues and others[5]. An 
important finding in Vietnam and Thailand enumerates problem solving skills in 
engineers for better job outcomes in process innovation and hence suggests 
organizations to train their employees in the same [6]. A paper concludes how 
improvements of soft skills in engineering can be made by rebranding soft skills as 
entrepreneurial skills [7]. An elaborate study in Malaysia was aimed to determine the 
non-technical skills required by entry-level engineers in the manufacturing industry. The 
skills were divided into seven categories i.e. four functional skills categories 
(communication, creative thinking and problem solving, information management, 
leadership and organizational skills) and three adaptive skills categories (group 
effectiveness and teamwork, work-related dispositions and attitudes and personal traits 
and self-management [8]. 
A dissertation titled “Soft Skills Development of Engineering Students through 
Mentoring in Cooperative Education” by Dyah a. Hening,Director of Dissertation: 
David A. Koonce has been approved for the Department of Industrial and Systems 
Engineering and the Russ College of Engineering and Technology [9]. It was concluded 
that Psychosocial mentoring functions improves soft skills performance more 
effectively than career mentoring functions. 

III. ABSTRACT SKILLS FOR ENGINEERS 

The word abstract skills have been chosen here to enumerate key competencies to 
succeed for the engineering jobseeker. The massive use of the phrase soft skills and the 
largely multiplying and mushrooming training academies and finishing schools of 
multiple statures has totally left the engineering jobseeker bewildered and confused. He 
has accepted the fact by now that though technical skill is the qualifying criteria for the 
job, but that alone doesn’t punch the ticket to his career entry. The employers seek an 
assorted assemblage of skills. So the major issue is exactly what, how and when to start. 
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This is variable factor in the candidates profile and is open to assessment and 
exploration by the employer.   The competition is fierce for engineers today. In the age 
of Artificial Intelligence and Automation man and machines are somewhat at the same 
competitive level, each trying to supersede the other. The global community is talking 
about Industry 4.0,the digital transformation of manufacturing/production and 
related industries and value creation processes, resulting in the intelligent networking of 
machines and processes for industry with the help of information and communication 
technology. As put forth in one of the online industrial news site, that when we hear 
about automation and manufacturing in one go, our mind visualizes assembly lines 
staffed by armies of tireless robots. The engineer jobseekers mind fills with anxiety, the 
association between innovation and job losses stems from an image of technology that 
replaces the need for humans in manufacturing. With Industry 4.0 on the ascent, it’s 
understandable that the manufacturing labour sector is anxious about its human 
workforce being replaced by machines. But reports also suggested otherwise positively 
[10]. A robust job market when it was in the pre COVID times , due to a growing 
economy, it was observed that plenty of engineering jobs were going unfilled, vacant in 
many industries, due to lack of suitable recruit. At the same time plenty of engineering 
graduates are taking non-engineering jobs. Multiple studies have quoted that machines 
probably will never replace man. One such study clearly concludes that Man power will 
continue to remain as the key asset in organizations, though AI and Process automation 
is entering into every phase of life, but Automation only replaces job and not employees 
[11] But are we ready to face the facts that the engineering graduate jobseeker has to 
upload his armamentarium with skills his predecessors probably had never thought off. 
Today when we talk about one world, or global community then surely we must take 
into consideration the multiple modes to materialize this vision or dream of the 
intellectual educational strategists. Certain aspects need serious contemplation on how 
the various communities will achieve international mobility which is the one and only 
solution to “one world”.  

IV. KEY COMPETENCIES FOR ENGINEERS 

In this emerging trend of globalization it has been a matter of rich and significant debate 
to address the key competencies considered critical for students to possess in order to 
succeed in the world. The fact is, when we enumerate the list of key competencies for 
sustainability in the global professional front, the knowledge of English language 
flashes among the topmost listed proficiencies. Inevitably, the basic step to substantiate 
the vision of unifying the world intellectual community and industrial and professional 
platform would start with the need for accepting a global professional language. English 
now being accepted as the Lingua Franca, we can nominate English communication 
skills to be an integral skill. For the developing countries like India with dialectal 
diversities definitely students face this issue during graduation, though they often have 
moderate writing skills, the competency in English verbal communication is often the 
biggest challenge. A paper presented at a global Linguistics conference enumerated a 
study wherein an English language instructor and Engineering instructors, surveyed the 
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needs of entrepreneurs using English for communication, with the objective to develop a 
model of English instruction to meet their employability needs, and assess the levels of 
English proficiency, among the group of engineering students under consideration 
regarding this model of English instruction. They concluded that the proficiency was 
low and hence a model of English instruction for engineering students was developed 
combining a communicative approach and content-based teaching methodologies, 
implemented from the second semester [12]. 

Though there are many skills enlisted for engineers but active listening is a skill which 
seems simple yet difficult to actualize. Active listening involves mental processing and 
understanding what is being communicated, and then reacting. Passive listeners often 
fail to respond to a situation the way it is expected. Whether working individually or in 
teams engineers work on problem solving or project completion, which often require 
them to take instructions of senior colleagues or team mates. A smooth flow of 
communication is imperative for transfer of information and result oriented project 
outcomes, at the same time at the receiving end too need active listening to complete the 
process and then only the entire chain is accomplished. A study presented in a 
conference reported investigation to develop the STEM Active Listening Skills 
Assessment (STEM-ALSA), an instrument to measure four components of active 
listening, important aspect of communication in all academic settings. The STEM-
ALSA comprised of three unique scales to measure a person's knowledge (12 items), 
ability to apply (25 items), and self-efficacy (5 items) with respect to active listening 
[13]. 

The willingness to work hard, the desire to excel in the job, the self starter or self 
motivated attitude has a huge role to play in an individual’s success. It is widely 
believed that motivation is the major driving force in business success and this factor is 
inextricably linked with the management of workers, clearly connected with leaders or 
managers, with specific roles to motivate people by a combination of rewards and threats. 
But in today’s complex work scenario, it is required to be self driven; in fact companies 
are always inclined to hire professionals with intrinsic motivation and drive, to work hard 
towards achieving their goals. In this competitive and fierce global employment platform 
employers seek to hire people ready to contribute to the organizational revenue right 
from the start. This is only possible with recruits with a quick learner and self starter 
approach towards work. These are certain skills which are abstract yet must be imbibed 
in students ready to step out of campus. A significant study indicated that high-activated 
positive mood was positively associated with all elements of proactive goal regulation 
[14]. An interesting finding was reported in the context of engineers in a reputed 
publication wherein it was observed that Engineers were rated higher on Tough-
Mindedness and Intrinsic Motivation; but in terms of Assertiveness, Conscientiousness, 
Customer Service Orientation, Emotional Stability, Extraversion, Image Management, 
Optimism, Visionary Style, and Work Drive they could not score satisfactorily[15]. All 
these findings have significantly contributed to the fact that our education system should 
catch these warning signals to nurture certain significant employability skills in students 
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while they are still in the learning phase. This can surely result in potential benefits and 
faster outcomes for engineers after they start a career. As it is obvious that success breeds 
success, recruits tasting success in the early phase of probation would certainly be 
motivated to continue with positivity. Though many companies train their employees in 
motivational and attitude development during probation, but at the same time there are 
many corporate houses looking for trained and ready professionals with success track 
record while hiring. Here the fresh jobseekers are not entertained. 

Dependability is another abstract skill which needs special mention. When working in a 
team it is crucial for a team leader to be assured of the dependability while delegating 
responsibilities. This is a skill which is an indicator of a strong character. Unfortunately 
this abstract skill is quite difficult to teach. It can only be learnt with practice. For any 
organization this skill surely affects the performance of teams and then jointly contributes 
to the overall success of the organization. 

V. DISCUSSION 

While discussing employability skills for engineers finishing schools generally focus on 
greater known soft skills like interpersonal skills, teamwork, leadership, critical thinking, 
problem solving, dressing sense and the like. The undergraduate curriculum though has 
included certain aspects of soft skill development in the curriculum, but certain gaps in 
the implementation process and in descriptive loopholes cause students to ignore these 
and focus more on their technical skills and grade points. Many of them do not realize the 
reasons of failure at their jobs, or till the time they do, the damage is already done. In 
such a scenario the intellectual community spearheading educational reforms are 
constantly devising practises and policies to integrate the educational system with 
industry. The institute industry interaction which is a vital part of every technology 
institute must be actualised. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It is observed that students placed in organizations during campus placements often fail 
to secure their positions and are at times forced to leave due to non performance. The 
major reason of failure at the professional front is contributed to lack of abstract soft 
skills which most of the engineering interns are unaware of. Positive communication, 
active listening skills, willingness to work hard, stably working under pressure, 
dependability, positive self starter approach towards work are some of the many skills 
related to the emotional intelligence quotient or EQ of an individual which at most of the 
times decides the professional success of an individual. The discussion is quite complex 
and arriving at a concrete conclusion for theories and principles to be implemented will 
be inaccurate. Hence more research and studies in this context is suggested. 
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Abstract:  

“The consumer behaviour plays an important role in marketing of fast-moving 
consumer goods. This behaviour is affected by various factors. In the present era of 
globalization needs and wants of consumers changes with time. The fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) sector contributes a lot to the growth of India’s 
GDP.Therefore, it is necessary to identify the changes in consumer buying behaviour 
towards FMCG products. This study an empirical investigation that seeks to find 
consumer brand loyalty towards fast moving consumer goods in Ariyalur district. The 
large number of consumers provides a good foundation for the expansion of the FMCG 
market. Respondents have been taken by applying purposive sampling method, 
percentage analysis and Chi-Square test are used. This study purpose is to analyze the 
consumer brand loyalty towards FMGC. Total 800 sample Respondents used to test the 
hypotheses. Findings of the study reveal that the consumer have good perception by 
Fast moving consumer goods”. 
 
Keywords: Consumer, Fast-Moving, Behaviour, Brand Loyalty, FMCG, Service And 
Purchasing. 
 
 
Introduction: 

“The study is on Brand Loyalty of consumers towards Fast Moving Consumer 
Goods (FMCGs). Brand occupies a place of paramount importance in an organization 
and has become a major strategic factor in the corporate world providing competitive 
advantage, delivering shareholder value, creating wealth, and ensuring social prosperity. 
In today’s world of internet and media explosion, the role of marketing is redefined as 
creating, communicating and delivering value to customers. Consistent tracking of the 
changes on consumers’ preference has become the key factor in delivering value to 
customers1. After opening our economy to global companies, the phase of change that 
India experienced is mind-boggling. Today the Indian consumers are flooded with 
plenty of brands, both Indian and international. The new brands offer innovative 
features with better quality, but from the perspective of Indian manufacturers, these new 
entrants are major threats”2.    
Review of Literature: 

Sanjana Gaur, (2002)3found that the important decision maker for the 
purchase of branded rice was the housewife of the family. The retailers were ranked as 
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the prime source of information about the product. Most of the households purchased 
branded rice from the rice mandy. The quality and the image of the brand were ranked 
as the major factors for brand preference.  

 
Dekimpe et al., (2003)4A firm’s ability to retain customer and foster brand 

loyalty is crucial for its continued success. Loyal customers are typically less price 
sensitive than others, and a loyal customer base provides firms with a usable time to 
respond to competitive conditions. Indeed, cost of attracting a new customer has been 
found to be higher by six times than the cost of retaining a current customer.  

 
Sampathkumar, (2003)5 mentioned that the consumer’s behavior involves 

understanding the acquisition, consumption and disposition of the products and services. 
Those involved in analyzing it, be it consumers, marketers, middlemen, or regulatory 
agencies, should continuously make sincere and necessary efforts and take periodic.  

 
Muhammad Irfan Tariq et al., (2013)6 in this article entitled “Customer 

Perceptions about Branding and Purchase Intention: A Study of FMCG in an Emerging 
Market” has made an attempt This study will show the purchase behavior of the 
customers that how general public are attracted to make purchase of the branded product 
and also reveal the important aspects which are quite necessary to capture the purchase 
intention of the customers. This research helps to categorize that among these aspects 
which factors have significant effect on the purchase intention of the patrons.  

 
Dr. VenkataSaiSrinivasaRaoMuramalla (2013)7 in this article entitled 

“Brand management of FMCG: A comparative of brand loyalty among the urban and 
rural consumers” the most important driving force behind this increased interest in 
strong brands is the accelerating pace of globalization the fast pace of technological 
development and the increased speed with which imitations turn up on the market have 
dramatically shortened product lifecycles. The specific objective of the study is to 
measure the loyalty of the respondents quantitatively. 

 
Vibhuti, et.al(2014)8 In their article titled “A study on Consumer Buying 

Behavior towards Selected FMCG Products” The consumer behaviour plays an 
important role in marketing of fast-moving consumer goods. The authors highlighted 
that the present era of globalisation needs and wants of consumers changes with time. 
The fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector contributes a lot to the growth of 
India’s GDP.Therefore it is necessary to identify the changes in consumer buying 
behaviour towards FMCG products. The study reveals examines the factors affecting 
consumer buying behaviour towards FMCG products and finally effecting their 
decision-making process. The study found that consumer behaviour is largely affected 
by place, product, price, promotion, physiological and psychological factors. However, 
effect of these factors also differs from product to product.  

Ganesh (2015)9 - In his article titled Consumers’ Perception towards Brand 
Loyalty of FMCG Products -An Analysis. The author analyzed that the consumers’ 
perception towards brand loyalty of the FMCG product is awareness, knowledge, 
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attitude of the brand, risk aversion to change the brand, satisfaction and brand trust of 
the consumers, variables namely brand, image, product quality, product knowledge, 
product involvement, products attributes and brand loyalty of consumers.  
 
Statement of the Problem: 
 “With variety of FMCG products, what brands the customers choose and their brand 
loyalty based on various factors and shifting of loyalty and reasons for the same 
variables are the problems to be studied which would be useful both to the consumers 
and retail outfits.  

Objectives: 
1. To study the socio economic back-ground of the consumers. 
2. To study the brand preferences on select FMCGs at Ariyalur District. 
The definitions and concept of Brand Loyalty  

‘You learn that creating customer loyalty is neither strategic nor tactic; rather, 
it is the ultimate objective and meaning of brand equity. Brand loyalty is brand equity’. -
Daryl Travis Now, what constitutes brand loyalty? According to Bloemer and Kasper, 
brand loyalty implies that consumers bind themselves to products or services as a result 
of a deep-seated commitment. To exemplify this point, they rendered a distinction 
between repeat purchases and actual brand loyalty. In their published research, they 
assert that a repeat purchase behavior ‘is the actual re-buying of a brand’ whereas 
loyalty includes ‘antecedents’ or a reason/fact occurring before the behavior. Bloemer 
and Kasper further delineate brand loyalty into ‘spurious’ and ‘true’ loyalty. Spurious 
loyalty exhibits the following attributes:  
a. Biased  
b. Behavioral response  
c. Expressed over time  
d. By some decision-making unit, with respect to one or more alternate brands, and  
e. A function of inertia  
True brand loyalty includes the above, but replaces inertia with a psychological process 
resulting in brand commitment. Next, let's turn to various definitions proposed by 
different authors and thinkers to get a better insight towards the term brand loyalty. 
Brand loyalty is a topic of much concern to all marketers10. Every company seeks to 
have a steady group of unwavering customers for its product or service. Because 
research suggests that an increase in market share is related to improved brand loyalty, 
marketers are understandably concerned with this element. Thus, brands that seek to 
improve their market positions have to be successful both in getting brand users and in 
increasing their loyalty11 . 
Research Methodology 
 The methodology of the research indicates the general pattern of organizing procedure 
for gathering valid and reliable data for the purpose of investigation. The methodology 
of this study includes the description of research design, sample size, sampling 
techniques, development and description of the tools, data collection procedure and 
analyzing the data. 
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Research design:The research is descriptive in nature. The objectives of this design are 
to portray accurately the characteristics of the consumer Brand loyalty of Fast-moving 
consumer goods in Ariyalur district. Attempts are made to ascertain the attitude and 
buying behaviour of FMCG by the result of the study. 
 This study title is “A study on consumer brand loyalty of fast-moving consumer goods 
in Ariyalur district” and the methodology discussed the data collection, period of the 
study, sampling design, reliability analysis, pilot study and statistical tools and 
techniques. The validity of a research depends on the systematic method of collecting 
the data and analyzing them in the sequential order. In the present study, extensive 
analysis of both Primary survey data and Secondary source were used systematically. 
SOURCES OF THE DATA 
Primary Data: Primary data is the first hand information that is obtained through 
experiment, surveys, etc. in this study the primary source of data is obtained by 
interview schedule to various respondents in Ariyalur district. The selection of samples 
would help the researcher to carry out a reliable analysis. 
Secondary Data: Secondary sources are the facts that are available already. In this 
study the secondary data were collected from the previous records, magazines, 
published articles, submitted thesis, and internet etc. 
Analysis: 

In order to achieve the objectives of the study an analysis is made to 
understand the consumer Brand loyalty of Fast-moving consumer goods in Ariyalur 
district. The statistical tools used are percentage analysis and Chi-square test. The socio-
Economic profiles of the respondents are shown in the following tables. 
Percentage Analysis: 

1. Gender: 
Thetable 1 described the gender wise classification of the respondents selected 

for the study. The gender is classified as male and female.  
 

S. 
 

Category of 
Respondents No. of Respondents Percentage 

1 Male 512 64.0 
2 Female 288 36.0 
 Total 800 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 
The table explains that out of 800 respondents, were 512 respondents (64.0 per 

cent) of the male and the remaining 288 respondents (36.0 per cent) are female.  It is 
concluded that the majority (64.0 per cent) of the respondents selected for the study is 
male.    
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2. Age of the Respondents 

Table 2 describes the age of the respondents selected for the study. The age is 
classified as less than 25 years, 26 to 35 years, 36 to 45 years, 46 to 55 years and above 
56 years. 

S. No Age of the 
respondents 

No. of Respondents Percentage 
 

1 Less Than 25 Years 208 26.0 
2 26 to 35 Years 272 34.0 
3 36 to 45 Years 112 14.0 
4 46 to 55 Years 80 10.0 
5 Above 56 Years 128 16.0 
 

Total 800 1
 

Source: Primary Data 
Table 2 shows that out of 800 respondents, 272 respondents (34.0 per cent) are the age 

group between of 26-35 years, 208 respondents (26.0 per cent) are the age group between 
Less than 25 years, 128 respondents (16.0 per cent) are in the age group Above 56 years, 112 
respondents (14.0 per cent) of age group of 36 to 45 years, and 80 respondents (10.0 per cent) 
are 46 to 55 years. Hence it is concluded that a considerable percentage (34.0 per cent) of 
sample is in the age group of 26-35years.   

3. Which FMCG product you are buying? 
S. No Most Popular FMCG 

Companies 
No. of Respondents Percentage 

1 ITC 160 20.0 
2 Nestle 144 18.0 
3 Colgate 80 10.0 
4 ParleAgro 80 10.0 
5 Britannia Industries  128 16.0 
6 Marico 112 14.0 
7 Procter & Gamble (P&G) 96 12.0 
 Total 800 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 
Table 3 reveals that which FMCG products are buying the Market. Most of the 

respondents 160 (20 per cent) are preferred ITC, 144 (18 per cent) respondents are given 
the preference for Nestle. 128 respondents (16 per cent) of them prefer the Britannia 
Industries, Marico was preferred by 112 (14 per cent) of the total respondents, among 
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the total 800 respondents Procter & Gamble (P&G) are preferred by 96 (12 per cent) of 
the respondents and each 80 (10 per cent) respondents are preferred by Colgate and 
ParleAgro. It is concluded that the maximum 160 (20 per cent) of the respondents is 
selected for the study to buying ITC and Nestle get a second position in the consumer 
prefers. 
4. Most Influencing factors of FMCG and Gender of the Respondents 
 In this part, an attempt is made by the researcher to know whether the factors most 
influence your FMCG and gender made differs from male to female gender or not. The 
hypothesis framed and tested relating to this is given below in Table 4. 
Ho: There is no association between the gender and factors most influence your FMCG 
Products. 
4. Most Influencing factors of FMCG and Gender of the Respondents 

Most influencing factors  Gender of Respondents Total  
Chi 
Square 
Value 
24.206 
Df=4 
P value 
0.001* 
 

Male Female  

Product Quality  144 96 240 

Price  160 64 224 

Brand name & Image  96 32 128 

Promotion  64 48 112 

Design 48 48 96 

Total 512 288 800 

 Source: Computed from Primary Data. * Significant at 5 per cent level. 
 In the Table 4 the chi- square value is 24.206 with degrees of freedom 4 and the P value 
is 0.001. Since the P value is less than 0.05 the null hypothesis is rejected. That means 
there is an association between the gender of the respondents and factors most influence 
your FMCG Product. In nutshell factors most influence your FMCGPurchase differs 
from male gender to female gender. The frequency distribution also reveals that when 
compared to female gender male gender is factors most influence of purchase taking on 
their own to some extent. 
5. What is main motivation for buying FMCG? 

 
Source: Primary Data 

S. No Main Motivation of FMCG No of Respondents Percentage 

1 Brand Awareness  224 28.0 
2 Brand Loyalty  224 28.0 
3 Product availability 144 18.0 
4 Product variance 80 10.0 
5 Brand Association  128 16.0 
 Total 800 100.0 
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 Table5 describes that main motivation for buying FMCG. Out of the 800 respondents, 
224 respondents (28 per cent) of them are stated Brand Awareness and Brand Loyalty, 
144 (18 per cent) of the respondents are stated that Product availability, 128 (16 per 
cent) of the respondents are mentioned Brand Association, 80 (10 per cent) of the 
respondents are stated that Product Variance is main motivation for FMCG.It is 
concluded that the maximum 224 (28 per cent) of the respondents are stated that Brand 
Awareness and Brand Loyalty of FMCG Products. 

6. Factors Most Influence Your Online Purchase and Educational Status  
Educational qualification of the respondents plays an important role in FMCG Product 
purchasing. Hence in this section, an attempt is made by the researcher to know whether 
the factors most influence Consumer FMCG purchase by the educational qualification 
or not. The hypothesis framed and tested relating to this given below Table 6. 
Ho: There is no association between the educational qualification of the respondents 
and factors most influence of FMCG. 
6. Factors Most Influence FMCG Purchase and Educational Status of the 
Respondents  
 

Factors                 Educational Status Total  
 
 
 
Chi 
Square 
Value 
375.990 
Df=12 
P value 
0.001* 

Illiterates
/ Up to 
School 
Level 

UG/Diplo
ma 

PG Professi
onals 

Price 80 80 48 32 240 

Brand 
Loyalty 16 144 32 32 224 

Brand 
Awareness 16 0 96 16 128 

Product 
Variance 48 32 0 32 112 

Brand 
Association 32 16 48 0 96 

Total 192 272 224 112 800 
Source: Computed from Primary Data. * Significant at 5 per cent level. 

The above Table 5 the chi- square value is 375.990 with degrees of freedom 12 
and the P value is 0.001. Since the P value is less than 0.05, it can be inferred that there 
is an association between the educational qualification of the respondents and factors 
most influence of FMCG purchase is influenced by educational qualification of the 
respondents.  
 
Findings of the Study 
1. The study explains that out of 800 respondents, 512 respondents (64 per cent) are 

Male and the remaining 288 respondents (36 per cent) were female. 
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2. It was found that respondents in the age group, 272 respondents (34.0 per cent) are 
the age group between of  26-35 years, 208 respondents (26.0 per cent) are the age 
group between Less than 25 years, 128 respondents (16.0 per cent) are in the age 
group Above 56 years, 112 respondents (14.0 per cent) of age group of 36 to 45 
years, and 80 respondents (10.0 per cent) are 46 to 55 years. Hence it is concluded 
that a considerable percentage (34.0 per cent) of sample is in the age group of 26-
35years.   

3. The majority of duration of preferred brand use is 5 years and above for all the 
chosen brands of FMCGs (Tooth paste, Soaps, Talcum powder, detergent powder, 
Pocket milk and health drinks). 

4. The most common frequency of purchase for tooth paste, soap, talcum powder, 
detergent powder, and health drinks are monthly once whereas it is daily for pocket 
milk. 

5. Regarding brand loyalty, 93.1 per cent of the respondents confirm that they will use 
the preferred brand always. 

6. There is significant association between age and detergent powder. Preference in 
Rin is commonly preferred by age category less than 25 years, 26 to 35 years and 
36 to 45 years whereas older age group prefers Surf. 

7. There is significant association between age and pocket milk preference. Age group 
(<25 years, 26 to 35 years and 36 to 45 years) prefer Arokya whereas common 
preference for old age person is Aavin brand. 

8. Regarding brand loyalty, there is significant association between education of the 
respondents and purchase. Even if no sales promotion. High is given educated 
consumers purchase the product even if price rises. 

9. There is significant association between gender and price factors influencing brand 
purchase. It is inferred that majority of female consumers are more concerned about 
price in selecting the brand of FMCGs. 

Suggestions of the Study 
1. The brand preference in urban areas particularly in FMCG sector is showing a 

significant growth. In this survey we found that most of the popular FMCG brands 
and using any one of them as their brand.  

2. Indian domestic companies should enhance theirproduct standard and more effort to 
increase salesthrough sales promotion methods. These companieshave to create 
consumer awareness to purchase thedomestic products. 

3. Brand loyalty is an important factor in FMCGs. It isvery difficult to induce the 
consumers for brandswitching. Any firm should study these very critically.The 
quality aspects coupled with competitive price maylead to change of brands. 

 
Conclusion 

The consumer brand loyalty is apparently decreasing in recent times, attributed 
to several factors, viz., sophisticated advertising appeals and heavy media support, 
similarity of products in form, content, price, communication, sales promotion tactics of 
mass displays, coupons, and price specials that appeal to consumer impulse buying, 
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general fickle mindedness of consumers in buying behaviour, growth of new products 
competing for shelf space and consumer attention. The reasons for variation in the 
degree of brand loyalty is an important area of study in the vast understanding of 
consumer behaviour. These differences in brand loyalty are affected by demographic 
factors and studying the significance of demographic factors in determining brand 
loyalty may help the marketers in redesigning the marketing strategy to increase brand 
loyalty for their products which has several benefits to the marketers and the 
organizations. 
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Abstract: 
 

 In the paper two commutativity theorems are proved: (1) If R is a semi prime 
ring and n > 1 a fixed positive integer such that either [ [x,y]n  - [xn , yn ],x]]= 0 or [ (x o 
y)n – (xn  o yn),x] then R is commutative (ii) If R is a ring in which for each x,y in  there 
exists a positive integer n = n (x, y) > 1 such that  (x,y )n =yx, then R is commutative. 
 
Key words: commutativity, Semi-Prime Ring. 
 
Introduction: 
 

Let R be an associative ring with a centre Z (R). For any x,y in R as usual, 
[x,y] = xy –yx  and (x o y) = xy + yx, the well-known Lie and Jordan products, 
respectively. In a paper the authors together with M.A. Khan [6] replaced the 
associative product of the ring R by the above defined non-associative products in the 
identity (xy)2 = x2 y2  (C.F. Johnsen. outcalt and Yagub. Amer. Math. Monthly 74 
(1968) and investigated the commutativity of associative structure. The result to which 
we refer is as follows: "If R is 2-torsion free ring with unity 1 in which either  [x , y]2 
= [x2 , y2] or (x o y)2 = x2  o y2 , then R is commutative". 
 
Main Results: 
 
Theorem 1:  Let R be a semi prime ring and n > 1 be a fixed positive integer. If R 
satIsfies any one of the following polynomial identities:  
(1)  [[x, y]n  - [xn ,yn], x] = 0 for all x,y in R, 
(2)  [[x, y]n  - [xn ,yn], Y] = 0 for all x,y in R, 
(3)  [[x o y]n – [  xn  o yn ], x] = 0 for all x,y in R, 
(4)  [[x o y]n – [  xn  o yn ], y] = 0 for all x,y in R, 

then in each case R must be commutative. 
 
Proof: 
 
If R is a semi prime ring satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, then it is Isomorphic 
to sub direct sum of prime rings Ri each of which as a homomorphic image of R 
satisfies the hypothesis placed on R. Thus, we may assume that the ring R is prime 
satisfying any one of the polynomial identities (1) - (4). By Posner's theorem [2, Page 
465], the central quotient of R is a central simple algebra over a field. 
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Case I 
 

Let the ground field be finite. Then, the centre Z (R) is a finite integral domain 
and R is equal to its central quotient of R. Hence R is a matrix ring Mr (K) for some r ≥ 
1 and some      field K. 
 
Case II 

Let the ground field be infinite and P(x, y ) =0 is the polynomial identity for R. 
We write P = P0 + P1 + ……..Pm where Pi is the homogeneous polynomial in x, y. Then 
P0 =P1 =  ... =Pm = O for every x,y in R, since the centre of R is infinite. Thus P0 = P1 = 
..= Pm = 0 is also valid in the central quotient of R. Thus P= P0 + P1+... + Pm=0 is 
satisfied by elements in A Xk L where A is a central quotient of R, K=Z (A), L any field 
extension of K. In particular taking L to be a splitting field of A, A Xk L= Mr (L ). Thus 
P= 0 is satisfied by elements in Mr (L) 

 
Now, we claim that r = 1 in every case. Let eij 1 ≤ 1, j ≤ r,  be the matrix in M2  
(K) with 1 on the position and with zeros elsewhere. 
 
(i) If R satisfies (1) or (2), then P(e11, e11 +e12) ≠ 0. 
(ii)If R satisfies (3) or (4), then again P(e11, e12 +e22) ≠ 0. 
 
Thus in every case we get a contradiction and hence r = 1 . Now since r= 1, the 

central quotient is contained in the respective ground field and R itself is commutative. 
 
The ring of 3x3 strictly upper triangular matrices over a ring provides an 

example to show that the above theorem is not valid for arbitrary rings. 
 

A ring R without a proper nil ideal is necessarily semiprime. Hence the following 
Corollary is a special case of our theorem. But it may be somewhat interesting to give 
an easy direct proof of the same. 
 
We notice that a Boolean ring (satisfying x2 = x) is necessarily commutative and so in  
such rings (xy)2 = xy and (xy)2 = yx. But there exist non-Boolean rings satisfying (xy)2 
= xy or (xy)2 = yx. Very recently Sercoid and MacHale [7] have studied the 
commutativity of rings  with (xy)2 = xy and (xy)n(x, y) =xy. In [6] the commutativity of 
rings satisfying (xy)2 = yx  have been investigated. Now, we can generalize the 
mentioned result [6, Theorem 3] as follows:  
 
Theorem 2:  Let R be a ring in which (xy)n  = yx for all x, y in R. whate n= n (x, y) > 1 
is an integer. Then R is commutative. 
 
Proof: R satisfies the condition (xy)n = yx  for all x,y in R and n = n (x, y) > 1. Clearly 
xy = 0 implies yx = 0. It follows that for any nilpotent element x in R, (xy) is nilpotent 
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for all y in R. Thus the nilpotent elements of R annihilate R on both sides, and are 
therefore, central. Now for x in R, there exists m = m(x) such that x2m x2 and 2m ≠ 2. 
Thus R is a periodic ring with central nilpotent elements. Hence, commutativity of ring 
R follows by the theorem Herstein [3] 
 
Corollary 1: Let R be a ring without proper nil ideals and n > 1 be a fixed positive 
integer. In R satisfies one of the polynomial identities (1) - (4), then R must be 
commutative: 
 
Proof: Each of the conditions (1) - (4) is a polynomial identity P(x, y) = 0, where P(x, y) 
is a polynomial in two noncommutative variables with rational integral coefficients at 
least one of which is equal to 1. Moreover, none of the rings M2 (GF (p)) (p a prime) 
satisfies this identity. In fact, for e11 E M2 (GF (p)0 we have P(e11, e11 +e12) ≠ 0, in the 
case (1) or (2), and P(e11, e12 +e22) ≠ 0 in the case (3) or (4). Hence, the ring R must be 
commutative according to a well result due to T. Kezlan [1. Theorem ] 
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Hkkjr dh i;kZoj.kh; laj{k.k lEcU/kh uhfr;k¡ 

 
v:.k dqekj 
vfl0izksQslj ¼jktuhfr foKku½ 
jktdh; efgyk egkfo|ky;] 
>k¡lh ¼m0iz0½ 
 

lkjk¡”k 
 

Hkkjrh; i;kZoj.k laj{k.k dk bfrgkl cgqr iqjkuk gSA ,d vksj tgk¡ gM+Iik laLdf̀r i;kZoj.k ls 
vksr&izksr Fkh ogh nwljh vksj oSfnd laLd̀fr ^i;kZoj.k laj{k.k* gsrq i;kZ; cuh jghA orZeku le; esa 
fouk”kdkjh nksgu uhfr us i;kZoj.kh; vlUrqyu dks tUe fn;k gS ftlls ns”k esa fofHkUu izdkj ds iznw’k.kksa dk 
vfLrRo mHkjk gS vkSj ^i;kZoj.k laj{k.k* dh vko”;drk eglwl dh tkus yxhA 

bl “kks/k i= esa laoS/kkfud izko/kkuksa vkSj vUrjkZ’Vªh; le>kSrksa ls mRiUu mUuriw.kZ i;kZoj.kh; 
izcU/ku ds nf̀’Vdks.kksa ds fodkl ds lUnHkZ esa i;kZoj.k lEcU/kh Hkkjr ljdkj }kjk eq[; uhfr;ksa tSls i;kZoj.k 
laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1986] ou laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1981] oU; tho laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1972] tyok;q vf/kfu;e] 
1981 dh orZeku lajpuk dh tk¡p dh x;h gSA bl “kks/k i= esa fu’d’kZ Lo:i bl rF; dh iqf’V gksrh gS fd 
ljdkj }kjk viuk;h x;h uhfr;ksa dk Lo:i dsUnzkfHkeq[k izdkj dk jgk gS vkSj blh dkj.k ;s uhfr;k¡ vius 
fu/kkZfjr y{;ksa vkSj mn~ns”;ksa dks izkIr djus esa lQy ugh jghaA 

bl “kks/k i= ds ek/;e ls fuEufyf[kr flQkfj”ksa dh x;h gS& 

 ou laj{k.k vf/kfu;e dks vf/kd izHkkoh cukus ds fy, jk’Vªh; ,oa jkT; ou laj{k.k cksMZ dk xBu djsaA 

 oU;tho laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] tks 2002 ds i”pkr~ la”kksf/kr gS mldks la?kh; <k¡ps ds vUrxZr fØ;kfUor 
fd;k tk;saA 

 jk’Vªh; ,oa jkT; ou cksMksZa dks] ou ,oa oU; tho laj{k.k rFkk izHkko dk ewY;kadu djus] xSj ouhdj.k 
{ks= o ouhdj.k {ks= dh igpku djus ds mn~ns”; ds fy, i;kZoj.k laj{k.k vf/kfu;e ds vk/khu 
^izkf/kdj.k* ?kksf’kr fd;k tkuk pkfg,A 

 i;kZoj.k laj{k.k vkSj blesa lq/kkj djus ds iz;kstu Lo:i ty] ok;q vkfn dks fu;af=r djus ds fy, 
,dy fo/kku dh vko”;drk gSA 

 fofHkUu iznw’kdksa ds fuokj.k ,oa fu;U=.k vf/kfu;e] 1981 dks vuqPNsn 253 ds vUrxZr Lohdkj fd;k 
tk;saA 

 ekSfyd lajpuk esa& 

 dsUnz ljdkj }kjk xfBr lalnh; mÙkjnkf;Ro okyk jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k izkf/kdj.k gksuk pkfg,A 

 jkT; ljdkj }kjk xfBr jkT; fo/kku e.My ds izfr tokcns; jkT;h; i;kZoj.k izkf/kdj.k dk xBu 
fd;k tk;saA 

 laj{k.k lEcU/kh uhfr;ksa vkSj buds vk/khu cuk;s x;s fofHkUu fu;eksa esa nh x;h “kfDr;ksa dks eq[; :i ls 
jkT; i;kZoj.k izcU/ku izkf/kdj.k vkSj jkT; ljdkj ds vUrxZr fufgr fd;k tk;sA dsUnz ljdkj funsZ”ku 
dh “kfDr vius ikl j[ksaA 
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 jkT; ljdkj }kjk fo”ks’kK ewY;kadu lfefr dk xBu dj blds fy, izHkkoh dk;ksZa dk lEiknu djuk 
pkfg,A 

;g lqfuf”pr :i ls tkuus ds fy, fd jkT;ksa esa i;kZoj.kh; lapkyu Li’V ,oa Lohd̀r ekudks 
rd fodflr dh tk ldrh gSA blds fy, ,d vf[ky Hkkjrh; Lrj ij ^Hkkjrh; i;kZoj.k lsok* dk xBu 
fd;k tk;sA izcU/ku ,oa uhfr fu/kkZj.k izfØ;kvksa esa “kS{kf.kd ,oa rduhdh laLFkkvksa dh Hkkxhnkjh lqfuf”pr 
rFkk izksRlkgu gsrq ,d izHkko”kkyh rU= fodflr fd;k tk;saA 

 

vkt lEiw.kZ fo”o esa i;kZoj.k vusd dkj.kksa ls âkl dh fLFkfr esa igq¡p x;k gSA Hkkjrh; ifjizs{; esa 
ge ns[krs gSa fd tula[;k ?kuRo ds QSyko us izkdf̀rd lalk/kuksa ,oa mudh /kkj.kh; {kerk ij vf/kd ncko 
Mkyk gSA blds vfrfjDr xjhch vkSj rhoz vkfFkZd fodkl dh ykylk Hkh i;kZoj.k ij fo?kVudkjh izHkko dk 
izeq[k dkj.k gSA 

lfØ; vketu lewg] lqfodflr iz”kklfud iz.kkyh] LorU= U;k;ikfydk] leqUur foKku ,oa 
izkS|ksfxdh o mnkj yksdrkfU=d ewY;ksa esa Hkkjr dk etcwr vk/kkj mfpr xfr”khy lUrqyu dh vko”;drkvksa 
dks le>us esa leFkZ cukrk gS vkSj lkFk gh bl mn~ns”; dh izkfIr gsrq ,d fLFkj o fu;fU=r rU= dh LFkkiuk 
dh vksj izsfjr djrk gSA ge lHkh bl ckr ls vufHkK ugh gS fd gekjs ns”k ds rU= dh vf/kdka”k O;oLFkkvksa 
dk izknqZHkko 1970 o 1980 ds n”kd esa lEiUu gqvkA ysfdu ;sa O;oLFkk;sa gekjs Kku ds ladh.kZ Lrj o vius 
Lo:i eas iw.kZ fodflr u gksus ds dkj.k ^i;kZoj.k laj{k.k* tSls okLrfod mn~ns”;ksa dks izkIr ugha dj ldh 
D;ksafd vHkh rd i;kZoj.kh; dkuwuksa dh lajpuk dks ns”k ds vkfFkZd fodkl esa ck/kd ekuk x;k FkkA 

bl “kks/k i= esa ^i;kZoj.k* “kCn dk iz;ksx jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k uhfr 2006 }kjk ifjHkkf’kr “kCn ds :i 
esa fd;k x;k gSA uhfr ds vuqlkj ^^i;kZoj.k esa os lHkh rRo “kkfey gS] ftudk lEcU/k izkdf̀rd ;k ekuo 
fufeZr] ckâ; ;k vkUrfjd vkSj mudk vUrj lEcU/k tks O;fDr leqnk; ds orZeku o Hkfo’; dks izHkkfor djrs 
gSaA** i;kZoj.k ds fo’k; esa lkspuh; n”kk dk lEcU/k ekuohd̀r dk;ksZa ds dkj.k blds vid’kZ ls gSA 

,d fo’k; ds :i esa ^i;kZoj.k* dks izkjEHk esa 1950 esa ykxw Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa “kkfey ugha fd;k 
x;k FkkA lu~ 1972 ds LVkWdgkse lEesyu esa Hkkjr ljdkj dk /;ku ^i;kZoj.k laj{k.k* dh vksj x;k FkkA blh 
dkj.k c;kyhlosa lafo/kku la”kks/ku vf/kfu;e 1976 }kjk bls lafo/kku esa vaxhd̀r fd;k x;kA lafo/kku ds 
vuqPNsn ^48d* esa jkT; ds uhfr funsZ”kd fl)kUrksa ds vUrxZr ;g vUr%LFkkfir fd;k x;k fd ^jkT; ns”k ds 
i;kZoj.k ds laj{k.k rFkk lao/kZu dk vkSj ou rFkk oU; thoksa dh j{kk djus dk iz;kl djsxkA* 

blds lkFk gh ukxfjdksa ds ekSfyd drZO;ksa ftudk fu/kkZj.k vuqPNsn ^51d* ds vUrxZr gS esa Hkh 
i;kZoj.k laj{k.k lEcU/kh nkf;Roksa dks opuo) fd;k x;k gSA bl lafo/kku la”kks/ku vf/kfu;e }kjk ou] oU; 
tho vkSj if{k;ksa dks lajf{kr djus ds mn~ns”; ls fu/kkZfjr fo’k;ksa dks jkT; lwph ds vf/kdkj {ks= ls fudkydj 
leorhZ lwph esa ys tk;k x;k vkSj vusd izko/kkuksa dks tks dsUnzh; Lo:i dks /kkj.k djrs Fks rFkk ftudk 
lEcU/k i;kZoj.k laj{k.k ls Fkk] mudh iqu% O;k[;k dh x;hA 

jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k uhfr 2006 ds mn~ns”;ksa esa ^^i;kZoj.kh; lalk/kuksa ds mi;ksx dk izcU/ku vkSj 
fofu;eu djus ds fy, lq”kklu ds fl)kUrksa dks izHkko”kkyh cukus dh izfØ;k dks “kkfey fd;k x;kA** “kks/k 
i= dk ;g Hkkx orZeku fo/kk;h izko/kkuksa dk izcU/ku rFkk mÙkjnkf;Roiw.kZ izdk;ksZa rFkk la?kh; <k¡ps ds Hkhrj 
vk/khuLFkrk ds fl)kUrksa dks “kkfey djus dh lhek ds lUnHkZ dk fo”ys’k.k djrk gSA 

ou laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1980& ;g vf/kfu;e lkroha vuqlwph dh leorhZ lwph dh milxZ 17d dh 
izfof’V dk ifj.kke gSA bldh lajpuk ds fcUnq fuEu gS& 

 jkT; ljdkj ouksa dks vukjf{kr djus ;k ou Hkwfe;ksa dks xSj ou mi;ksx ds fy, nsus dk dk;Z dsoy 
dsUnz ljdkj ds iwoZ vuqeksnu ls gh dj ldrh gSA 
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 vf/kfu;e ds izko/kkuksa dks izpkyu esa ykus ds fy, dsUnz ljdkj dks fu;e cukuk gS ftls laln ds le{k 
izLrqr fd;k tk;sxkA 

 jkT;ksa dks vuqeksnu iznku djus ds fy, i;kZoj.k ,oa ou eU=ky; esa ,d lykgdkj lfefr dk xBu 
fd;k tk;sxkA 

ou laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1980 ds vk/khu cuk;s x;s 2003 ds fu;eksa esa izko/kku gS fd i;kZoj.k ,oa 
ou eU=ky; le;&le; ij vuqeksnu dh “krksZa dh ik=rk lEcU/kh fn”kk funsZ”k tkjh dj ldrk gSA 

26 flrEcj 2005 dks ^^Vh ,u xksnkojeu cuke Hkkjr la?k vkSj vU;** “kh’kZd okyh ;kfpdk esa 
mPpre U;k;ky; us dgk fd& ^^izkdf̀rd lalk/ku lewps jk’Vª dh lEifÙk gSA ;g dsUnz vkSj jkT; ljdkjksa 
lfgr lHkh lEcfU/krksa dk nkf;Ro gS fd og bu lalk/kuksa laj{k.k djsaA** 

oU; tho laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1972& ;g vf/kfu;e lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 252] tks laln dks nks ;k 
nks ls vf/kd jkT;ksa ds fo/kku e.My ds ladYi ds ek/;e ls vuqjks/k izkIr gksus ij ,d leku dkuwu ikfjr 
djus dk izko/kku djrk gS dk iz;ksx djrs gq;s 11 jkT;ksa ds ladYi ij vk/kkfjr gSA izkjEHk esa bl vf/kfu;e 
dks flQZ 11 jkT;ksa ij ykxw fd;k x;k ysfdu oU; tho laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1991 ds ek/;e ls bls lHkh jkT;ksa 
ij ykxw dj fn;k x;kA bl vf/kfu;e ds eq[; fcUnq Fks& 

 dsUnz ljdkj esa oU; tho laj{k.k gsrq ,d funs”kd e.My gksxkA 

 jkT;ksa }kjk bl dk;Z ds fy, ,d eq[; oU; tho okMZu dh O;oLFkk dh tk;sxhA 

 jkT; ljdkjksa }kjk vH;kj.;ksa vkSj l?ku {ks=ksa dh ?kks’k.kkA 

 dsUnz ljdkj dks iV~Vs ij ;k jkT; ljdkj }kjk bldks LFkkukUrfjr {ks=ksa esa vHk;kj.;ksa dh ?kks’k.kk vkSj 
,sls {ks=ksa esa oU; tho laj{k.k funs”kd }kjk fu;U=.k dk;ZA 

 jkT; ljdkj vkSj U;k;ky; dks eq[; oU; tho okMZu dh f”kdk;r ij laKku ysuk gSA 

“kklu lajpuk esa egRoiw.kZ ifjorZu djus ds fy, oU; tho vf/kfu;e dks 2002 esa iqu% la”kksf/kr 
fd;k x;k vkSj bl la”kks/ku esa fuEu ckrsa “kkfey FkhA 

 vf/kfu;e dks ns”k dh ifjfLFkfrdh vkSj i;kZoj.k lqj{kk ls tksM+ukA 

 iz/kkuea=h dh v/;{krk esa ,d oU; tho jk’Vªh; cksMZ dk xBu djukA 

 jkT; oU; tho lykgdkj cksMZ ds LFkku ij eq[;eU=h dh v/;{krk esa oU; tho cksMZ dk xBu djukA 

 jk’Vªh; cksMZ }kjk lykg vkSj ijke”kZ dh O;oLFkk djukA 

ty vf/kfu;e] 1974& ;g vf/kfu;e Hkkjr dk igyk dkuwu gS tks ty iznw’k.k vkSj bldk fuokj.k vkSj 
fu;U=.k djus dh vko”;drk dks Li’V :i ls fo”ysf’kr djrk gSA bl vf/kfu;e }kjk dsUnz ljdkj ds 
v/khu dsUnz ljdkj ds izfrfuf/k;ksa ds lkFk&lkFk jkT; cksMksZa ds ik¡p izfrfuf/k;ksa okys dsUnzh; iznw’k.k fu;U=.k 
cksMZ rFkk jkT; ljdkj ds v/khu jkT; ljdkjksa }kjk fu;qDr lnL;ksa okys jkT; iznw’k.k fu;U=.k cksMZ dh 
ifjdYiuk dh x;hA 

 ty vf/kfu;e] 1974 }kjk xfBr cksMksZa ds lalk/kuksa dks lacf/kZr djus ds fy, m|ksxksa ,oa LFkkuh; izkf/kdj.kksa 
}kjk ty dk mi;ksx djus ij ty ij midj yxkus dh O;oLFkk dk ladYi gSA 
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ok;q iznw’k.k dk fuokj.k ,oa fu;U=.k vf/kfu;e] 1981& twu 1972 esa LVkd gkse esa vk;ksftr ekuo i;kZoj.k 
ds lEcU/k esa la;qDr jk’Vª lEesyu esa ^^ok;q dh xq.koÙkk dk izfrj{k.k djus vkSj ok;q iznw’k.k dk fu;U=.k djus 
lfgr ìFoh ds izkdf̀rd i;kZoj.k dk laj{k.k djus ds fy, mi;qDr dne mBkus gsrq** fu.kZ; fy;k x;k FkkA 
ok;q dh xq.koÙkk vkSj ok;q iznw’k.k ij fu;U=.k LFkkfir djus ds fy, fofHkUu fu.kZ; dks fØ;kfUor djus ds 
fy, ok;q vf/kfu;e dk dk;kZUo;u fd;k x;k FkkA bl vf/kfu;e ds vUrxZr ty vf/kfu;e dh [kexz psruk 
dks Hkh lekfgr fd;k x;kA 

i;kZoj.k laj{k.k vf/kfu;e] 1986& vuqPNsn 253 ds vUrxZr i;kZoj.k laj{k.k vf/kfu;e dks fuf”pr fd;k x;k 
vkSj blesa ^^i;kZoj.k dh j{kk vkSj lq/kkj ekuoksa] vU; tho tUrqvksa] ikS/kksa rFkk lEifÙk ds tksf[keksa dk fuokj.k** 
djus ls lEcfU/kr LVkd gkse lEesyu 1972 ds fu.kZ;ksa dh O;k[;k nh x;h gSA bl vf/kfu;e esa mYys[k gS fd 
^^tgk¡ rd ekuoksa] vU; tho tUrqvksa] ikS/kksa rFkk lEifÙk ds tksf[keksa ds fuokj.k dk lEcU/k gSA mi;qZDr fu.kZ;ksa 
dks dk;kZfUor djuk vko”;d gSA** 

 bl vf/kfu;e dk dk;Z {ks= dsUnz ljdkj ij lh/ks ykxw ugha gksrk rFkk vf/kfu;e dh /kkjk 23 ds ek/;e ls 
dsoy jkT; ,tsfUl;ksa dh Hkwfedk dh ifjdYiuk dh x;h gSA 

 ;g vf/kfu;e dsUnz ljdkj dks ^^,sls lHkh mik; djus dk vf/kdkj nsrk gS] ftls og i;kZoj.k dh xq.koÙkk dh 
j{kk djus rFkk blesa lq/kkj djus vkSj iznw’k.k i;kZoj.kh; iznw’k.k dk fuokj.k o fu;U=.k vkSj de djus ds 
fy, vko”;d le>sA** bl vf/kfu;e }kjk dsUnz ljdkj dks fuEuor~ vf/kdkj izkIr gSa& 

 vf/kfu;e ds vUrxZr dsUnz ljdkj }kjk vf/kfu;e ds mn~ns”;ksa ls lEcfU/kr dkuwuksa ds lkFk jkT; 
ljdkjksa }kjk fn;s tkus okys dk;ksZa dk leUo; djukA 

 i;kZoj.kh; iznw’k.k dk fuokj.k] fu;U=.k vkSj vYihdj.k djus ds dk;ZØeksa dh ;kstuk cukus vkSj mudk 
fØ;kUo;u djukA 

 m|ksxksa ds izpyu dk {ks= fu;fU=r djukA 

 lwpukvksa dk laxzg ,oa izlkjA 

 vUos’k.k vkSj vuqla/kku djuk vkSj izk;ksftr djukA 

 dsUnz ljdkj viuh “kfDr;ksa dk iz;ksx djus ds fy, ,d ;k vf/kd izkf/kdj.k xfBr dj ldrh gSA 

 m|ksxksa ij izfrcU/k yxkus vkSj fofu;fer djus ds lkFk fo|qr] ty vkiwfrZ ;k vU; lsokvksa dks jksdus o 
pkyw djus dk vkns”k nsus dk vf/kdkj dsUnz ljdkj dks gSA 

bl vf/kfu;e ds vUrxZr [krjukd vif”k’V fu;ekoyh] ck;ksdsfedy vif”k’V fu;ekoyh dks Hkh 
“kkfey fd;k x;k gS] ftlds vUrxZr ty ,oa ok;q vf/kfu;e ds vUrxZr laLFkk ds :i esa jkT;ksa dks dsUnz ds 
izfr tokcns; cuk;k x;k gSA 

jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k uhfr 2006& ;g uhfr eq[; i;kZoj.kh; pqukSfr;ksa muds dkj.kksa ,oa izHkkoksa] uhfr&fuekZ.k ,oa 
j.kuhfr esa mn~ns”;ksa ,oa fl)kUrksa dk lekos”kd] dk;kZUo;u ,oa leh{kk gsrq mn~ns”;ksa ,oa rU=ksa ds dk;Zokgh 
dk;ZØeksa dks “kkfey djrh gSA bldk eq[; mn~ns”; i;kZoj.kh; fpUrkvksa dks leLr fodklijd xfrfof/k;ksa 
,o lEcfU/kr {ks=h; uhfr;ksa dks eq[;/kkjk esa ykuk gSA uhfr ds eq[; mn~ns”; gS& 

¼d½ jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k uhfr ds vuqlj.k esa leh{kk ,oa ijke”kZ ds ek/;e ls i;kZoj.k lEcU/kh ljkdkjksa dh 
igpku djds i;kZoj.k ,oa izkdf̀rd lalk/kuksa ds izcU/ku ds izfr ,d lexz o ,dhd̀r ǹf’Vdks.k dks laLFkkxr 
:i nsukA 

¼[k½ bl uhfr ds vuq:i csgrj oSKkfud le>] vkfFkZd o lkekftd fodkl vkSj cgqLrjh; i;kZoj.kh; {ks= ds 
fodkl ds dkj.k u;s fo/kkuksa ds fy, fd, mHkjus okys {ks=ksa dh igpku djukA 
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¼x½ jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k uhfr ds vuqlj.k esa laxr dkuwuksa vkSj fofu;eksa ds chp lgfØ;k fodflr djuk] 
vizpfyr dkuwuksa dks lekIr djukA blds vfrfjDr jkT; o LFkkuh; ljdkjksa ds Lrj ij dkuwuksa dh leh{kk 
dks izksRlkfgr djuk o vklku cukukA 

¼?k½ vko”;d i;kZoj.kh; lalk/kuksa rd csgrj igq¡p lqfuf”pr djukA lkFk gh dsUnz] jkT; vkSj LFkkuh; 
ljdkjksa dh tokcnsgh lqfuf”pr djukA 

¼M+½ fdlh laHkkfor izfrdwy izHkko vkSj vuqdwy izHkkoksa dks Li’V djus ds fy, {ks=xr uhfr;ksa vkSj dk;ZØe dk 
i;kZoj.kh; ewY;kadu djus ds fy, rduhdh dks Lohdkj djuk o mUgsa O;oLFkk esa ykus ij cy nsukA 

mi;qZDr mn~ns”;ksa dks /;ku esa j[kdj dsUnz ljdkj us leLr vf/kfu;eksa dh leh{kk gsrq 29 vxLr 
2014 dks Vh-,l-vkj- lqczef.k;e dh v/;{krk esa ,d mPp Lrjh; lfefr dk xBu fd;k FkkA lfefr us viuh 
fjiksVZ esa bl dk;ZØe dks csgrj <ax ls fØ;kfUor djus ds fy, lq>ko fn;s tks bl izdkj gSa& 

 jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k izcU/ku izkf/kdj.k dk xBu fd;k tk;A 

 izR;sd jkT; esa 15 lnL;h; jkT; i;kZoj.k izcU/ku lfefr dk xBuA 

 jk’Vªh; i;kZoj.k izcU/ku dks vk/khu jkT; i;kZoj.k izcU/ku lfefr dks j[kk tkuk pkfg,A 

fjiksVZ esa ekWMy dkuwu dk lq>ko fn;k x;kA bl O;oLFkk ds vUrxZr mPp U;k;ky; ds lsokfuòr 
U;k;/kh”k dh v/;{krk okys vihyh; izkf/kdj.k ds ikl fu.kZ;ksa ds ckjs esa vihy dh tk ldsaA 

 bl fjiksVZ us Hkkjrh; i;kZoj.k lsok ds xBu dh flQkfj”k dh x;hA 

 i;kZoj.kh; laj{k.k lEcU/kh dkuwuksa ds izfr dsUnz ljdkj dh tokc nsgh r; dh x;hA 

bl izdkj ;g “kks/k i= bl rF; dk fu/kkZj.k djrk gS fd Hkkjr esa i;kZoj.k laj{k.k dh lajpuk ds 
lEcU/k esa leqfpr fo/kkuksa dh O;oLFkk o O;k[;k dh x;h gS] ysfdu bl vfHk”kklu ds ÝseodZ esa vHkh Hkh 
lq/kkj dh vko”;drk gSA bl “kks/k i= ds ek/;e ls vko”;d lq/kkj ds fy, fuEu fcUnqvksa dh flQkfj”k dh 
tk jgh gS& 

 ou laj{k.k vf/kfu;e dks vf/kd izHkkoh ,oa fØ;kRed cukus ds fy, jk’Vªh; ,oa jkT; Lrj ij ou 
laj{k.k cksMZ dk xBu fd;k tk;sA 

 oU; tho laj{k.k vf/kfu;e dks iw.kZr% la?kh; fo/kkuksa ds vUrxZr yk;k tk;A 

 i;kZoj.k laj{k.k vkSj blesa lq/kkj djus ds iz;kstu Lo:i ty ,oa ok;q dks fu;fU=r djus ds fy, ,dy 
dkuwu dk fuekZ.k fd;k tk; vkSj bldk fu/kkZj.k dsUnz ljdkj djsaA 

 laj{k.k lEcU/kh uhfr;ksa vkSj buds v/khu cuk;s x;s fofo/k fu;eksa esa nh x;h “kfDr;ksa dks eq[; :i ls 
jkT; ljdkjksa ds vUrxZr fufgr fd;k tk; rFkk dsUnz ljdkj ds ikl funsZ”ku dh “kfDr j[kh tk;sA 

 jkT; ljdkjksa }kjk fo”ks’kK ewY;kadu lfefr dk xBu dj izHkkoh dk;ksZa dk lEiknu djuk pkfg,A 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Increase in the consumption of materials required in the production of concrete has lead 
to depletion of materials. Silica fume can be mixed with concrete to improve the 
strength and durability of the concrete. In this present investigation an attempt has been 
made to determine the effect of SF and steel bars on M-45 grade concrete. The 
experimental investigation involved addition of silica fume is varied as 5%, 7.5%, 10% 
and 12.5% by weight of the cement. The steel fibres of aspect ratio 35 are also added to 
improve the tensile strength of the concrete. The addition of steel fibre is varied as 0.5%, 
0.75% and 1% by volume fraction. The characteristics of the fresh concrete are carried 
out to find the workability of the concrete. The hardened properties of the concrete such 
as compressive strength, flexural strength, tensile strength and modulus of elasticity 
were carried out to determine the effect of silica fume and steel fibre. The addition of 
7.5% SF and 0.75% hooked end steel fibre was found to be optimum.  
 
Key Words: Hooked End Steel Fibre, Compressive Strength, Tensile Strength, Flexural 
Strength, Modulus of Elasticity 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
The concrete is a cement based material, which has become most popular and widely 
used in construction field such as Highways, flyovers, building, dams etc., It is 
composite material made up of cement, crushed stone, sand, water and admixtures. The 
nature of the concrete is very good in compression but weak in tension and also it is 
characterized by brittle in nature. There are different types of binders which are used in 
preparation of concrete. In most of the construction work Portland cement used as a 
binder. Now-a-days the consumption of concrete increased exponentially and structure 
without concrete cannot be imagined. Usually normal concrete has some drawbacks 
like, weak in bond, low tensile strength, and limited ductility and allow strain at cracks 
(Manoj Kumar et al, 2015). Durability of concrete mainly depends upon the climatic 
condition, which may likely to damage the concrete structures. To enhance the life 
against such problems, it is necessary to improve the mechanical properties of the 
concrete. To achieve this, engineers are looking for new generation of concrete. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Alok Kumar  2016 [1]The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of Silica 
Fume and Fly Ash(replacement) a mineral admixture in concrete when it is mixed in 
cement concrete for workability,durability and strength of concrete using OPC (43 
grade). Effortsfor improving the performance of concrete over the past fewyears suggest 
that cement replacement materials along withmineral & chemical admixtures can 
improve the strength,workability and durability characteristics of concrete. Theresearch 
has focused on developing high performance concrete incooperating relatively large 
amounts of mineral by products such as Silica Fume and Fly Ash as supplementary 
cementing materials. This study investigates the performance of concrete mixture in 
terms of Compressive strength for 7 days and 28 days, Flexural strength of beam 28 
days and Splitting tensile strength of Cylinder for 28 days respectively of M-30 grade 
concrete. The replacement levels of OPC by Silica Fume were 0%, 2.5%, 5% and 7.5% 
where replacement levels of OPC by Fly Ash were 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% by weight. 
1% super-plasticizer was used in all the test specimens for better workability at lower 
waterbinder ratio and to identify the sharp effects of Silica Fume and Fly Ash on the 
properties of concrete. Water-binder ratio waskept 0.43 for all cases.. These Concrete 
specimens were deep cured in water under normal atmospheric temperature. On the 
basis of result that partial replacement of cement in M-30 concrete from Silica Fume 
and Fly Ash was found to increase in all strength (Compressive, Flexural & Splitting 
Tensile strength)and durability of variational mix of concrete on all age whencompared 
to normal concrete its use should be promoted for better performance as well as for 
environmental sustainability. 
Abhinav Shyam, Abdullah Anwar, Syed Aqeel Ahmad 2010 [15]In the recent past, 
there has been considerable attempts for improving the properties of concrete with 
respect to strength and durability, especially in aggressive environments. High 
performance concrete appears to be better choice for a strong and durable structure. A 
large amount of by-product or wastes such as fly-ash, copper slag, silica fume etc. are 
generated by industries, which causes environmental as well as health problems due to 
dumping and disposal. Proper introduction of silica fume in concrete improves both the 
mechanical and durability characteristics of the concrete. This paper present literature 
review on replacement of Cement by Silica Fume which includes current and future 
trends of research. 
Jain &. Pawade (2015) [16] studied the Characteristics of Silica Fume Concrete.The 
physical properties of high strength silica fume concretes and their sensitivity to curing 
procedures were evaluated and compared with reference Portland cement concretes, 
having either the same concrete content as the silica fume concrete or the same water to 
cementitious materials ratio.The experimental program comprised six levels of silica-
fume contents (as partial replacement of cement by weight) at 0% (control mix), 5%, 
10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%, with and without superplasticizer. It also included two mixes 
with15% silica fume added to cement in normal concrete. Durability of silicafume 
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mortar was tested in chemical environments of sulphate compounds, ammonium nitrate, 
calcium chloride, and various kinds of acids. 
Sasi kumar (2016) [17] Performed an Experimental Investigation on Properties of 
Silica Fumes as a Partial Replacement of Cement.main parameter investigated in this 
study is M30 grade concrete with partial replacement of cement by silica fume0%, 25%, 
30%, 40% and 50%. The normal consistency increases about 40% whensilica fume 
percentage increases from 0% to 25%. The optimum 7 and 28-day compressive strength 
has been obtained in the 25 % silica fume replacement level. Also the split tensile 
strength is high when using 25% silica fume replacement for cement.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY  
2.1 Cement It is very fine powder with adhesive properties and acts as binder material 
in the concrete matrix. Ordinary Portland cement of 43 grade cement was used in this 
study. The basic tests were carried out in accordance with relevant IS codes.  
2.2 Silica Fume  Silica fume is also called as micro silica and it is used as pozzolonic 
admixture or mineral admixture in concrete. In the present investigation, the silica fume 
used was procured from “CORNISHE Silica fume” from Manjeshwar techno traders, 
Yeyyadi, Mangalore Karnataka, India.  
2.2 Aggregates  Aggregates are the secondary component to the concrete. Aggregate 
below 20mm down size are used for concrete mix. Well graded aggregates which 
minimize the voids in concrete and hence it requires minimum cement paste to fill the 
voids. There are two types of aggregates mainly depending upon their size i.e. fine 
aggregate and coarse aggregates which has been used in our study.  
2.3 Super Plasticizer  It is a chemical admixture other than the water, aggregate or 
cement which is added to the concrete along with water during mixing. The chemical 
admixture will affect the setting and Harding characteristic for cement paste. “Conplast 
SP430” super plasticizer was used for this project which is supplied by FOSROC.  
2.4 Methodology  The mix design for the M45 grade of concrete was carried out based 
on the guidelines given in IS 10262-2009 and IS 456-2000. The target slump was 
selected as 100 and water cement ratio of 0.4 was kept constant. After many trials, based 
on strength and workability, the final mix proportion for control mix of 1:1.68:2.79: 0.4 
with cement content 410kg/m3 was selected. To study the effect of silica fume in the 
concrete mix, various mixes were proposed with varied proportions of silica fume and 
an experiment was conducted for about 56 days. 
 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
3.1 Slump Test  The effect of silica fume addition to the concrete as cement 
replacement on workability characteristic is shown in Fig 4.1graphically. As the 
percentage of silica fume increases from 0% to 12.5% the slump decreases from 100 to 
72mm. The reduction in slump is attributed to the particles size, surface area and size of 
silica fume particle which is very much lesser than cement particles and it requires more 
water than cement alone for a given slump. Figure 1 shows the slump test performed for 
the fresh concrete. 
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Figure 1: Slump Result of Silica Fume Variation 
3.2 Density  
The density test is conducted to know the compactness of the concrete. It is mainly 
depends upon the compaction of the concrete. From the Figure 2 it is observed that the 
density obtained for control mix is 25.46 kN/m3. The addition of silica fume is tends to 
reduce the density of the concrete. The density obtained for 5% silica fume i.e., 25.36 
kN/m3, 7.5% addition of silica fume i.e., 25.33 kN/m3, 10% silica fume i.e., 25.32 
kN/m3 and 12.5% replacement of silica fume i.e., 25.10 kN/m3. 

 
Figure 2: Slump Result of Silica Fume Variation 
3.3 Compression Strength  
Figure 3 graphically represents the variation of compressive strength of the concrete. It 
can be observed that percentage of silica fume increases the compressive strength is also 
increase. The compressive strength for 5% to 12.5% silica fume test was done at the age 
of 7, 28 and 56 days. The compressive strength for control mix was 43.76 N/mm2, 
49.70 N/mm2 and 63.53 N/mm2 for 7, 28 and 56 days. For 5% replacement of silica 
fume the strength was increased 32.49%, 16.68% and 7.06%. For 7.5% replacement 
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strength was about 14.87%, 40.74% and 15.47%, 10% replacement 11.49%, 0.6% and 
3.49% and 13.27%, 20.38% and 17.04% for 12.5% replacement with silica fume.  

 
Figure 3: Compressive strength of Silica Fume variation 
3.4 Split Tensile Strength  
Figure 4 graphically represents the effect of silica fume on split tensile strength. 
Addition of silica fume on concrete slightly increases in the tensile strength of the 
concrete, because it enhances the mechanical properties of concrete. In this study 
percentage of silica fume was varied from 0%, 5%, 7.5%, 10% and 12.5%. As the 
percentage of silica fume increases the tensile strength increases up to 7.5% replacement 
but after that the strength was decreased. For 7.5% replacement 5.2 N/mm2 and for 
12.5% replacement the tensile strength was about 3.8 N/mm2. 

 
Figure 4: Effect of Silica Fume on Split Tensile Strength Concrete 
3.5 Flexural strength of concrete  
Figure 5 graphically represents the variation of flexural strength by adding of silica 
fume. Silica fume was added with percentage of 0%, 5%, 7.5%, 10% and 12.5% as a 
cement replacement. Flexural strength of conventional mix is 4.4N/mm2, 5% of silica 
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fume was added to the concrete mix the strength was about 3.8N/mm2 which is less 
than control mix, but as the addition of silica fume increases flexural strength was 
increases up to 10% the value is about 4.55N/mm2 and 3.73N/mm2 for 12.5% 
replacement of silica fume. 

 
Figure 5: Effect of Silica Fume on Flexural Strength 
3.6 Silica Fume variations on Modulus of Elasticity  
Figure 6 shows the modulus of elasticity of silica fume concrete. The MOE for control 
mix was 33125 N/mm2. Addition of silica fume on concrete marginally increases in the 
Modulus of elasticity which is similar to the control mix. The silica fume was added up 
to a percentage of about 5% to 12.5%. 7.5% silica fume replacement on cement 
obtained value i.e., 38500 N/mm2, and further increases in percentage of silica fume i.e., 
12.5% replacement obtained 35830 N/mm2. 

 
Figure 6 Effect of Silica fume on Modulus of Elasticity 
4. CONCLUSION  
The addition of silica fume to the concrete tends to decrease the workability of normal 
concrete. The density of the concrete with silica fume is similar to the normal concrete. 
But the use of steel fibers enhanced the density. The compressive strength of concrete 
gets enhanced with the use of silica fume. The split tensile strength and flexural strength 
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is also found with similar variation when silica fume was used. There is no particular 
trend of variation in modulus of elasticity of normal and silica fume concrete. 
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Abstract  
 
The concept of Goods and Service Tax popularly known as GST was introduced on 1st 
July, 2017. The GST will have a ‘dual’ structure, which means it will have two 
components- the Central GST and the State GST. GST is expected to simplify tax 
administration, ensure ‘Ease of Doing Business’ and promote ‘Make in India.’ On 
bringing GST into practice, there would be amalgamation of Central and State taxes into 
a single tax payment. It would also enhance the position of India in both, domestic as 
well as international market. At the consumer level, GST would reduce the overall tax 
burden, which is currently estimated at 25- 30%. 
 
 The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is one of the biggest economic and taxation 
reforms undertaken in India. Parliament initiated a seven-hour marathon debate on four 
supplementary GST Bills. The Goods and Services Tax Bill or GST Bill, also referred 
to as The Constitution (One Hundred and Twenty-Second Amendment) Bill, 2014, 
initiates a Value added Tax to be implemented on a national level in India. The GST 
aims to streamline the taxation structure in the country and replace a gamut of indirect 
taxes with a singular GST to simplify the taxation procedure. GST is one indirect tax for 
the whole nation, which will make India one unified common market. It would also 
enhance the position of India in both, domestic as well as international market. The 
system will phase out all indirect taxes and only GST will be applied as an indirect tax. 
It will apply on both Goods and Services. 
 
 Taxes like excise duty, VAT, service tax, luxury tax etc will go with GST’s 
implementation. GST is essentially a consumption tax and is levied at the final 
consumption point. The final consumer will thus bear only the GST charged by the last 
dealer in the supply chain, with setoff benefits at all the previous stages. The principle 
used in GST taxation is Destination Principle. It is levied on the value addition and 
provides set offs. As a result, it avoids the cascading effect or tax on tax which increases 
the tax burden on the end consumer. It is collected on goods and services at each point 
of sale in the supply line. The GST that a merchant pays to procure goods or services 
can be set off later against the tax applicable on supply of goods and services. 
Therefore, manufactures, wholesalers and retail merchants can avail tax credit 
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mechanism under GST regime. They would pay the applicable GST but it can be 
reclaimed by the tax credit mechanism. It will be charged at the point of sale according 
to its destination tax/point-of-sale tax nature. A person who supplies goods and services 
would be liable to charge GST from the consumer. 
 
GST rates in India  
 
SCHEDULE I: LIST OF GOODS AT NIL RATE  
SCHEDULE II: LIST OF GOODS AT 0.25% RATE  
SCHEDULE III: LIST OF GOODS AT 3% RATE  
SCHEDULE IV: LIST OF GOODS AT 5% RATE  
SCHEDULE V: LIST OF GOODS AT 12% RATE  
SCHEDULE VI: LIST OF GOODS AT 18% RATE  
SCHEDULE VII: LIST OF GOODS AT 28% RATE  
 
Complete list of GST rates for all the items: 
 
Impact of GST on Food items No tax (0 per cent GST)  
 
Unpacked food grains, fresh vegetables and fruits, unbranded Atta, Maida, besan, gur, 
milk, eggs, curd, lassi, unpacked paneer, unbranded natural honey, salt, fresh meat, fish, 
chicken, butter milk, cereal grains hulled 5 per cent Sugar, tea, roasted coffee beans, 
edible oils, cream, skimmed milk powder, milk food for babies, packed paneer, frozen 
vegetables, cashew nuts, spices, pizza bread, rusk, sabudana, Raisin, fish fillet,  
packaged food items 12 percent Butter, ghee, almonds, fruit juice, packed coconut 
water, preparations of vegetables, fruits, nuts or other parts of plants including pickle, 
murabba, chutney, jam, jelly, bhujia, namkeen, fruit juices, frozen meat products, dry 
fruits in packaged form, animal fat and sausage 18 per cent Biscuits (all categories), 
flavoured refined sugar, pastries and cakes, preserved vegetables, soups, ice cream, 
instant food mixes, pasta, corn flakes, curry paste, mayonnaise and salad dressings, 
mixed condiments and mixed seasonings28 per cent Chewing gum, molasses, chocolate 
not containing cocoa, waffles and wafers coated with chocolate 
 
Impact of GST on Apparels/Footwear 0 percent Handloom 5 percent Footwear 
(uptoRs 500), apparels (uptoRs 1,000) 12 percent Apparel above Rs 1000 18 percent 
Footwear costing more than Rs 500, branded garments, headgear and parts thereof 28 
percent Objective of the Study 1. To understand the GST and its impact on Indian 
Economy. 2. To know the benefits of Goods and Service Tax to business, consumer and 
industry. Methodology The data used in the research was collected through external 
resources like websites, Articles on the internet, previous researches to analyze and used 
analytical study Impact of GST on most used services 0 per cent Education services, 
health services, hotels and lodges with tariff below Rs 1,000, grandfathering service. 
Rough precious and semi-precious stones (0.25 per cent) 5 per cent Transport services 
(Railways, air transport) 12 per cent State-run lotteries, non-AC restaurants, business 
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class air ticket, fertilisers, work contracts 18 per cent AC hotels that serve liquor, 
telecom services, IT services, financial services, room tariffs between Rs 2,500 and Rs 
7,500, restaurants inside five-star hotels, movie tickets below Rs 100 28 per cent 
Private-run lotteries authorised by the states, hotels with room tariffs above Rs 7,500, 5-
star hotels, race club betting, movie tickets above Rs 100 Impact of GST on household 
items 0 per cent Prasad, phoolbharijhadoo 5 per cent Agarbatti, domestic LPG, bio gas, 
coir mats, matting and floor covering 
 
12 per cent Umbrella, sewing machine, spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake servers, 
fish knives, tongs 28 per cent Paint, wallpaper, ceramic tiles, water heater, dishwasher, 
washing machine, vacuum cleaner Impact of GST on Health/aids 5 percent Medicines, 
stent, insulin, Braille paper, Braille typewriters, Braille watches, hearing aids and other 
appliances to compensate for a defect or disability 12 per cent Ayurvedic medicines, all 
diagnostic kits and reagents, glasses for corrective spectacles and flint buttons How will 
GST affect prices of electronic devices 12 per cent Mobile 18 per cent Computers, 
printers, printed circuits, camera, speakers and monitors, Electrical Transformer, CCTV, 
Optical Fiber 
 
Impact of GST on stationary 0 per cent Children’s drawing and colouring books, printed 
books, newspapers, stamps, judicial papers 5 per cent Postage or revenue stamps, 
stamp-post marks, first-day covers 12 per cent Exercise books and note books Others 0 
per cent Jute, bones and horn cores, bone grist, bone meal, hoof meal, horn meal, 
Human hair 5 per cent PDS Kerosene, coal, lifeboats, ice and snow, kites 12 per cent 
Playing cards, chess board, carom board, ludo and other board games 18 per cent Bidi 
Patta, mineral water, tissues, envelopes, steel products, Aluminium foil, weighing 
Machinery (non-electrical or electronic), bamboo furniture, swimming pools and 
padding pools 28 per cent Automobiles, motorcycles, aircraft for personal use, bidis, 
pan masala, aerated water, weighing machine, ATM, vending machines 
 
Gold and rough diamonds do not fall under the current rate slab and will be taxed at 3% 
and 0.25% respectively. Benefits of GST to the Indian Economy For business and 
industry 1) Easy compliance: comprehensive IT system would be the foundation of the 
GST regime in India. Therefore, all tax payer services such as registrations, returns, 
payments, etc. would be available to the taxpayers online, which would make 
compliance easy and transparent. 2) Uniformity of tax rates and structures: GST will 
ensure that indirect tax rates and structures are common across the country, thereby 
increasing certainty and ease of doing business. In other words, GST would make doing 
business in the country tax neutral, irrespective of the choice of place of doing business 
3) Removal of cascading: A system of seamless tax-credits throughout the value-chain, 
and across boundaries of States, would ensure that there is minimal cascading of taxes. 
This would reduce hidden costs of doing business. 4) Improved competitiveness: 
Reduction in transaction costs of doing business would eventually lead to an improved 
competitiveness for the trade and industry. 
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5) Gain to manufacturers and exporters: The subsuming of major Central and State taxes 
in GST, complete and comprehensive set-off of input goods and services and phasing 
out of Central Sales Tax (CST) would reduce the cost of locally manufactured goods 
and services. This will increase the competitiveness of Indian goods and services in the 
international market and give boost to Indian exports. The uniformity in tax rates and 
procedures across the country will also go a long way in reducing the compliance cost. 
For Central and State Governments 1) Simple and easy to administer: Multiple indirect 
taxes at the Central and State levels are being replaced by GST. Backed with a robust 
end-to-end IT system, GST would be simpler and easier to administer than all other 
indirect taxes of the Centre and State levied so far. 2) Better controls on leakage: GST 
will result in better tax compliance due to a robust IT infrastructure. Due to the seamless 
transfer of input tax credit from one stage to another in the chain of value addition, there 
is an in-built mechanism in the design of GST that would incentivize tax compliance by 
traders. 3) Higher revenue efficiency: GST is expected to decrease the cost of collection 
of tax revenues of the Government, and will therefore, lead to higher revenue efficiency. 
For the consumer 1) Single and transparent tax proportionate to the value of goods and 
services: Due to multiple indirect taxes being levied by the Centre and State, with 
incomplete or no input tax credits available at progressive stages of value addition, the 
cost of most goods and services in the country today are laden with many hidden taxes. 
Under GST, there would be only one tax from the manufacturer to the consumer, 
leading to transparency of taxes paid tothe final consumer. 
 
 2) Relief in overall tax burden: Because of efficiency gains and prevention of leakages, 
the overall tax burden on most commodities will come down, which will benefit 
consumer. 3) Removal of manufacturing costs: Removal of manufacturing costs due to 
lower burden of taxes on the manufacturing sector. Hence prices of consumer goods 
will be likely to come down. 4) Lower the burden on common men: Public will have to 
shed less money to buy the same products that were costly earlier. How will GST 
impact the Indian Economy? 1) Remove the custom duties: GST will remove the 
custom duties applicable on exports. The nation’s competitiveness in foreign markets 
will increase on account of lower costs of transaction. 2) Eliminate the different tax 
barriers: Different tax barriers, such as check posts and toll plazas, lead to wastage of 
unpreserved items being transported. This penalty transforms into major costs due to 
higher needs of buffer stock and warehousing costs. A single taxation system will 
eliminate this roadblock. 3) Reshapes Indirect tax structure: It will reshape the indirect 
tax structure by a subsuming majority of indirect taxes like excise, sales and services 
levies. 
 
4) GDP growth: GST is a key for India’s gross domestic product in times of challenging 
global environment. GST could boost India’s GDP growth by 0.9-1.7 percent. 5) 
Foreign Exchange: The passing of GST will be welcome news for the Indian rupee 
(INR). GST will lead to higher foreign direct investment inflows and a narrow current 
account deficit- factors that should help the rupee increase. 6) Impact on Make-in-India: 
The impending GST promises a progressive tax system which avoids tax cascades and 
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helps establish India as a true common market. 7) Clean- up India: The clean-up of 
Indian taxation system will reduce the number of excise duty exemptions. According to 
the estimates, excise tax exemptions result in foregone revenues of Rs.1.8 lakh crore. 
India loses about 2.7 percent of GDP because of these exemptions. 8) Foreign trade: 
The impact of this will be on the all multinational companies and facilitates for ease of 
doing business and adds factor to the globalization and companies. 
 
A Brighter Economy The introduction of GST will be a very noteworthy step in the field 
of indirect tax reforms in India. By merging a large number of Central and State taxes 
into a single tax, GST is expected to significantly ease double taxation and make 
taxation overall easy for the industries. For the end customer, the most beneficial will be 
in terms of reduction in the overall tax burden on goods and services. Introduction to 
GST will also make Indian products competitive in the domestic and international 
markets. Last but not least, the GST, because of its transparent character, will be easier 
to administer. Once implemented, the proposed taxation system holds great promise in 
terms of sustaining growth for the Indian Economy. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 It can be concluded from the above discussion that GST will provide relief to producers 
and consumers by providing wide and comprehensive coverage of tax credit set-off. 
More than 150 countries have implemented GST. Efficient formulation of GST will lead 
to resource and revenue gain for both Centre and States. It can be further concluded that 
GST have a positive impact on Indian sectors and industry. 
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Abstract: 
 
COVID-19 pandemic has shattered the global health economy. Due to COVID-19 
pandemic all over the world, the Governments of concerned countries are taking steps to 
lockdown their countries and specified infected areas. Indian government also 
announced their nation-wide lockdown from 25th of march this year. Organisations have 
to switch to work from home model due to six-week lockdown and enforce their 
employees to work from home. But working of companies related to essential 
commodities products remained uninterrupted. As there was no another alternative to 
control the spread of this pandemic, most of organizations decided to work as per the 
newer working guidelines provided by the government.Some steps taken by various 
organizations to deal with these situations include sharing of their best moment in office 
with each other, E-counselling sessions and taking help of experts from different areas 
to overcome stress and anxiety level, so that employees remain intact with their 
organizations with reference to their job satisfaction and career opportunities.  
Advertisers take advantage of fear and emotions in society due to the pandemic 
outbreak. Rumours spread rapidly through digital media are another form of 
misinformation. True information is of central importance in society to avoid false 
information during the pandemic to control unexpected damage. Without scientific and 
evidence-based information about all kinds of products and services through 
advertisements on social media people often use to shift social attitudes. In most of the 
Countries, false advertisements are illegal. Countries need to continuously introduce a 
strict regulatory framework with the Suo Motu surveillance system to breach false 
advertisements on all media platforms about health care products and services 
. 
Keywords:COVID-19, False Advertisements, Regulatory, FDA, ASCI, Social media 
 
1. Introduction: 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically affected nearly every aspect of human life in 
most of the countries of the world. Misinformation rapidly spreads from the early days 
of the COVID-19 outbreak in various senses like fear, misrepresentations and 
contraindication assumption etc. Millions of people are affected due to false and 
misleading advertisements[1]. According to the World Health Organization(WHO) most 
of the countries are not only fighting with COVID-19 but also with infodemic on TV, 
print and web-network platforms which are harder to control[2]. There is currently no 
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vaccine available ‘Quarantine’ is one of the most effective and oldest tools of 
controlling communicable disease outbreaks[3]. Companies seeking to capitalize on the 
market on a large scale are raising false advertisements and consumer effort due to the 
mentioned viruses[4].Due to COVID-19 pandemic all over the world, the Governments 
of concerned countries are taking steps to lockdown their countries and specified 
infected areas. Indian government also announced their nation-wide lockdown from 25th 
of march this year.  
 
As per the government policies regarding social distancing measures and doing 
businesses according to the parameters laid down, it is the requirement of time for the 
organizations to run their businesses with their best according to their parameters and 
given situation as per governments guidelines.   
 
To compensate situations like this, it is the responsibility of organization to reconsider 
and evaluate their policies to encourage the moral ground of employees by supporting 
them at metal and financial level. There are multiple factors which needs to be 
understand by the organizations like mental and financial situation of employees, job 
satisfactory level of employees and their options for career opportunities etc. These 
factors should be considered and implicate as per requirements and suitability of 
organization in this time of crises.COVID-19 disinformation campaigning is already in 
full swing. Some people are exploiting the present circumstances by false advertising 
products and services that claim to prevent and cure COVID-19. 
 
 False advertisements generally claim to prevent and cure COVID-19 by unregistered 
products and services[5,6]. Complementary and alternative traditional medicines that 
prevent and cureCOVID-19infection like Giloy (TinosporaCordifolia),Tulsi 
(Ocimumtenuiflorum) and ashwagandha (Withaniasomnifera) etc by Ayurveda medicine 
companies like Patanjali and Himalayas without any supporting data[7,8]. Unauthorized 
products such as air purifiers that help fight against coronavirus, alternative medicine 
and medical device that treats various diseases including cancer, HIV AIDS and 
COVID-19 etc. Unregistered and untested medications can be misleading and 
potentially dangerous[9,10]. Advertisers must be careful about unwary information to 
avoid being caught in consumer and competitive lawsuits in hassle time. Recently there 
have been numerous advertisements for products and treatments on the web, in print and 
on TV, which have been falsely claiming how effective their products and services are. 
Giant digital and social media platform facing expanding regulatory examination over 
various types of content. In particular reflect fake news, false advertisements and 
ideologies etc[11]. 
 
Direct to consumer advertisements of Pharmaceutical or Healthcare products is illegal 
except in two countries, New Zealand and USA [12,13].Advertisements of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals in some of countries are regulated to some extent by the following 
regulatory bodies enlists.in Table 1. 
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Table1.: Authorities of Pharmaceutical Advertisements[14-20] 

Country Regulatory body 
India Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI) 

USA United State Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) -For 
Prescription products 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) – For Non -Prescription 
Products 

Australia Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) 
UK Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) 
China State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) 
Brazil National Sanitary Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) 

 
 
2. Coronavirus outbreak: how corporate organizations are dealing with their 
employee’s job satisfaction 
 
2.1 Social isolation leading to higher stress levels 
There are lots of benefits associated with work from home during COVID-19 pandemic 
leading to better performance rate of employees due to lesser person to person contact, 
consumption of home-made foods, spending more time with family members etc., which 
directly effects the total productivity of an employee to their firms. But the key 
drawback is social isolation. No man to man talks, lesser promotive chitchats, almost 
negligible physical contacts with outsiders other than family members and watching 
stressful media news etc are some factors which work as an elevator for stress and 
anxiety level among employees. But in the present scenario of pandemic, fortunately, 
most of organizations and government is taking necessary steps to overcome these 
drawbacks and trying to provide required mental and financial help to their employees 
to deal with current issues.  
 
Some steps taken by various organizations to deal with these situations include sharing 
of their best moment in office with each other, E-counselling sessions and taking help of 
experts from different areas to overcome stress and anxiety level, so that employees 
remain intact with their organizations with reference to their job satisfaction and career 
opportunities.  
 
2.2 Technology as the saviour 
Without application of technology, work from home is nearly impossible. In the present 
situation, internet-based technologies like video conferencing, apps and internet-based 
programmes etc plays the key role for work from home.  
 
The interaction of employees with employers or their managers is possible through 
virtual conferencing tools and internet based interactive technologies. There are lots of 
tools for cloud meetings such as Zoom, Webex platforms, skypes etc which could be 
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possible way of communications between multiple persons and could play a role of 
virtual official atmosphere along with creating a monotony of working in a room.  
 
These internet-based platforms create a mutual system of interaction where all the 
concerned personnel can share their information, helping in editing and downloading of 
information along with outlining the management of records and information. These 
tools help in checking and understanding of work in real time frame work.  
 
The most important inventiveness is creating the virtual breaks during e-conferences. 
Commonly most of employees are being socialised during a coffee break and lunch 
break. These virtual breaks help in making strong relationship bonds between 
employees. Therefore, most of organizations started concept of virtual breaks like tea 
breaks or lunch breaks during video conferencing or video chats.   
 
2.3 Digital employee benefits 
 
The larger corporate companies are providing subsidised foods to the employees 
through providing meal cards to them which is applicable only within the official areas. 
In the current situation of pandemic, during work from home conditions, these 
organization are providing them virtual meal cards to get online food on a subsidised 
rate during virtual breaks.  
 
The human resource department is also involved in motivating their employees by 
providing them virtual gift cards. Although, it is factual that these methods of 
interactions or working are not so much compensatory compared to real time working 
pleasure but it is also factual that inclusion of technology-based tools is the only way to 
keep the personnel in contact. 
 
2.4 Transparency is critical during a crisis 
All over the world, economy is getting effected the most due to lockdown and 
uncertainty. Organizations should be clear about salary cuts, promotions and increments 
policies and job satisfaction/ career opportunities of their employees. Organizations are 
taking relative measures in this regard and also providing different compensatory 
solutions to deal with them.  
 
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, the job security and career opportunities for employees 
are being affected the most, so it is necessary for the organizations to give clear cut 
instructions and information about their future plans and information about crisis 
management. The larger corporations are providing advanced salaries and also 
announced hike in their salaries. But in bigger concepts, the parameters for bonus and 
promotions will be reconsidered and these factors will be revised according to the 
performance of employees. For the benefits of organization, both employee and 
employers should be sensitive on these factors. It is the responsibility of organisation to 
maintain harmonization between employee’s wellbeing and their productivity.  
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2.5 Maintaining company's culture during the tremendous change 
Due to COVID-19 pandemic lockdown and change in working environments is the key 
factors which both employees and employers needs to understand and modify their 
working habits as per the requirements of time and situations.  
 
It is the key focus area to maintain the better customer relationships along with 
maintaining the speed of productivity with benefiting the employees by employers 
according to the need of time. So in this scenario of COVID-19 time, it is unpredictable 
for the organization, government and employees as well to resolve these conditions, 
because all of them don’t know how long this situation may go on, so it is the 
responsibility of employees and employers to understand and comply with the given 
situation and parameters.  
 
3. False Advertisements Claims 
 
3.1 False Safety Health Claims  
 
Negligent misrepresentations claim and common law flaws are a combination of false 
advertising which puzzles the healthcare experts about any Mysterious Pathogen, 
sometimes even about known Infections[21]. 
 

As per the online survey conducted by Ofcom in UK; The most common 
misinformation read by 35% of respondents claims that drinking more water will help to 
'flush out' the contamination. While avoiding cold food and drink that would help to 
treat infection or virus was seen by 24 % of people as fake news. Another 24% of 
people had read false material stating that the use of salt-water is an effective treatment 
of COVID-19[6,22]. 
 

FDA and FTC issued more than seven warning letters jointly to traders of misbranded 
and unapproved products, claiming that they can prevent or treat COVID-19 by various 
remedies in USA. Companies products include colloidal silver, teas and essential oils 
etc[23-26]. 
 
In Australia on social media Pete Evans (Famous chef) was trying to sell $15,000 fancy 
light machines as Bio Charger to vulnerable and frightened people which claim to treat 
and protect against COVID-19 infection. TGA Australia fined $25,000 over coronavirus 
claims relating to Bio Charger [27-29]. 
 
3.2 False Testing Advertisements Claims 
Advertising started in California by Santa Monica based company RootMD as ‘at-home 
COVID-19 exposure and immunity tests’ for consumers concerned about the COVID-
19. The company ensured that consumers could send thus sample back to “certified MD 
immunologists” for testing antibodies to COVID-19 and collect the results within two 
days. At the time, the company had sold about 800 kits while the FDA did not approve 
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in-house testing for COVID-19. But company advertising material for RootMD Kits 
seemed recommended by the FDA.On Web-based platforms such as Twitter and 
Instagram the company's messages included the hashtag "#Approved #FDA". Company 
paid five thousand dollars fine to FDA as settlement and stop all deals with consumers 
of COVID-19 test kits unless if it gets approval from the FDA[30-32]. 
 

3.3 False Claims on Social Media 
Social media organizations are ensuring to take action against misinformation and 
disinformation on their platforms. Amazon’s footsteps, Facebook and Google also 
banned all misleading advertisements for products claiming to cure Coronavirus [29-
31]. Social networks, by their very nature, are social.  Common forms of misinformation 
on social media are exaggerated, Untrue and dubious health claims due to fear. 
Nowadays there is tremendous flow of numerous unregistered traditional and alternative 
remedies to cure and prevent COVID-19 and other serious infectious diseases in society 
by the digital and social media platform. A viral video claims that COVID-19 can be 
treated by using hair dryer for breath. Videos Claiming the cure of COVID-19 through 
injected of vitamin-C into the blood circulation are viral on the social media platform.  
Hypocritical baseless medical claims viral on web network are uncountable which 
create panic and disturb the society [33,34]. 
 

3.4 India Advertising Regulatory Scenario in COVID-19 Outbreak  
When the world was fighting against COVID-19 pandemic. WHO has issued an official 
guideline to use soap and water for clean hands at least for 20-30 seconds. In India 
Lifebuoy soap merchandised by Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) filled plea in 
Bombay high court against Dettol handwash, merchandise by Reckitt Benckiser 
Healthcare (RBH). Dettol advertised handwash is 10 times more effective against 
bacteria and viruses as compared to soap. An advertisement of Dettol handwash trying 
to convey the message that soap is useless and not beneficial is against COVID-19. The 
High Court said that advertisement against the WHO guideline and misrepresentation of 
facts. So, the company will have to stop advertisement. Dettol Suspends handwash 
advertisement. But Dettol gains false commercial importance in the market and 
interesting to see how the Bombay high court perceives and deals with this matter in the 
upcoming time [35,36]. 
 

India’s Ministry of AYUSH promotes various practices and traditional healing therapies 
for boosting the immune system. Ministry has been promoted many traditional remedies 
to specifically ward off COVID-19. However, no scientific-based information is still 
available on how effective they are in COVID-19. The Indian government has already 
rejected health claims such as drinking hot water or gargling with salt or vinegar 
solution etc from a self-check system (PIB fact check)[37,38].Another false claim by 
local company Arihant Mattress that advertised ‘anti-coronavirus' mattress. Image of 
commercial advertisement viral quickly on social media platforms like Facebook and 
Twitter. The half-page advertisement entitled “Anti Corona Virus Mattress pe soyega 
India tohbadhega India (India will progress if it sleeps on this anti-coronavirus 
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mattress)”. Case has been registered against the owner of the manufacturer of the 
mattress [7,39]. 
 
In the crucial time of COVID-19 Pandemic, millions of Indian people mislead by 
pharmaceutical companies.ASU product legislationsare feeble in India. On 23rd June 
2020, NIMRS and PRI jointly in Press Conference launched a new innovative 
Ayurvedic formulation for the treatment of COVID-19. NIMSR and PRI have claimed 
to make Ayurvedic medication kit ‘Anu Taila,Swasari and Coronil ' to treat and cure 
COVID-19 which was based on scientific data as per their claims. PRI said in the 
conference that 69 percent of patients recovered within 3 days it’s a historical 
achievement. PRI claimed that Coronil gives 100 percent favourable results in the 
controlled clinical trial on mild and moderate patients.Swasari and Anu Tailawere 
already available in the market. Coronil is a new Ayurveda product that comprises of 
the Tulsi, Ashwagandha and Giloy extracts. In the press conference, PRI announced the 
home delivery of the Ayurveda medicine kit via the OrderMe app. The medicine Kit has 
not yet been approved by the AYUSH ministry.  But on the same day ministry of 
AYUSH takesSuo moto action and issued official notification against the claim by PRI 
and orders to stop publishing and advertising claims of medicine to Cure COVID -19 
infection. Ministry of AYUSH had no evidence and claims information about Ayurveda 
kit. These kinds of advertisements regulated under DMR act. After the claim, the 
ministry asked to share details regarding the medicine such as consent information, 
sample size, CPP and clinical trial certificate etc[40-45].On 10th June 2020, PRI applied 
for a license and on 12th June 2020, the Uttarakhand Ayurveda Department (UAD) had 
issued a license for fever, cough and immunity boost, not for the COVID-19 cure. As 
per the WHO guidelines, immunity boosters are never consideredas treatment or 
medicine for the COVID-19 pandemic. Coronil is being inspected for supposed 
infringement of the DMR Act,1954 and D&C Act,1940. On 24th June 2020, Central 
AYUSH minister said on Ayurveda medicine kit which is developed by PRI and 
NIMRS should not be promoted before approval by the relevant government.Finally,the 
AYUSH ministry consideredCoronil as an Immunity booster only[46-48]. 
ASCI is a self -regulating body in India with no enforcement power over non-members. 
At present, numerous legislationsare the display of obscene and misleading healthcare 
advertisements in India and other countries. Government of India and other regulatory 
bodies are encouraging people and web-based media platforms worldwide through 
awareness campaigns to stop the upload of false health claims news and advertisements 
[14,49,50]. 
 

4. Conclusion 

It is basic for authorities to comprehend, and for HR department to keep their ideas 
utmost, that the conventional system of checking job satisfaction can scarcely be relied 
upon to succeed, when everything else around us has changed unalterably. A system of 
"salary-cutting, legitimizing, accomplishing more with less" won't be successful, with a 
workforce that is constantly restless about job stability, discouraged about vocation and 
business prospects, and discouraged about existence all in all. Going ahead, the 
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employer-worker relationship must be unmistakably progressively affectionate, dyadic, 
harmonious. Obviously, workers must grasp all the open doors that can help capitalize 
on temperamental circumstances. In any case, administrators have an equivalent 
obligation in plan the association, business activities, work jobs and duties in a way that 
empowers representatives to accomplish important work, while staying positive 
mentally. Like never before, in this manner, use of innovative technologies and 
implication of work from home with providing additional financial and emotional 
support along withtaking interest in worker prosperity needs to underscore by modifying 
organizational business methodologies.  While in case of advertisements that are true 
today may be wrong tomorrow because relevant data often change as more cases are 
reported in the prospect of COVID-19 pandemic. Web-based platforms are not designed 
for information with scientific and legal bases in society. In reality, most of the 
advertisements are unnoticed by the statutory bodies and ignored by the consumers also. 
There is also an urgent need for amendments in the Information Technology Act, 2000 
and enactment of Cyber Law for the prevention of unlawful DTCA over the internet in 
India.Advertising in the specific and general area pertains to multiple laws at an 
extensive rate which creates confusion in the mind of the consumer as well as 
manufacturers. On the global level with Harmonized scale requires carefully collected 
unbiased data to avoid unfounded inferences false and misleading claims due to fear in 
Society.  
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ABSTRACT: 
 
The symbiotic relationship between man and nature provides the basic structure of 
human existence in this complex environment, but the development in innovation and 
technology has created many positive effects and also harbors the neglected negatives 
resulting in adverse Impact on the ecological canopy. The need for a greener tomorrow 
is growing day by day and it’s in the hands of younger generation, so the spotlight 
should be directed towards the students at the university level to acquire a greater 
understanding of this changing environment, where imparting a proper skeletal system 
of sustainability is very important. The world today races towards creating concrete 
jungles and sustainability makes a considerable impact in the construction system by 
promoting ways to live greener. This paper discusses the need for green building 
awareness & education for the students to learn the influence of a conventional building 
and to mitigate its harmful prints on land. The discussions cover the subject matter of 
green building, the need green building awareness and education, Green Initiatives, 
Green pedagogy, sustainability qualification, beneficial aspects, and social impact. 
Some of the major rating systems that are being used all over are explained here and 
they include- LEED, WELL, TRUE. This way of inducing awareness based learning 
will help us achieve the goal of minimizing waste, reducing energy consumption, Air 
quality Improvement, Water Efficiency, Human wellness and comfort, Pollution 
prevention, Alternative transportation and many more in a collective cooperation from 
the student sector as well. 
 
KEY WORDS: Green Building, Awareness, Sustainable, Green Pedagogy. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: 
 “Green” is the new Black, The Implied meaning behind is going green in terms of 
efficiency in resource and environmental management. Construction industry is growing 
at rapidly and significant spikes in various factors such as hazardous emissions, 
depletion of non-renewable resource, carbon foot prints leading us to a point where the 
place we live in is not a home anymore but a death machine eating us slowly. Educators 
all around the world influence young aspirants to consider our environment in all the 
fields, but in reality the learning stops at one point and implementation never starts. One 
should consider contributing to the wellbeing of the place we breathe in and it starts 
from home. There has been a lot of research works in the past decade explaining the role 
of green rating systems in transforming from a basic to a sustainable lifestyle. 
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Delivering a sustainably responsible building requires educating young minds in green 
initiatives to explore numerous territories in the field of green building architecture. The 
positive sides of getting to know about the green buildings are that it creates a holistic 
approach towards human comfort and compatibility with nature. To certify a building 
based on its values there are many rating systems all around the world, they are region 
specific to comply with various categories. The buildings that are assessed for a 
particular rating system should sync with various evaluating systems to obtain the 
certification stating that is sustainable,  For example taking LEED BD+C Core and shell 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design ) of U.S. Green Building Council 
covers base of the building, namely the structure, Building envelope and building-level 
systems, such as central HVAC, etc. Modules of core and shell construction contain 
Location and Transportation, Sustainable Sites, Water efficiency, Energy and 
Atmosphere, Materials and Resources, Indoor Environmental Quality, Innovation, 
Regional Priority. The mentioned modules look after the needs for a sustainable 
building through energy efficiency, water management, pollution control, human health 
comfort, responsibly sourcing building materials, low emission vehicles. So, while 
approaching the topic of rating systems to the students it is advised that they try to 
incorporate the basic principles of green strategies in their design from the beginning to 
prepare for the big picture, students can also become Accredited professionals in many 
rating systems across the field such as LEED AP, IGBC AP, WELL AP to gain a vast 
knowledge and more over if they join a firm as a green building consultant, the AP in a 
project contributes to 1 point in the overall certification process With the constant raise 
of disturbances in the environment the importance of sustainable building practices 
should be adopted since the population growth works on availability of limited 
resources and it tends to increase the general demands. So this paper aims to emphasize 
exploring the importance of green building concepts and to educate the Gen x on the 
implementation of Green construction.   
 
2. THE CONCEPT OF GREEN BUILDING 
 
A ‘green’ building is a building that reduces or eliminates negative impacts in the 
natural environment to preserve precious natural resources and improve our quality of 
life. The efficient use of renewable and non renewable resources, providing a good 
environmental quality, using non toxic materials, adapting the changes in the 
environment and incorporating it by taking the ecological component as a factor, to 
involve and to evolve with the surrounding raging environmental issues and converting 
them in to threads of opportunity to believe in transformation. Many of the people think 
the word Green or the solar panels or lot of natural landscaping as green buildings, but 
in the reality the construction of green building goes far beyond the notion of energy 
consumption, it’s the long term impact on the nature’s imprint. We live inside an 
enclosed capsule 80 to 90% of the day and truly the building decides your comfort, 
many health problems are tackled on daily basis and they are induced by poor air 
quality, inhalation of toxic substances contaminated in air, light pollution, our physical 
stature, transportation etc.  
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2.1 NEED FOR GREEN BUILDING AWARENESS 
 
Green building constructions saves energy consumption, operating costs are less, waste 
minimization, it can help reduce the impacts of transportation, bring about the 3R’s of 
the system – Recycle, reuse and reduce and many more. Apart from the view of human 
and building there are many issues to be concerned such as the generation of green 
house gases, rising sea level, melting of ice caps, heat island effect, vehicle emissions 
CFC emissions etc. the need for an alternate approach is of a dire need to the current 
situation. Green building considers costs that determine the entire life of the building, 
high-performance does not require continuous maintenance and it is made possible 
through commissioning by operating buildings in a way that is designed, resolving any 
issues, and to put forth trained personnel in operating the building.  
The unawareness towards the benefits of the architectural designs voices, due to rapid 
urbanization in the country and the total energy consumption increases. Without proper 
awareness and education to the younger generation people, the Sustainable architecture 
is forced to work about the construction of substandard materials and techniques. Few 
parameters of green building rating system are: 
 Lesser impact on the environment 
 Efficient water management 
 Efficient site design and  planning 
 Preservation and protection of top soil during construction 
 Usage of resources in a controlled way  
 Improves occupant health and comfort 
 Enhancing indoor environment quality and thermal comfort 
 Sustainability goal towards a longer period of time 
 Waste management strategies  
 Using land effectively pre and post construction 
 Responsibly sourced Eco materials 
 Reduction in operational and management costs 
 Betterment of human wellness 
 
2.2 GREEN RATING SYSTEMS 

 
2019 Global Status Report for Buildings and Construction Towards a zero-emissions, 
efficient and resilient buildings and construction sector says that the buildings and 
construction sector accounted for 36% of final energy use and 39% of energy and 
process-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in 2018, 11% of which resulted from 
manufacturing building materials and products such as steel, cement and glass. 2019 
Global Status Report provides an update on drivers of CO2 emissions and energy 
demand globally since 2017, along with examples of policies, technologies and 
investments that support low-carbon building stocks. Green building rating is the 
certification of a building as green compared to a conventional building under the 
conditions of sustainable performance in areas like site development, reduced resource 
usage, material selection, operation & maintenance, environment quality, energy 
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consumptions of predefined rating systems rules that need to be followed. Various 
rating systems are discussed below about their area of focus and how a building gets 
certified. 
 
2.2.1 LEED CERTIFICATION (LEEDERSIP IN ENERGY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN) 
 
BD+C - Building Design and Construction it is the rating used for new construction or 
major renovations. Applications for:  New Construction, Core & Shell, Schools, Retail, 
Hospitality, Data Centers, Warehouses & Distribution Centers and Healthcare 

ID+C - Interior Design and Construction it is for complete interior fit-out projects. The 
applications are for Commercial Interiors, Retail and Hospitality. 

O+M - Building Operations and Maintenance it is the rating For existing buildings that 
are undergoing improvement work or little to no construction. It Includes:  Existing 
Buildings, Schools, Retail, Hospitality, Data Centers, and Warehouses & Distribution 
Centers. 

ND - Neighborhood Development it is the rating For new land development projects or 
redevelopment projects containing residential uses, nonresidential uses, or a mix. 
Projects can be at any stage of the development process that is from conceptual planning 
to construction. It Includes: the Plan and Built Project. 

Homes are for single family homes, low-rise multi-family (one to three stories) or mid-
rise multi-family (four to six stories). It Includes: Homes, Multifamily Low-rise, 
Multifamily Midrise. Homes and residential buildings that are greater than six stories 
can certify under the LEED BD+C category. The Modules are almost common for all 
the rating systems except for few special categories for types of buildings and their 
locations. So, it includes the following: integrative process, Location and 
Transportation, Sustainable Sites, Water efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere, Materials 
and Resources, Indoor Environmental Quality, Innovation, Regional Priority. The 
modules have few mandatory pre-requisite credits that are compulsory for the passing 
level of certification. These environmental measuring criteria rate the building 
according to the typology and credit merits. The certification process follows as pre 
certification, design level certification, construction level certification or both D+C. The 
levels of certification of LEED scoring are: Certified (40-49 points), Silver (50-
59 points), Gold (60-79 points), and Platinum (80+ points). 

2.2.2 WELL CERTIFICATION 

WELL is the rating system that is used as a leading tool for advancement in health and 
well-being in buildings and human beings in a global level. Well is the first of its kind 
rating system to exclusively focus on human comfort and wellness. It helps humans 
experience the wellness through design and construction based on comfort. The aim of 
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well rating is to prevent many chronic illnesses by influencing the built environment in 
the advanced improvement of nutrition, mood, fitness, sleep patterns and performance 
of its occupants because the structural and behavioral changes can be altered within 
your home to reduce the level of carbon footprint.  WELL concepts include: Air, water, 
Nourishment, light, Movement, thermal comfort, Sound, materials, mind, community, 
Innovation. WELL scoring is of 3 levels: WELL Silver Certification: 50 points. WELL 
Gold Certification: 60 points. WELL Platinum Certification: 80 points. An Examination 
can be taken to become WELL AP for in-depth knowledge about the wellness 
certification. 

The Well standard is based on years of research in partnership with scientists, doctors 
and architects exploring the connection between the buildings and people to make a 
collaborative effort to create a holistic approach in taking care of  the impacts 
in buildings and its occupants wellbeing.  

2.2.3  TRUE CERTIFICATION 

TRUE is a wholesome system that approaches in aiming at changing how different 
materials flow through our surrounding environment, resulting in no waste. TRUE 
encourages the redesigning of resources life cycles so that all products are reused will 
create a waste free system. Certification is available for any facility and their operations 
such as buildings owned by businesses, property managers, schools, government 
agencies and non profits organizations. The TRUE rating system scoring is Certified: 
31-37 points Silver: 38-45 points Gold: 46-63 points Platinum: 64-81  The TRUE Zero 
Waste certification program is an Assessor based program that rates how the facilities 
perform in minimizing their non-hazardous, solid wastes and minimizing use of non 
renewable resources. The TRUE Advisor is a certificate program that uses instructional 
design principles to deliver best in class education. The course consists of 12 on-
demand, self-paced modules and the assessment will be a 75-question exam delivered 
online via a computer-based testing platform. Individuals will be assessed to see if they 
have attained the learning outcomes of the course through a 75-question, 95-minute 
online exam. People can take up the TRUE examination just like LEED to get certified 
to be a TRUE advisor. 

2.2.4 SITES CERTIFICATION 

SITES certification is a comprehensive system for creating sustainable and resilient land 
development projects.It is used by landscape designers, engineers, planners, ecologists 
and architects with innovative sustainable design. This certification system also provide 
people to aspire for SITES AP. The scoring system levels are certified 70-84 points, 
Silver is 85-99, Gold is 100-134, Platinum is 135+. SITES certification is critical need 
for a more careful and sensitive approach to land design and development with respect 
to the growing population of the planet.  SITES put fourths the goals of evaluating 
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ecosystem services as a basis for land design and development. SITES certification is 
based on the point system: the number of points that a project earns determines which 
level of certification it is eligible for (Certified, Silver, Gold or Platinum). There are 18 
prerequisites within the rating system are required to achieve certification, minimum 
number of credits to achieve the certification level. 

The SITES and LEED rating systems are complementary, and can be used 
independently or together. If the concerned building project would benefit from 
certifying to both SITES and LEED, the advantage of the synergies between them can 
be quite useful. The SITES rating includes the following modules: site context, pre-
design assessment + planning, site design—water, site design—soil + vegetation, site 
design—materials selection, site design—human health + well-being, construction, 
operations + maintenance, education + performance monitoring, innovation or 
exemplary performance. 

3.GREEN PEDAGOGY FOR HUMAN WELLNESS  
 
The environment as a whole, the quality of life, life cycle of the resources that we use, 
de-carbon sustainable life, The impact factor, embodied energy all contribute to the way 
of life for humans and the forgotten basic concepts of living a good life in unison with 
the nature is not possible anymore, but we can try to make it less miserable by following 
the green initiative that are being developed a lot lately, it is difficult to make someone 
try a new technology if the awareness of the ideal thing is not well known in the society, 
so it should start from the university level to make a bigger impact. 
The solar, wind &water energy, Rain water harvesting, recycling, waste minimization, 
Material sourcing, good living practices everything should be taken under consideration. 
The students must be educated from understanding the concept to calculating the value 
of all the modules and credits. Learning should involve the concept of life cycle, reusing 
and reducing, skilled labor, energy consumption etc. green building id gaining more and 
more popularity among the sophisticated group, but the larger groups are not aware in 
comparison, Innovation in research and education in this green field should be 
incorporated in a mass of a scale. 
Technological innovations in motion sensor can act as the technology for energy saving 
likewise indoor, outdoor water sage can be regulated. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
During the last few decades one of the major problems that we face include global 
warming, ozone depletion, non renewable resources depletion, energy scarcity, 
ecological toxicity, acid rains etc.  We cannot avoid affecting the environment, but 
creating awareness about the green building will aim towards minimizing the 
environmental issues that we overcome daily. A green building contributes towards 
lower development costs, lower operating costs, enhanced comports, healthier indoor 
environment quality. The uncertainties in application  of green  building concept  among 
different people and the reality of how green building works confuses students of the 
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upcoming generations for the execution of green building concepts and  that prevents 
the achievement of their Implementation. The most prominent fact being out there is 
that there is very little open data available regarding the manufacturing process that 
documents energy consumption on natural Resources, Carbon emissions from each 
building material in the city. Yet the decision making method requires individual and 
collective response from all a large group of people who have experienced the whole 
scenario of green building living. So, it is necessary for us to take in to consideration in 
educating the students in excelling in taking care of the environment, to help mitigate 
the effects that last longer than the human life itself.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
 

We are immensely benefited from all the Ecosystem services that are provided by 
natural systems and that support our lives, but we often consider these resources free 
and treat them in a meticulously degraded way. There are numerous ways of how green 
design strategies can both contribute to an environmentally responsible facility and act 
as a way to study everything in the correlation of human activity and surroundings. The 
application level of green activities is facing an increasing slump of awareness and that 
is mainly because of the some on-site green construction activities cannot support the 
high level of awareness while following the procedures in the greener guidebook and 
large gaps were pinned between green awareness and activities. In addition to on-site 
small scale projects had large differences from large- scale projects and medium-scale 
projects in terms of implementing green activity. So, it is necessary to incorporate green 
strategies to open up green building practices to students in the field of 
engineering/construction/architectural. 
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Abstract:  
 
The total concept of emotional intelligence acquired unique interest among masses. 
Great amount of research is being carried out to explore and understand exactly what 
emotional intelligence is and to make life better by applying it. Current paper is an 
attempt to explore literature encompassing emotional intelligence and to throw some 
light on the ways in which EI can be improved. 
 
Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Stress, Burnout. 
 
Introduction: 
 
Drooping eye lids, unfocused eyes, lip corners pulling down are the sign of sad face; 
eyebrows down together, narrowing lips are the sign of angry face, many people around 
us can be found with at least one of the 34000 emotions. 
 
The statement “He/she is emotional” is quiet often heard among friends. Man cannot be 
separated from emotions. From birth to death every phase of human life is associated 
with multiple emotions; sometimes multiple emotions could be experienced at a time. 
Every emotion may not be reflected on the face; they may not be exhibited but are 
silently carried inside. 
 
Intelligence is the competent ability to apply acquired knowledge. Emotional 
intelligence is the innate ability of a person to understand his emotions and the emotions 
of others to conduct one self. 
 
Who wouldn't want a successful career, healthy relationships, best work environment? 
All these can certainly be achieved by person possessing emotional 
intelligence.Emotional intelligence acts as antidote to stressful career, people with high 
scores on EI are recruited and are said to be having rewarding career journey.  
 
Can emotional intelligence be developed? The answer to this question is unequivocal 
‘yes’. With some interventions and with rigorous coaching and practice, remarkable 
changes can be brought in the level of intelligence quotient. But can the same be applied 
in building emotional intelligence?  
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If a person was asked to reduce his anger and speak politely this may not happen 
immediately but with deliberate practice this can be achieved. Ample amount of 
research was carried out on the topic emotional intelligence. It is evident from the study 
that : 
 
Genetics play a major role in determining emotional intelligence levels of a person. 
Experiences as a child also play a major role in shaping a child into a person with high 
emotional intelligence. 
 
Every individual wants to change but only few try to change, initially if a person is 
trying to change, emotion like fear, anger may not be expressed out but emotional 
outburst may be happening inside. 
 
Emotional intelligence changes with age as a person come across life changing 
experiences. Emotional intelligence helps to strike a balance between work and life. It 
helps to achieve both physical and mental health. 
 
1. Emotional intelligence is non cognitive intelligence. 
2. Personality development coaches help people to increase emotional intelligence. 
 
There is a greater need for developing ones emotional intelligence as people with low 
emotional intelligence are often sad with the happenings around them, they easily get 
upset and often they are misunderstood, where as highly emotional intelligent people 
are aware of the emotions, they possess tact and can easily handle  complicated 
situations. 
 Some humans are naturally gifted with a higher EQ than others, like anything else; it is 
also possible to improve EQ with patience and dedication. 
 
Improving EI  
 
A study conducted in Western reserve University students of MBA it was evident from 
the study that there has been an increase in 50 to 100% competency .In another study 
carried out on professional executives of age around 50 years executives, it was noticed 
that emotional competency increased by 66.5% after completion of a personality 
development course, contradicting the claim “you can’t teach old dog new tricks”.  
 
Somerville study says about, a 40-year investigation of 450 boys in which Two-thirds of 
the boys were from welfare families and one-third boys were said to be having IQ 
below 90. How well these boys did at work or in the decisions made in rest of their lives 
were certainly influenced by their emotional intelligence.  
 
Biggest difference in life and work can be made by developing emotional competencies 
which in turn reflects on the abilities to handle frustration, to be able to control 
emotions, and learning to mingle with other people. 
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Emotional intelligence makes life more enjoyable and successful. A study conducted on 
IQ and EQ tests of 79 PhD holders right from the time they graduated in various 
personality aspects in 1950s.later when these men reached the age of 70 years i.e., 
nearly after 40 years, when their whole career is studied and the choices they made 
considering their resume and by questioning their superiors and subordinates reveals 
surprising facts that having social skills and emotional competencies is important than 
IQ by four folds. It is also inappropriate to say social skills alone fetch success. After 
attaining a threshold of intelligence quotient, there comes the role of emotional 
intelligence to surpass competitors. 
 
Even if employees are trained in multi dimensions to improve emotional intelligence the 
result cannot be felt immediately. 
 
Senior managers of a company based on Europe were selected for carrying out a study. 
Total of 54 senior level managers were selected, it is ensured that the sample comprises 
of 50 men and 50 women using stratified random sampling method. The average age of 
sample was 38 years. The total sample was bifurcated into experimental group and 
control group. 

 The selected control group was given training in EI and data was collected. The 
training program was successful in improving the EI of manages in few dimensions. 
The training on building emotional understanding and management of emotions gave 
the managers a sense of fulfillment. This study helped in nurturing the social skills of 
managers. 

Emotional Intelligence can be gained and improved at any point in life (Goleman, 
2014). Learning emotional intelligence skills needs a resourceful environment where the 
areas can be looked into, or the aspects of E.I. that should be focused on, and seek 
expert advice on how to do so. 

4 Stages of learning emotional intelligence 

Deep understanding 

Learning emotional intelligence is possible when a person is aware of things that she or 
he should change, and also willing to undergo the changes to learn emotional 
intelligence. Learning is possible when one gains knowledge of different aspects of 
emotional intelligence like self awareness, self regulation, motivation, empathy and 
social skills 

Some of us might be very good at self regulation but lack in social skill, where as others 
might be good in motivating others but fail to exhibit empathy. One has to be aware and 
gain complete knowledge of all the aspects for learning to happen. 
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Assessment 
After gaining insights of various aspects of emotional intelligence, the next best step is 
to understand the level of emotional intelligence one has. Many tests are available to 
measure emotional intelligence both online and offline. 
The instruments used to measure emotional intelligence are Mayer-Salovey-Caruso 
Emotional intelligence test (MSCEIT), Emotional Quotient Inventory (EQ-i), Emotional 
competence inventory(ECI),Emotional Intelligence appraisal (EIA), Work Profile 
Questionnaire-Emotional Intelligence Version (WPQei), Levels of Emotional 
Awareness Scale (LEAS) and Self-Report Emotional Intelligence Test (SREIT). 
Training 
Assessment of one’s emotional intelligence helps to decide on the course of action to be 
followed to improve emotional intelligence. It also helps us to identify particular areas 
in to be focused and developed. 
For Example if an individual is scoring low on social skills he/she can be made a part of 
some learning programs including lot of interaction with fellow employees. 
After training the individual will be able to  
 Gain the abilities to accept criticism and appraisals. 
 Be a better team player, avoiding conflicts. 
 Improve leadership skills. 
Implementation 
The final and important stage for an individual for self development and improving 
emotional intelligence is the implementation stage. This stage involves walk the talk in 
real time situations. All the training and assessment along with learning is helpful only 
if it is implemented in real time situations. 
Ways to Develop Emotional Intelligence 
Besides the formal training programme to improve emotional intelligence following 
inputs can improve the level of emotional intelligence. 
1. Pick out the negative emotions. 
How well one can handle negative feelings and makes efficient use of them helps to 
build an individual more immune to stress. When we can distinguish the emotions that 
make oneself down, one become less likely to get affected by adverse situation.  

2. Choose responses wisely: Take time and respond, do not jump to conclusions.  

3. Self-introspection in the following ways certainly helps to bring out behavioral 
modifications. 

 Am I thinking the right way? 
 Shouldn’t I have used those words today? 
 How would I have reacted if I were in his/her place? 
 Is there any other way of dealing the matter? 
 Are my friends and family happy with me? 
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4. Right communication 
Improved communication with others, conveying thoughts naturally and 
understandably, brings people closer. 
5. Stress Management 
The most helpful stress reduction method is by consciously using our senses and staying 
close to nature (Bunzenmeyer). 
Following can be practiced to reduce stress at work and bring considerable changes: 
 Splashing cold water on face after long work hours or meeting helps feel fresh and 

relieved from anxiety. 
 People generally resort to smoking or alcohol consumption to overcome stress 

which might worsen the life, instead meditation and spending time with nature helps 
to relieve stress. 

 Spending quality time with family, going on family vacations helps break monotony 
in work life. 

6. Gratitude journal: journalizing and thanking everyone and expressing gratitude for 
making one’s life comfortable builds positivity thereby reduces stress. 

 7. Empathy as a daily habit 

Empathy is walking in others shoes. When we start thinking from others point of view 
everything seems to be so true. This helps to reduce conflicting situations. It is an 
essential aspect of one’s metal wellbeing. 

Even at the workplace, listening to a colleague without judging, or accepting harsh 
words from someone undergoing stress, can significantly build our emotional and social 
intelligence, thereby strengthening interpersonal bonds. 

Conclusion: 

Mayer and Salovey wrote, ‘Emotional Intelligence’ (E I) which gave rise to this concept 
as a medium of individual assessment that accurately describes the attributions for 
responses to successes and failures in life,the ways in which it can be improved. It 
forms  the juncture at which cognition and emotion meet, it facilitates our capacity for 
resilience, motivation, empathy, reasoning, stress management, communication, and our 
ability to read and navigate a plethora of social situations and conflicts If one can 
distinguish the emotions that make oneself down, one become less likely to get affected 
by adverse situation and make a happy living. 
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Hkz"Vkpkj jksdus esa U;k;ikfydk dh Hkwfedk 

 

*MkW- vk'kh"k HkV~V]  

,lksfl,V izksQslj] e-iz- lkekftd foKku 'kks/k laLFkku] mTtSu 

**egs'k Hkkjrh]  
'kks/kkFkhZ&yksd iz'kklu] e/;izns'k lkekftd foKku 'kks/k] laLFkku] mTtSu ¼e-iz-½ 

 

lkjka'k %& 

 

 Hkz"Vkpkj dks jksdus esa U;k;ikfydk dh vg~e Hkwfedk gSA blls O;fDr] lekt vkSj jk"Vª ;s lHkh U;k;ikfydk 
dks fu.kZ; dks Lohdkj djrs gSaA vkt xyh] pkSjkgk] ?kj] ifjokj vkSj lekt lHkh vU;k; ds tky esa Q¡l pqdk 
gSA ;g leL;k lekt ls mRiUu gksrh gS D;ksafd O;fDr esa vlarks"k gksrk ;g vlarks"k Hkh"k.k :i ys ysrk gSA 
tc O;fDr nwljksa ds [kwu dk I;klk gks tkrk gSA bu leL;kvksa ds fujkdj.k gsrq U;k;ikfydk dk mÙkjnkf;Ro 
gks tkrk gS] bu nksuksa i{kksa ds chp vkilh fookn dks le>us ds mijkUr bUgsa fu.kZ; iznku djsaA orZeku le; 
Hkz"Vkpkjdh vU/kk/kqU/k :i ls folaxfr;k¡ tUe ys jgh gSA blls lekt esa =kgh&=kgh eph gqbZ gSA vkt fdlh 
dks ns[kuk Hkh vijk/k ds nk;js esa vk jgk gSA blls lekt esa gksus okyh lEiw.kZ folaxfr;ksa ds QyLo:i 
U;k;ikfydk viuk fu.kZ; izLrqr djrh gSA  

 

 Hkz"Vkpkj vFkkZr~ Hkz"V vkpj.k ;g vuSfrd vkSj vuqfpr dk;Z ds :i esa iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSAfdlh dks fu.kZ; 
ysus dk vf/kdkj U;k;ikfydk dks gksrk gSA og ,d ;k nwljs i{k esa lquokbZ djrh gSA U;k;ikfydk fu.kZ; 
muds foosdkf/kdkj ij fuHkZj djrk gSA bls lQy cukus esa yksdrU= dk cgqr cM+k mÙkjnkf;Ro gSA ;g 
foosdkf/kdkj oLrqijd u gksdj nwljs dkj.kksa ds vk/kkj ij iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gSAHkz"Vªkpkj djus okys ;s 
'kkldh; dk;Z esa ck/kk Mkyrs gSaA fdlh fo'ks"k ykHk nsus ds fy, ;k mldk vuqfpr :i ls dk;Z djus esa O;fä 
Hkz"Vrk djrk gSA Hkz"Vkpkj ds lEcU/k esa rkRdkfyd o"kksaZ esa tkx#drk dh la[;k cgqr c<+h gSA ftlds dkj.k 
Hkz"Vkpkj fojks/kh vf/kfu;e &1988] dks izHkkoh <ax ls flVhtu pkVZj] lwpuk dk vf/kdkj vf/kfu;e & 2005] 
deh'ku v‚Q bUDok;jh ,DV vkfn cukus ds fy;s Hkkjr ljdkj ck/; gqbZ gSA blls vkt izR;sd O;fDr ltx 
gks x;k gSA og lHkh ds mÙkjnkf;Roksa dks ysdj fo'ks"k :i ls tkx:d gSA fdlh Hkh izdkj ds vU;k; ds fy, 
lwpuk ds vf/kdkj vf/kfu;e ls tkudkjh ek¡xus yxrk gSA blls lekt esa ,d tkx:drk dk ijpe rks 
ygjk jgk gSA fdUrq O;fDr esa ftruh bZekunkjh vkSj lPpkbZ gksuk pkfg,A og vHkh Hkh ckdh gSA ljdkj esa 
Hkz"Vkpkj fu;a=.k gsrq dbZ vf/kfu;e ,oa fudk; dh LFkkiuk dh gS blesa egRoiw.kZ :i ls yksdk;qDr gS] 
yksdk;qDr Hkz"Vkpkj dks [kRe djus rFkk deZpkjh }kjk vketu ls fj'or dh ek¡x djrk gSA blls Hkz"V 
vf/kdkjh vkSj deZpkjh ij l[rutj j[krk gS rFkk nks"kh ik, tkus ij U;k;y; dM+h dk;Zokgh djrk gSA  

 

'kks/k izfof/k %&bl 'kks/k i= esa fo"k; Hkz"Vkpkj jksdus esa U;k;ikfydk dh Hkwfedk uked 'kks/k eas izkFkfed ,oa 
f}rh;d 'kks/k lkekxzh ds }kjk v/;;u fd;k x;k gSA ;gk¡ rd ;g fo"k; vkt fo'ks"k :i ls ppkZ dk fo"k; 
cuk gqvk gSA tks nSfud lekpkj i=] if=dkvksa vkfn esa vk;s fnu ,slh lekpkj vkrh gSA bl gsrq bu nSfud 
lekpkj i=ksa dks Hkh le>us dk vk/kkj cuk;k x;k gS vkSj la'ys"k.kkRed ,oa fo'ys"k.kkRed i)fr ds }kjk 
v/;;uu fd;k x;k gSA blds lkFk&lkFk fo}kuksa dk  vkSj vke turk dk Hkh ekxZn'kZu lq>ko ds :i eas 
lfEefyr fd;k x;k gSA   
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leL;k %& 

 Hkz"Vkpkj ,d izdkj dh fodB fcekkjh ds :i esa mHkj dj lkeus vk jgh gSA ;g ljdkjh fu;eksa ds fo:) 
dk;Z djus dh ewy izòfÙk gS] ftllsa vke turk ,d iz'kkld dks izyksHku nsdj mlls xyr dk;Z djok dj 
iz'kklfud nkf;Roksa dks Hkz"Vkpkj esa fyIr djrs gSaaA ;gha Hkz"Vkpkj nwj&nwj rd QSyrk tk  jgk gSA tks U;k;y; 
ds }kjk bls iw.kZ djus esa U;k;ksfpr djuk iM+rk gSA bl izdkj ls lekt esa mRiUu gksus okyh leL;kvksa dks 
tM+ ls feVk nsrk gSA dqN lekL;k,sa rglhy ,oa xzke Lrj dh gksrh gSA 

 

1- tehuh fookn dks ysdj U;k;ky; dh 'kj.k esa O;fDr tkrk gSA bl izdkj ;k og Hkz"Vkpkj djrk gSA ;k 
Hkz"Vkpkj dk f'kdkj gksrk gSA bu nksuksa dks QSlyk U;k;ky; djrh gSA  

2- rglhyksa esa dk;Z iz.kkyh dks ysdj Hkz"VkpkjA  
3- xzkeh.k Lrjksa esa ljiap@ik"kZn ds ek/;e ls yksxksa dks vkokl lgk;rk esa Hkz"Vkpkj] iqy fuekZ.k eas Hkz"Vkpkj 

vkfn dh leL;k,¡ mRiUu gksrh gSA 
4- cktk: lkekxzh ij Hkz"Vkpkj dh leL;k,¡ ns[kh tk jgh gSA  
5- cktkj dh lkekxzh esa lcls vf/kd leL;k bLikbZjh dh [kk| lkekxzh xjhc] vui<+ O;fDr;ksa dks vkt Hkh 

cM+s gh /kM+Yys ds lkFk nqdkunkj ns nsrk gSA bldk dksbZ fglkc u iz'kklu ikl ugha gSA ;s leL;k 
lcls cM+h leL;k gSA  

6- ljdkjh jk'ku dh nqdku esa dykcktkjh dh leL;kA 
7- nckbZ;ksa esa dykcktkjh dh leL;kA  
8- de dher dh oLrq dks vf/kd dher esa cspus dk Hkz"VkpkjA  
9- Bsdsnkj }kjk Hkou fuekZ.k esa Hkz"VkpkjA  
10- U;k;ky; esa cSBs ckcwvksa ds }kjk Hkz"Vkpkj dh leL;kA  
11- U;k;ky; ds bZnZ&fxnZ ?kweus okys nykyksa ds }kjk Hkz"VkpkjA  
 
mÌs'; %& 
 

 bl izdkj ds Hkz"Vkpkj ls eqDr gsrq turk dk dk;Z gSA mlds f[kykQ vkokt mBkukA ;g vkokt iz'kklu 
rd igq¡pkukA vkt Hkh dqN ,sls yksx gSa tks bZekunkjh ls dk;Z dks djrs gSaA bUgha mÌs';ksa dks ysdj iz'kklu 
dk;Z dj jgh gSA bldk ykHk izR;sd O;fDr dks izkIr gksuk pkfg,A  

 fdlh Hkh O;fDr ds lkFk vU;k; u gks ,slh fLFkfr ds fy, U;k;ikfydk mUgsa leqfpr U;k; fnykus esa Bksl 
dne mBkrh gSA3U;k;ky; U;kf;d izfØ;k ds fy, rRi;Z jgrh gSA bldk mÌs'; gS fd dksbZ Hkh O;fDr U;k; 
ls oafpr u gksA vU;k; ds f[kykQ mls U;k; feysA 

 

1- yksd vnkyr }kjk yafcr izdkj.k dk fujkdj.k Hkh budk mÌs'; gSA   
2- O;fDr dh leL;kvksa dks utj vUnkt ugha djukA  
3- egkfo|ky;@fo'ofo|ky; esa gksus okyh vlekurkvksa dks U;k;ky; rd igq¡pus esa Hkh vlqfo/kk gksrh gS] 

D;ksafd dksbZ Hkh Nk= U;k;ky; dh vksj tkuk ugha pkgrk gSA ;gk¡ rd vU;k; ds f[kykQ U;k;ky; }kjk 
,lVs vkMj ys vkukA  

4- ;g ekeyk e/;izns'k 'kklu ls tqM+k gqvk FkkA ftlesa vfrfFk fo}kuksa us U;k;ky; ls dk;Z djus gsrq ,lVs 
vkMj ysdj dk;Z dj jgsa gSA mUgsa U;k;ky; ,slh dk;Zokgh Rofjr dj nsrh gSA  

5- isa'ku tSls izdj.k esa U;k;ky; C;kt lfgr ihf<+r dks iznku djrh gSA ;fn mldk i{k lgh gSA ;fn 
xyr gS rks mls Hkh tqekZuk Hkjuk iM+rk gSA  
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lek/kku %& 
 

 xjhc vkSj vehj dh vlekurk us ekuo&ekuo ds chp esa oSeuL; ds cht dks iSnk dj fn;k gSA blls xjhc 
vkSj vehj ds lkFk feydj ns'k dk fuekZ.k fd;k tk ldrk gS] D;ksafd ;g vlekurk yksxksa dks ,d U;k;ky; 
dh izfØ;k esa Mky fn;k gSA izR;sd O;fDr U;k; pkgrk gSA pkgs og xjhc gks ;k vehj bu nksuksa esa 
dgha&u&dgha vlekurk ds cht vkilh fookn ds dkj.k mRiUu gq, gSA rduhdh ds fodkl us ekuo esa 
usr̀Ro] lekt esa [kqysiu vkSj vleurk us Hkz"Vkpkj dsk tUe fn;k gSA blds fu;a=.k gsrq U;k;ky; viuh 
izfØ;k iw.kZ djrh gSA vf/kdkjh deZpkjh }kjk yh tkus okyh fj'or ls O;fDr vius dk;ksZa dks ,d fuf'pr 
le; vof/k esa iwjk djk ldrk gS rFkk fcuk iSlksa dk ysunsu fd, dk;Z dks iw.kZ djok ysrk gSA 

 
 
fu"d"kZ %&  
 

 dY;k.kdkjh ;kstukvksa ds dk;kZUo;u esa Hkz"Vkpkj gksrk gSA bu Hkz"Vkpkj dks de djus ds fy, dY;k.kdkjh 
;kstukvksa dks lekIr djus ds mijkUr lHkh t:jrean O;fDr;ksa dks bldk tks Hkh fgLlk vkfFkZd gks muds 
[kkrs esa ckWVuk pkfg,A blls mudh leL;k,¡ Hkh gy gks ldrh gS vkSj xjhch dh fLFkfr esa mUgsa enn Hkh fey 
ldrh gSA tc bl izdkj dh izfØ;k izkjEHk dj nh tk;sxh rc O;fDr esa U;k;ky; dh 'kj.k esa tkus dh 
t:jr ugha gksxhA ;fn fdlh O;fDr dks vklkuh ls jkstxkj] vkfFkZd enn] lgha fgLlsnkjh] mfpr dher esa 
?kjsyw lkekxzh vkfn miyC/k gksxh rks O;fDr fdlh Hkh vk/kkj ij U;k;ky; ugha tk;sxkA  
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i"̀B 8 
2- 'kekZ] cks/k jkt] lkekftd rFkk jktuSfrd 'kkL= ds fl)kUr] gfj;k.kk fgUnh xzUFk vdkneh] paMhx<+] 

izFke laLdj.k] 1972] ì"B 12 
3- flag] MkW- n'kjFk] xk¡/khokn dks fouksck dh nsu] fcgkj fgUnh xzUFk vdkneh lEesyu Hkou dq¡vk 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
Public Distribution System (PDS) is a poverty alleviation programme and contributes 
towards the social welfare of the people. PDS is considered as principal instrument in 
the hands of State Governments for providing safety net to the poor against the spiraling 
rise in prices of essential commodities. Customer's intensity of purchase at fair price 
shops depends on the quality of services extended at fair price shops. Poverty is a 
problem which is faced by the people. The government has taken more steps and 
programmes to overcome the problem. Public distribution system was established to 
provide food at a subsidized rate. Both primary and secondary data has been used for 
the study. In probability sampling method, Multi stage sampling method has been used 
for selecting the Ration shop and the convenience sampling method has been used for 
selecting the consumers. Therefore, the sample size for the study is 91. Therefore, the 
paper aims to study the customers’ satisfaction towards public distribution system in 
Sivagangai district. 
 
Keywords: Public Distribution System, Social Welfare, Fair price, Satisfaction. 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION: 
India’s public distribution system (PDS) is the largest food security program in the 
world, which covers nearly 60% of the population and costs Rs 1.45 trillion—close to 
1.4% of the national income. PDS has often been criticdized for its structure, incessant 
corruption and leakages, and inclusion and exclusion errors in identifying the 
beneficiaries. The rolling out of the National Food Security Act (NFSA), 2018, and 
the overhauling of PDS in some states has created an aspiration that the system can be 
made effectual in making the households not only food secure, but also nutrition secure. 
Consumer satisfaction is a person’s feeling of pleasure or disappointment resulting from 
comparing a product’s perceived performance or outcome in relation to his or her 
expectation. As this definition makes clear, satisfaction in a function on perceived 
performance and expectations. If the performance falls short of expectations, the 
consumer is satisfied or delighted. If the performance exceeds the expectation, the 
consumer is highly satisfied or delighted, high satisfaction or delight creates an 
emotional bond with the brand, not just a rational performance. Public Distribution 
System is among the most expansive  
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1.2 REVIEW OF LITEARTURE: 
 
Deepa K Thomas & P. Shanmugam (2018)1, in their study says that “consumer 
satisfaction towards public distribution system”. The Main objective of the study is to 
analyze the factors related to customer’s satisfaction from the Public Distribution 
System. The study concluded that  the utilization of services given by the PDS scheme 
depends largely upon the satisfaction level of the customers in relation to the quality of 
services from ration shops. From his analysis, it could be comprehended that the 
prevailing PDS system protects the needs and satisfaction level of the customers to 
some extent, but it has to be implemented and scrutinized at its full swing to realize its 
basic purposes effusively. Therefore the Government is expected to employ its power 
and facilities for the better coordination and services of the PDS. 
 
Dr.R.Velmurugan & D. Lavanya (2017)2, in their study said that“consumer 
satisfaction towards public distribution system in Coimbatore District”. The Main 
objective of the study is to analyze the consumers perception and satisfaction towards 
public distribution system. The researcher had used adopting convenient sampling, 
feedback obtained from 900 card holders. From his article, the researcher concluded that 
the general public will be satisfied when they could obtain goods from the PDS in all 
months, goods are supplied with accurate weight and adequate staff members are 
employed, PDS should be located at easily accessible place, distribution of variety of 
goods, supply of goods in time, goods supplied at PDS are fit for consumption, fair 
price shops are to be opened in accurate time, staff members of PDS should not insist 
the general public to buy unnecessary goods, PDS employees should redress the general 
public grievance at the earliest. 
Bhagyasree PG (2017)3, in her study said that,” A Study on the Performance of Public 
Distribution System with Reference to Colachel Municipality”. The main objective of 
the study is to evaluate the issues related to access, utilization and perception of PDS 
among APL and BPL beneficiaries. The study concludes that presented information 
about the PDS, details of its working, network, access, and utilization and satisfaction of 
family card holders towards PDS in Colachel Municipality. The prime aim of PDS is to 
ensure adequate supply of essential commodities of acceptable quality at an affordable 
price to general public, particularly the poor. It is true that PDS has achieved greatly in 
its objectives. But over the decades, its functioning has suffered due to inefficient 
management. The main aim of the government is pass on huge amount of subsidy it 
sanctions to the intended people for the intended purpose at low cost. In order to ensure 
greater efficiency concentration must be made on Targeted Public Distribution System 
(TPDS) and also application of computer, network technology along with a vigilant 
administration can equip government better to face the challenge successfully. 
1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 
Rationing was introduced in India as a food control during the Second World War but 
has come to stay as a permanent feature of our economy as clearly stated in this study. 
Today the PDS is intended not only to ensure adequate and timely availability of 
essential commodities to people in the rural and urban areas, particularly the weaker 
section. Universal coverage is the aim of PDS in Tamil Nadu. State Government is 
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making all efforts to make the PDS more effective by ensuring the availability, 
affordability and accessibility of PDS articles to the poor. The main work of Public 
Distribution System is to deliver goods to ultimate beneficiaries at the right time, right 
place, right quality, quantity and at right price. This is possible only with the effective 
support of both Government and staff members of PDS. As in private business 
concerns, staff members at PDS have to initiate necessary steps for ascertaining the 
customers grievances and to take suitable steps for redressing their customers 
grievances, so that the customers satisfaction may be increased. Thus, in this study an 
effort has been made on ascertaining the customer’s level of satisfaction towards the 
services extended at fair price shops and factors influencing their satisfaction in 
Devakottai Taluk of Sivagangai District 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
 To Know the concept of Public Distribution system in Tamil Nadu. 
 To Analyze the consumers satisfaction level towards Public distribution system in 

Sivagangai District 
 To offer suggestions to improve the consumers satisfaction level towards PDS. 
1.5RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
The present study was carried out with the objective to find out whether the consumers 
satisfaction towards public distribution system in sivagangai District. The Researcher 
reviewed the related literature on Public distribution system to identify the research gap 
. Both primary and secondary data have been used in the study. The primary data were 
collected from the bank customers at Sivagangai District .The Sivagangai District is 
divided into 9 taluks. In Nine  taluks, there are 521 Villages are there. The study was 
conducted only in one taluks such as Devakottai which have more number of Villages. 
One consumer were selected for each villages. The primary data were collected through 
a Interview schedule which was prepared and the respondents were required to provide 
necessary details when they visited the Ratio shop. Required secondary data for the 
study were collected from Journals, Magazines, Books, and RBI Reports. 
1.6 POPULATION FRAME: 
 Table 1.1 
List of Taluks in Sivgangai District 
 

S.NO Taluk Name Revenue Villages 
1 Sivaganga 67 
2 Kalayarkovil 63 
3 Manamadurai 41 
4 Thiruppuvanam 43 
5 Ilayankudi 52 
6 Devakottai 91 
7 Karaikudi 64 
8 Thirupatthur 51 
9 Singampunari 49 

         Source: Statistics of Sivagangai District Profile 
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1.7 SAMPLE SIZE: 
The sample size for the study is 91. The researcher has chosen Devakottai taluk for the 
study purpose because the Devakottai taluk has more number of Villages in Sivagangai 
District. 
1.8 SAMPLING TECHNIQUE: 
The sampling technique used for the study is Multi stage sampling method for selecting 
the Ration shop and proportionate stratified random sampling method has been used for 
selecting the consumers. 
1.9 TOOLS USED FOR THE ANALYSIS: 
The researcher has used some of the tools for the analysis such as percentage analysis, 
Chi-square, correspondence analysis and Anova. 
1.10 HYPOTHESIS FOR THE STUDY: 
 There is no association between demographic profile of the consumers and status 

of card Holders. 
 There is no difference between the income and savings of the consumers 
 There is no difference between the consumers’ satisfaction in ration shop and 

frequency of purchasing the goods. 
1.11 DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION: 

1.12 Cross tabulation Status of card Holder and socio economic factors of 
consumers:        
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Non Priority House Holds (NPHH) are ineligible to get subsidized food grains under 
NFSA system. They will get ration cards but no subsidized food grains as priority ration 
cards (PHH) get. 
PH= Priority Household 
Priority House Hold (PHH) are eligible to get  all commodities like Rice, Sugar, 
Wheat, Kerosene, Toor dhall , Urid dhall , Palmolein Oil. 
NPHHS = Non-Priority House Hold sugar 
Non-Priority House Hold (NPHHS) are eligible to get only sugar. 
 
Interpretation: 
 
Gender of the respondents: 
From the above table 1.2, it can understand that 22% of the male respondents are borrow 
goods in ration shop and 78% of the respondents were female. Therefore, majority of the 
respondents were female. 
  
Educational qualification of the respondents: 
From the above table 1.2, it can understand that 13% of the respondents were illiterate, 
19% of the respondents were qualified Master degree, 21% of the respondents were 
qualified degree, and 24% of the respondents were not formally educated and 23% of 
the respondents were qualified high school. Therefore not formally educated people are 
frequently going ration shop. 
 
Residence of the respondents: 
From the above table 1.2, it can understand that 29% of the respondents were rural 
areas. 33% of the respondents were rural areas and 34% of the respondents were urban 
areas. Therefore, majority of the respondents were rural areas. 
 
Size of the Family Members: 
From the above table 1.2, it can understand that 15% of the respondents’ family size is 
more than 5 members, 24% of the respondents’ family size is less than 3 members and 
54% of the respondents’ family size is 3-5 members. Therefore, the majority of the 
respondents’ family size is 3-5 members. 
 
Time spending in Ration shop: 
From the above table 1.2, it can understand that 27% of the respondents spend their time 
more than 3 hours, 5% spend their time in less than 1 hour and 67% of them spend their 
time in 2-3 hours. Therefore, majority of them spend their time in ration shop 2-3 hours 
because due to long queue. 
 
1.13 Chi-square Analysis: 
 
Hypothesis: There is no association between demographic profile of the consumers and 
status of card Holders. 
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Table 1.3 
 

Association between demographic profile of the consumers and status of card 
Holders. 

 
 
S. No 

 
Preference factors 

Pearson 
Value 

 
Df 

 
Sig. 

1 Gender 86.024 7 .000* 
2 Educational qualification 47.6 6 .000* 
3 Residence 54.3 5 .000* 
4 Size of the Family Mmebers 74.8 6 .000* 
5 Time spending in ration shop 84.21 5 .000* 
* significant at 0.05 % level 

 
Among the five dependent factors relating to demographic profile, all the factors show a 
significant association with the various status of card holders, since their significance 
value is less than ‘P’ value (0.05). Hence the null hypothesis is rejected. Which means 
there is no significant association between demographic profile of the consumers and 
status of card Holders 
 
1.14 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCOME AND SAVINGS - 
CORRESPONDANCE ANALYSIS: 
 
Correspondence analysis is a statistical technique that factors the categorical variable 
and shows the dimensions or association of the categorical variable to each other. The 
Monthly Income and savings is the main source of doing any business. The 
correspondence analysis is used to club the group of variables. 
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The correspondence diagram illustrates that people who have higher level of income 

group and their respective saving is high.  People who have low level of income group 

and their respective saving is low. The significant level is less than .05 i.e. sig values is 

0.01 therefore null hypothesis rejected alternative hypothesis is accepted. There is no 

significant relationship between income and savings. 

 
1.15 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CONSUMERS’ SATISFACTION IN 
RATION SHOP AND FREQUENCY OF PURCHASING THE GOODS: 
 
ANOVA is used to uncover the main and interaction effects of categorical independent 

variables (called factors) on an interval dependent variable. A main effect is the direct 

effect of an independent variable on the dependent variable. An interaction effect is the 

joint effect of two or more independent variables on the dependent variable. The key 

statistic in ANOVA is the F-test of difference of group means, testing, if the means of 

the groups formed by values of the independent variable (or combinations of values for 

multiple independent variables) are different enough not have occurred by chance. If the 

group means do not differ significantly then it is inferred that the independent 

variable(s) did not have an effect on the dependent variable, then multiple comparison 

test of significance are used to explore just which values of the independent(s) have the 

most to do with the relationship. 

 
          In this present study one way ANOVA was performed to find out the difference 
between the factors determine the behavior of the car dealers while purchasing the car 
among the demographics variable. Anova is also used to find out the difference 
between consumers satisfaction towards ration shop and frequency of purchase . 
 
Hypothesis:  
 

There is no difference between the consumers’ satisfaction in ration shop and 
frequency of purchasing the goods. 
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From the above table it is inferred that relating to consumer’s satisfaction towards ration 
shop out of six factors Convenience store Location, Quality, Quantity, Approach of 
shop keeper, Packaging and Festivel offers. Frequency of purchasing show a significant 
difference with the festival offers, since the significant value is less than the “P” value 
(0.05%). Hence the null hypothesis is rejected.  
  
Convenience store Location, Quality, Quantity, Approach of shop keeper, Packaging, 
shows no significant difference with the frequency of purchasing. Hence the null 
hypothesis is accepted which means that on an average the frequency of purchasing 
does not have the same level of opinion on consumers’ satisfaction in ration shop and 
frequency of purchasing the goods. 
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1.16 FINDINGS OF THE STUDY: 
 
Based on the analysis the findings of the study are given below, 

 Findings on Chi – Square analysis: 
It is observed that from the chi-square analysis among the five dependent factors 
relating to demographic profile, all the factors show a significant association with the 
various status of card holders, since their significance value is less than ‘P’ value (0.05). 
Hence the null hypothesis is rejected. Which means there is no significant association 
between demographic profile of the consumers and status of card Holders? 
 

 Findings From correspondence Analysis: 
It is observed that the correspondence diagram illustrates that people who have higher 
level of income group and their respective saving is high.  People who have low level of 
income group and their respective saving is low. The significant level is less than .05 i.e. 
sig values is 0.01 therefore null hypothesis rejected alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
There is no significant relationship between income and savings. 
 Findings From ANNOVA: 

It is found that frequency of purchasing show a significant difference with the festival 
offers, since the significant value is less than the “P” value (0.05%). Hence the null 
hypothesis is rejected.   Convenience store Location, Quality, Quantity, Approach of 
shop keeper, Packaging, shows no significant difference with the frequency of 
purchasing. Hence the null hypothesis is accepted which means that on an average the 
frequency of purchasing does not have the same level of opinion on consumers’ 
satisfaction in ration shop and frequency of purchasing the goods. 
 
1.17 SUGGESTIONS: 
 
Based on the findings the suggestions are given below 
 
 Government should take initiative to increase the working hours of the ration shop 

in every first week of the month. It will helpful to the consumers standing the queue 
in long time. 

 Government may give proper training to the employess which will be very helpful 
to approach of the consumers. 

 
1.18 CONCLUSION: 
Consumers satisfaction level is more important likewise in ration shop most of the 
village people are borrow goods in ration shop only. Therefore the employess may 
satisfied the consumers by approaching in good manner. The utilization of services 
given by the PDS scheme depends largely upon the satisfaction level of the customers in 
relation to the quality of services from ration shops. From the above analysis, it could be 
comprehended that government should take initiative to increase the working hours of 
the ration shop in every first week of the month. It will helpful to the consumers 
standing the queue in long time. 
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Abstract 
 

Time is a very valuable thing. Everybody wants to save time as much as they can. 
New technologies are being introduced to save our time. To save people’s time we are 
introducing clinic automation system. The main objective of this project is to develop a 
clinic automation system using a PIC kit with Wi-Fi and remotely control by any 
Android OS smart phone. As technology is advancing so everything is getting smarter. 
Presently, conventional wall switches located in different parts of the clinic makes it 
difficult for user or elderly or physically handicapped people to do so. Remote control 
clinic automation provides a most modern solution with smart phones. In order to 
achieve this, we have developed clinic automation. 

Keywords: PIC, Wi-Fi, Automation, etc. 

 
Introduction 

Automation is defined as the use of control systems and information technologies 
to scale back the necessity for human work. Automation leads to real time 
communication between departments and in effect increases the speed of entire process 
immensely. An “Automated Clinic” relies on optimized and automated processes.  

 
The aim of the paper is to investigate a cost effective solution that will provide 

controlling of clinic appliances. The motivation is to facilitate the clinic having 
ubiquitous access. The system provides availability due to development of a low cost 
system. The clinic appliances control system with an affordable cost was thought to be 
built that should be mobile providing remote access to the appliances. 

 
In addition, there was a need to automate clinic so that user can take advantage of 

the technological advancement. Therefore, this project proposes a system that allows 
user to be control clinic appliances ubiquitously and control the bed movement using 
gesture recognition and also use of Wi-Fi technology for sending the data. 

 

Literature Review 
There are many existing technologies which make use of Bluetooth technology to 

ensure security and is used to control the home appliances. This type of systems makes 
use of Arduino Bluetooth board and an interactive python program is used in the cell 
phone to provide the user interaction. The I/O ports of the Bluetooth board and relays 
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are used for interfacing with the devices which are to be controlled. The Bluetooth is a 
password protected to ensure that the system is secure and not misused by an intruder. 
This type of systems has a drawback of the range around 10 meters only.  

 
There exist some systems which makes use of the dual tone multi frequency used 

in telephone lines. System uses standard public-switched telephone lines. The system 
includes three components, first is the DTMF receiver and ring detector. The second 
part is the I/O interface unit. The third part is the PC which is ideal for performing 
online operations. The PC detects the ringing of the line and then authenticates the user. 
After this the user will be allowed to use the keypad tones to control the devices as 
required. This type of systems has similar DTMF tones all over the world and has a 
drawback that the number of appliances is limited by the number of keys in the keypad. 

 

Methodology 

 
Fig 1. System Architecture 

 
Here we are designing a system for clinic automation using PIC. For this we have 

interfaced an Accelerometer sensor to µC. The Accelerometer will give the X, Y and Z 
readings, accordingly the µC will compare the hand gesture of patient and move the DC 
Motor based Bed clockwise and anticlockwise. 

 
Also we have interfaced Wi-Fi module to µC. The user can control the Appliances 

using android APP. The user can press the ON/OFF buttons given on APP. 
 
The µC is also connected with PIR sensor which us used to indicate the presence 

of any live human. As soon as any movement is detected the µC will operate the DC 
Motor Based Gate using Wi-fi Module. Total count of visitors is sent via text message to 
the owner of the clinic. 
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Results 
Hardware Implementation of the project is shown below: 
 

 
Fig 2. Interfacing of hardware 

 
Conclusion 
 

Clinic Automation is undeniably a resource which can make a clinic environment 
automated. People can control their electrical devices via these Clinic Automation and 
set up controlling actions through Mobile. In Clinic Automation, PIR sensor is used for 
detection of visitor and thus door opening with the help of motor and accelerometer is 
used for movement of bed using hand gestures. Relays are used for turning ON and OFF 
lights and fans. 

 
Thus, a system is developed to integrate different facilities such as visitor counter, 

light-fan automation, bed automation using hand gestures and Wi-Fi facility integration 
with the system. 
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Abstract 

 
The main purpose of the study was to compare the achievement in mathematics 
between boys and girls of secondary and higher secondary level students of Dhubri 
district of Assam, India. Descriptive and in ferential statistics like central tendency 
and t - test reused to study the problem of achievement. Achievement in tenth and 
twelfth grade for five consecutive academic years is taken as sample of the study. 
The study demonstrates that there is no significant difference in the attitude towards 
mathematics of boys and girls of tenth grade (secondary) level students, where in 
most of the cases there are significant differences for twelfth grade (higher 
secondary)students. 
 
Key words: Secondary and Higher Secondary Level, Academic Achievement, T-
test and Assam. 
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Abstract 
 
Widows are more vulneragable group in the society for survival with burden of children 
and dependents in the family. Increasing widow’s population in Union Territory of 
Puducherry, it has been reached around 14 per cent of the total female population. In 
this siution, the research paper aim is to findout the  factor determinants of livelihood 
status of widows and als examines  the socio-economic conditions of the widows in 
Puducherry region in the Union Territory of Puducherry. The study has also been 
focusing on widow’s socio-cultural deprivation, social security and social participation 
in the system. Data for the present study has been collected from 200 widowsin both 
rural and urban of Puducherry area and hundreds of samples from each. The study 
reveals that there is no huge difference between the rural widows and urban widows are 
facing socio-economic problems and widows are not much facing socio-cultural 
deprivation due to changing the attitude of modern society. Widow’s pension and free 
rice is the important factor determinants of livelihood status of widows in the 
Puduceherry.. 
 
Keywords: Determinants, livelihood status, Widow’s socio-economic conditions, 
Welfare schemes, Public policies. 
 
Introduction 
 
 Widows are more vulnerable group in  the society. They are struggling day-to-day life 
even basic needs and also with heavy burdern of siblings care and old-age dependents of 
the family. In India, widows are considered to be a marginalized group because they 
occupy a very low social status in society. They are discriminated even by their family 
members and they are restricted physically and socially.  After the death of their 
husband, many of them struggle hard to manage their day to day life and those who 
have children were the most affected in society. Widows suffer some of the most severe 
subjugation of their whole lives.  Widowed women are harassed, abused, and denied 
land and livelihood. They have to face many kinds of deprivation such as economic, 
social, cultural and emotional.  Most of the widows find it difficult to educate their 
children and some of them had to also provide economic and moral support to their 
parents. The plight of the widow is indeed miserable for almost inevitably, it carries 
with it problems of ill-health, insufficiency of money, unemployment and strained 
social, relations with one’s children and one’s friends for both men and women (Bhat, 
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2004). Hence, it is important to study their living conditions after the deaths of their 
husband.  
 
It is a well known fact that in Indian widows tend to face many difficulties and 
deprivations because of negative social attitudes towards them and social restrictions 
that are placed upon them and their activities. They are subject to patriarchal customs, 
religious laws and widespread discrimination in inheritance rights. Many widows are 
suffering from abuse and exploitation by the hands of own family members, often in the 
context of property disputes. In many instances, women are denied automatic rights 
over the property of the dead spouse. Further contradictory widow remarriage is much 
less common than among male widowers, and often explicitly or implicitly forbidden by 
local communities and prevalent cultural norms(Chandrasekar and JayatiGhosh, 2017) 
The impact of widowhood is not equally felt by all age groups; age also has an 
important role in deprivation and insecurity of their life. It is observed that young 
widows suffer from social-psychological difficulties more than old-age widows.  There 
is a specific problem faced by widows in the age group of 15-44 such as the need of 
education, the threat of violence, threat of sexual assault and rape, health problems, lack 
of nutrition and financial security (Ramanama and Chaudhuri, 1986). It shows that 
young widows are not only suffering the basic needs and also suffering the insecurity 
and unsafe of their lives. On the other hand, the state has taken serious efforts for the 
upliftment of the widow’s life through the implementation of policies and programmes.  
Still, widows have not come forward in society with many kinds of deprivation. 
 
Related literature 
 
Marty Chen and Jean Dreze (1995) The authors argued that widows cannot be 
dissociated from those of other single women, or indeedfrom those of women in 
general. Widows do experience special difficulties and deprivations, connected, inter 
alia, with the restrictions that are imposed on their lifestyle and the persistence of 
negative social attitudes towards them. In the context of social science research, it is 
right to give attention to widowhood as a particular cause of deprivation. And, in the 
context of social action, it is right to organise and support widows in their specific 
demands (eg, relating to pensions, property rights and other entitlements). But this does 
not mean that action has to take the form of working for or with widows in isolation 
from other women. The studies and personal testimonies summarised in this paper 
amply demonstrate that there are intimate links between the predicament of widows and 
a wide range of patriarchal institutions such as patrilineal inheritance, 
patrilocalresidence and the gender division of labour. The cause of widows must be seen 
as an integral part of the broader battle against gender inequalities. 
 
Anjuli Chandra(2011)This is an earnest attempt to describe the vulnerability of 
widows in India.  The study is based on the review of various reports, literature and 
work are done on the status of widows in India try to throw light on the marginalised 
and sympathetic situation of widows in India, how it is a neglected area in the field of 
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social science research, its demographic portrayal and the question of social security of 
widows in the Indian context. The study concluded that by advocating an urgent need 
for policy intervention for positive inclusion of this largely excluded section in the 
society. 
 
Kadoyaand Yin(2011) The purpose of this research is to address the lack of a region-
wide view of widow discrimination in India, the home of 42 million widows. This study 
analyzed the household data collected in face-to-face interviews from January to March 
of 2011 in six major Indian cities including Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, 
Kolkata, and Hyderabad. The study revealed that widow discrimination does not prevail 
across the nation. That is, this research did not deny the existence of traditional widow 
discrimination in some areas, but demonstrated that this phenomenon does not represent  
the whole nation if we focus on the widow’s old age and the treatment by their family.  
 
Anji and Velumani(2013)This study examines the socio-economic condition of 
widows, particularly widows belonging to rural and urban in Dindigul District.  The 
overall objective of the study is to analyse their contemporary issues and suggest 
measures for their betterment. The study has been drawn by using a random sampling 
method.  The total sample selected for the study is 500 respondents, out of 9,850 
widows in Dindigul District. In this study, widows from different age groups, caste 
groups and geographical areas will be selected as respondents. The study has concluded 
that widowhood is an important factor that causes social customs for them. Rural 
widows are facing more problems than urban widows.  
 
Sharma and Boro(2017) The authors argued that the term “widowhood” can be used 
for either sex. In common usage both the sexes are termed as widowed.  The treatment 
of widows around the world varies, but unequal benefits and treatment generally 
received by widows comparedto those received by widowers globally have an issue of 
concern for social scientists.The purpose of the study is to showcase the life ofthe 
widows in comparison to its counterparts, the widowers in India. It also focuses on the 
unequaltreatment of the widows based on gender in the present society. The following 
paper is basedon secondary data and not on any theoretical propositions. 
 
Kapur(2018) The main purpose of this research paper is to understand widowhood in 
Indian society. The areas that have been taken into account are, widowhood perceived 
through the ages, socio-cultural and psychological conditions of widows, problems of 
widowhood, empowerment of widows, property rights of widows, the significance of 
religious places for widows and measures leading to improvement in the status of 
widows.  
 
Statement of the Problem 
 
According to the 2011 census, the total population of Puducherry is 12, 47,953 of which 
male and female are 6,12, 511 and 6, 35,442 respectively. Out of the female population, 
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85,983 are widows in the pocket of Puducherry, it is significantly around 14 per cent of 
the total female population. Therefore, the present study is planning to analyze, 
understand and document the problems faced by the widows in the Union Territory of 
Puducherry, especially Puducherry region. The problems of widows are multifaceted; it 
should be holistically covering economic, social, cultural and individual aspects in the 
system. The main aim of the study is is find out what are the factors determinants of  
livelihood status of widows and also concentrated on their socio-economic conditions in 
this study. There is also need to analyze the causes for high widowhood in Puducherry. 
The study also concentrates on the impact of state welfare schemes and the 
improvement of their socio-economic conditions in Puducherry region. 
 
Objectives of the Study: 
 
 To find out the factors determinant of livelihood stauts of widows in Puducherry. 
 To study is to analyses the socio-economic conditions of the widows in Puducherry. 
 To find out the causes for increasing the young-age widowhood in Puducherry. 
 To look at the socio-cultural deprivation of widowhood and their social 

participation from a gender perspective. 
 To understand the relationship between the impact of welfare schemes for widows 

and the improvement of their socio-economic conditions. 
 
Methodology of the Study 
 
The present study is both observational and descriptive in nature.  The study is a 
comparison between rural and urban area of widows in Puducherry.This study is mainly 
based on primary data which are collected from sample respondents of widows in 
Puducherry region in the Union Territory of Puducherry. The study has been drawn 
from both rural and urban area, 100 samples from each pocket. Simple random sampling 
method was adopted to select the sample respondent of widows with help of Anganwadi 
Centre (Staff) under the Integrated Child Development Schemes (ICDS) in Puducherry. 
Primary data has been collected systematically through Personal Interview Method. The 
primary data are collected from sample widows in Puducherry using an Interview 
Schedule. The primary data are collected to obtain the required data on socio-economic 
conditions of widows, their difficulties in terms of livelihood and living conditions, 
family burden(caring of siblings and dependents), social discrimination, social isolation, 
sexual harassment etc. This primary data is also given importance to other dimensions 
for accessing the public welfare schemes for the welfare of widows and their 
expectation and grievance in the welfare schemes from the study area. The study is used 
statistical technique for analysis only by simple ratio and percentage with help of Two-
ways cross-tabulation method. 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
 
The study is to understand the livelihood status of widows of widows who are more 
vulnerable group among the women in the society. To find out that the factors 
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determinant of livelihood of widows both rural and urban area in Puducherry region. 
Thus the study also examines the socio-economic conditions of widows and also the 
role of public policies for improvemnett of living conditions of widows in Puducherry.   
The limitations of the study  is that the study has been based on information collected 
from sample respondents(widows) from the Union Territory of Puducherry that more 
specifically from Puducherry region.  Therefore, excluding its finding to other regions 
may have due to the difference in objective condition prevailing in different area. 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of data 
 
Based on the major objectives of the study has been collected required information from 
sample respondents in the field with the help of Interview schedules.  The sample can be 
divided into two groups like rural and urban, 100 samples from each. Collected 
information analyses using statistical tools such as simple ratio and percentage with the 
help of drawing cross-tabulation.In the crosstables, figures in parenthesis showed the 
percentage of the specific variable to the total.   
 
The study has been discussed the age-group of widows and place of birth of widows in 
the sample in the first. It reveals that around 45 per cent of widows in 26-35 age –group 
and 53 per cent is 36-40 age-group. It is applicable to both rural and urban widows in 
the sample. Around 90 percent  of widows are living in Puducherry by birth and only 
remaining 9 per cent of widows are not born in Puducherry.  
 
The study can be classified into five social groups such as Scheduled 
Castes/ScheduledTribes (SC/ST), Most Backward Classes (MBC), Other Backward 
Communities (OBC), Extreme Backward Communities (EBC) and Other Communities 
(OC). Accordingly, the sample of the study shows that SC/ST, MBC, OBC, EBC and 
OC are 20, 51, 6, 20 and 5 per cent respectively. Of the total, around 51 per cent of 
widows are in the pocket of MBC and.  secondly, SC/ST and EBC are having 20 per 
cent sample of each.  This study also reveals that around 97 per cent widows are Hindu 
which is a major proportion of the state.  
 
The study has distributed the widows by type of family and dependent family like 
mother’s family, mother-in-law or live separately.  Ninety-two present of the widow are 
living with Nuclear family, out of the total, 49.46 per cent and 50.54 per cent of widows 
in the rural and urban area.  There is remaining only 8 percent of widows are living in 
Join family system.  It shows that people are living together in the joint family system 
has reduced in the social pattern. Usually widows are dependent on either mother’s 
family, mother-in-law family or live separately. Out of the total, 48 per cent of widows 
are dependent on the mother-in-law family and 38 per cent are living separately who are 
not dependent on either mother’s family or mother-in-law family.  In the study reveals 
that there is the high proportion of widows are living mother mother-in-law family in 
rural area on the one hand. On the other hand, high proportions of widows are living 
separately in the urban area.   
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In this study discusses one of the major issues that nature/causes of death of the widow’s 
husband in the study, around 30 percent of death is haapened by drinking habits in the 
first position. It has been both rural and urban as 42.85 per cent and 57.15 respectively. 
Secondly, the causes of death by diseases, it is around 25 percent. Mostly, they are 
affected by jaundice due to alcohol addiction.  Thirdly, it is around 18 per cent of the 
death of husbands by road accident. Fourthly, 16 per cent of husbands are committing 
suicide. Organ failure, murder and others (unpredictable) is jointly around 13 per cent of 
death of husband in the sample. It shows that there are differences in nature/cause for 
widow’s husband death and they are equally significant of causes of husband death such 
as diseases, drink and suicide.  
 
Education is an important determinant of earing capacity of any individual, it has been 
proved many research studies like Education and earnings in the area of  economics of 
education. Accordingly the study has concentrated the educational attainment of widows 
in the rural and urban area. Around 50 per cent of widows are obtained  education at the 
primary and middle school level. It was explicit that around 50 per cent of widows are 
achieved education level at the primary and middle school. Comparatively, rural 
widows are more achieved in SSLC/Higher Secondary education than urban widows in 
the sample.  
 
Sibling care is the first and foremost problem of widows for their survival. The study 
has focuses on widows are having the number of children and also having the number of 
dependents in the family. Around 60 percent of widows are having two children and 20 
per cent are having only one child in the sample. Of the total, both rural and urban area, 
widows are having two and one children around 50 per cent of each respectively. It 
reveals that the widows are more aware about the family planning. It is noted point out 
that the state has been taken more efforts to achieve in family planning among the 
people.  
 
The study has also been estimated that widow is children attaining school and college 
education by gender aspect. Of the total, 89 per cent of male children are going for 
school education and also 11 per cent of male children in college education. As like, 
around 87 per cent of female children are going for school education and the remaining 
13 per cent of female children are going to college for education. It reveals that there is 
no difference between male and female children for accessing school and college 
(higher) education. It shows that widows are keen interest to provide education for their 
children and willingness to spend on their children’s education. 
 
It is another important problem of widows that there is number of dependents in their 
family such as mother-in-law, father-in-law,or her’s mother, father or other members of 
the family.  Of the total, 90 per cent of widows are taking care of the dependents of 
her’s family. It is applicaple to both rural and urban widows in the sample. There is 
remaining only 10 per cent of widows are living without dependent in the family. It 
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predicts that widows are to be needed moral and social support through elders for 
running the family safly and smoothly.  
 
The study examines the income source of widows in  both rural and urban area in the 
sample, 82 per cent of rural widows and 88 per cent of urban widows are going to the 
different kind of jobs and it is major source of income of the individual widow. There is 
no other source of income to both rural and urban widows, 96 and 93 per cent 
respectively. Another important point is noted that 95 per cent of rural widows and 91 
per cent of urban widows are not receiving any income from their dependent. It shows 
that, in the case of source of income, there is no huge difference between rural and 
urban widows in this study. 
 
Widows are definitely entered into job market for their survival and siblings care. They 
are ready to work any kind of job even at low wages. In the aspect, the study examines 
the nature of job of widows in the sample such as maid, labour in industries, 
construction labour, working in small cottage industries and commercial sector, 
agricultural labour and self-employment. Firstly, around 25 per cent of widows are 
occupied in maid/housemaid both rural and urban area, they are 33.80 and 66. 20 per 
cent respectively. Secondly, widows are working in cottage industries like jute bag 
making, candle making, food items, it is around 18 per cent, of the total 54.54 and 45.46 
per cent in the rural and urban pocket.  Thirdly, many widows are working industrial 
sector like soap, medicine etc. They are covered 16 per cent, out of this,the rural and 
urban area is 50 per cent of each. Fourthly, around 13 per cent of each, widows are 
working in both construction and commercial sector, they are both rural and widows, 
54.55 per cent and 45.45 per cent in construction and 45.45 and 54.55 per cent in the 
commercial sector. There is only around 8 per cent of widows are occupied in the 
agricultural sector in the rural area. Ten per cent of widows are occupied self-employed 
like tailoring, bag making, petty shop, tiffen shop etc., it is 52.95 per cent and 47.05 of 
rural and urban widows respectively. Comparatively, widows are working in an urban 
area greater than the rural area except in the agricultural sector. More than 25 per cent of 
widows are working in both construction and commercial sector because there is needed 
unskilled women labour. There is only 10 per cent are self-employed in both rural and 
urban area like tailoring, tiffen shop etc. 
 
In the study explains that monthly earnings of the widows in the sample can be 
classified into two income range 2000-4000 and 4001-8000. It is around 98 per cent of 
widows are earning level  come under the income range of 2000-4000. Out of the total, 
48.81 and 51.91 per cent of widows are rural and urban area respectively. There is only 
very few (2%) per cent of widows under the monthly earning range of 4001-8000. It 
predicts that most of them are earning capacity at very low level in the total sample. 
Secondly, actuall in practice, women are discriminated in terms of employment and 
earnings in general and here widows in particular.  
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This study is also discussed about the income group and saving habits of widows in the 
sample, there is no variation in the income group among the widows. It is reason that 
the study has been taken two-income group viz low income and high income group. The 
low-income group represents the less than rupees 6,000 per month and High-income 
group represents the greater than rupees 6000 per month. Here, 99 per cent of widows 
are come under the low-income group, that is less than the rupees 6,000 per month. Out 
of these, 50.50 per cent and 49.50 per cent are rural and urban widows respectively.  It 
reveals that there is no much high-income group of widows in the sample both rural and 
urban area. It explicits that almost all the widows are earning at low level and living 
with poor economic conditions. 
 
In addition, the study has look at the saving habits of widows from the sample, around 
97 per cent of widows are not saving habits and remaining only 3 per cent are having 
saving habits. Out of the total, 49.23 and 50.77 per cent are not saving habits and 71.42 
and 28.58 per cent are having saving habits in rural and urban widows. It reveals that 
there is no difference between the rural and urban widows of their saving habits because 
they are earning very low even they are struggling for basic needs of day-to-day life.
  
The study has discussed about the number of widows is having/staying with own land or 
own house in the sample.  Around 60 per cent of widows are living in own house either 
mother-in-law house or mother’s house. Out of this, 61.98 per cent of rural and 38.02 
per cent of urban widows are living in own houses. Remaining only 40 per cent of 
widows are living in rental house(or lees land), out of this, rural and urban widow are 
living in rental houses, 31.64 per cent and 68.36 per cent respectively. It explicit urban 
widows are living in a rental house greater than rural widows. It is because rural mass is 
holding large or small size of land.  
 
The study deals with widows are  having number of comfortable household domestic 
items to run their’s family like a grinder, refrigerator, radio/tape recorder, gas stove, 
mixie, washing machine, television, air-conditions and communication items, strictly 
speaking inthe cellphone. Firstly, night-eight per cent of both rural and urban widows 
are having grinder and mixie because it has freely given by the state government under 
the welfare scheme of the public.  Secondly, Ninety per cent of widows in both rural 
and urban area are having a television in their house. Television is one of the essential 
things for the entertainment of people. Thirdly, around 95 per cent of both rural and 
urban widows are not having the Radio/ Tape recorder because it is very out of the 
model in society. By fourth, around only 90 and 98 per cent of the rural and urban 
widows are not having the Washing machine and Air conditions because it is also 
considered very expensive and luxurious items to them.  Finally, 98 per cent of widows 
both rural and urban area are having mobile because nowadays it is very essential items 
to communicate with each other.  The table predicts that there is no difference between 
rural and urban widows are having household domestic items, almost all are having 
essential household domestic items. Eventhough there is some scarce to access a few 
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items like refrigerators, washing machine etc. due to very expensive which are not 
capable to buy the commodities. 
 
To discuss the health conditions of widows in this study, it reveals that around 72 per 
cent of widows are having good health conditions those who are not taken any treatment 
at present. There is only 28 per cent of widows are facing different health problems.  
Out of these, the widows in the rural and urban area are 53.14 and 46.86 percent 
respectively. Whereas 42.10 and 57.90 per cent of widows having health problems in 
the rural and urban area. It is clearly explained that comparatively rural widows are 
more good health conditions than urban widows notably.   
 
It also explains that ill-health condtions of widows who are caring about health 
conditions through taking treatments. Of the total, widows are not taking treatment, 
43.75 and 56.25 per cent are rural and urban area respectively. It shows that rural 
widows are taking treatment lower than urban widows.  As like, widows are taken 
treatment in the rural and urban area around 40 and 60 per cent respectively. It shows 
urban widows are taking more treatment than rural widows. 
 
The study deals with benefits of welfare schemes received by widows in the sample, 
almost all the widows are receiving widow’s pension and very few are not received the 
pension due to official procedures.  Another important benefit is that receiving free rice 
through the Public Distribution System(PDS), it has been applicaple to all the people 
but it is more helpful to the   livelihood status of widows in Puducherry. Around 90 per 
cent of rural widows and 95 per cent of urban widows are receiving free rice for their 
livelihood. It predicts that both widow’s pension and distribution of free rice is major 
determinant factors of livelihood conditons  of widows in the Puducherry region. 
The state has been taken serious effort on welfare of widows and their children through 
providing various welfare schemes under the Department of Women and Child 
Develvopment. Eventhough widows are not aware about their welfare schems by the 
state. On the basis the study has to be verified the aware about the welfare schemes in 
the sample. The study reveals that around 85 percent of widows are ignorant and they 
are not aware about welfare schemes of widows and their children such as widow 
remarriage, single/two girl child scheme, property right/laws. There is only remaining 
around 15 per cent of widows are aware of their schemes and rights. Comparatively, 
urban widows are more aware than rural widows in all these welfare.  Another 
important point is noted that 98 and 96 per cent of rural and urban widows do not know 
about the widow’s daughter marriage fund significantly.  
 
The state has been implemented various welfare schemes for the welfare of the widows 
in Puducherry eventhough what widows are expected from public policies for the 
improvement of their life based on their socio-economic conditions. For the pupose, the 
study is raising the questions about expectations of widows from public policies. 
Answering the questions that widows are expecting form public policies such as help to 
children education, increase the widow’s pension, a job opportunity in government and 
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arrangement of loan for starting a business etc. More than 50 per cent of widows in both 
rural and urban areas are expecting the increase the amount of widow’s pension. Around 
27 per cent of widows are demanding financial support for their children education.  
There is remaining around 15 per cent of widows both rural and urban areas are 
expecting the government job from the state. Very few percent of widows are asking 
loan arrangement for starting own business etc. It reveals that the widow’s pension is 
more helpful to the widows for fulfilling their basic needs. Secondly, widows are given 
more importance to their children’s education. Eventhough they are unable to spend 
educational expenditure of their children such as notebooks, stationery, bus fare etc. It is 
reasoned that widows are expecting from public policies for increasing the monthly 
widow’s pension and supporting their children’s education. 
 
In tradition pattern, widows may shave their heads, wear only plain white clothing and 
not wearing all any kind of non-widows items such as pottu (thilak), flowers, bangles 
and jewels etc. The table reveals that around 80 per cent of rural widows are not 
experienced any restriction to wear women social customs such as pottu, flowers, 
bangles, jewels and dressing pattern and remaining 20 per cent of rural widows are 
facing restriction to wear such items.   
 
Whereas widows in the urban area, around 97 per cent are not facing any restriction to 
wear women social customs and remaining only 3 per cent are restricted. It shows that 
urban widows are better than rural widow to wear customary items due to modern urban 
life.  
 
Widows are still discriminated against by their families and local communities to attend 
family good occasions and functions.  Such discrimination against widows has become 
a serious social issue in the mass widow’s population in Indian society from the earlier.  
The study reveals that 94 per cent of rural widows and 98 per cent of urban widows are 
not facing restriction to attend functions. There is only 6 per cent and 2 per cent of rural 
and urban widows are facing restriction to attend functions. It explicit that It is changing 
socio-cultural attitude of the people from the traditional customs and also they are 
moving towards the modern social changes.  
 
The study has discussed that sexual harassment of widows in both rural and urban area, 
97 per cent of rural widows are not facing any kind of sexual harassment and tortures 
and remaining only 3 per cent are facing such harassment. In contrary, 88 per cent of 
urban widows are not suffering sexual harassment and only remaining 12 per cent are 
facing such problems. It reveals that comparatively rural widows are facing more 
problem than urban widows. 
 
Widows in all age-group and their children should not be treated as equal citizens on par 
with others in society. Various national laws and policies should be enacted and 
implemented gby the International Conventions to eliminate all forms of discrimination 
against Women and the Rights of the Children. Still, widows and their children are 
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suffering at various cost and they are living without their rights.  Accordingly, the study 
has been prepared in the interview schedule to assessing the attitude of 
relatives/neighbourhood through three statements as (i)To give respect and recognize 
you and your children (ii) To give co-operation and co-ordination with you and your 
children on village activities (iii) To treat equally your children on par with others.  
The study reveals that distribution of widows by attitudes of relatives and neighbours 
about widows and their children, around 75 per cent of rural widows and 60 per cent of 
urban widows are answering the Good treatment. Around 20 per cent of both rural and 
urban widows answered that treated as moderately. Remaining around 5 per cent of 
rural widows are mentioned that treated as badly and 20 per cent of urban widows also 
mentioned that treated as badly. It shows that changing the attitude of the people on 
widows and their children. It is concluded that comparatively  rural widows are better 
off than urban widows in the study. 
  
Thereis nowidow in social participation like in village panchayats, NGOs, welfare 
association and political parties. In contrary, widows are actively participating in 
Women Self-Help Groups. They are getting financial support from women SHGs. They 
got loan from groups for spending expenditure on their children’s education and also 
meet out unforeseenable expenditure. Role of women is needed in social participation 
and decision-making process for the development of any kind of society. In practice, 
women are denied such kind of activities. Even widows are more vulnerable group, 
then, how they can be participated in social activities in the society. 
 
Summary of the findings: 
 
The main aims of the study are to findout the livelihood status of widows and also 
examine the socio-economic conditions of widows in the Puducherry region with a 
comparison between rural and urban area. There is difference between rural and urban 
widows in some aspect but it is not much differences at all. It is in the case, rural 
widows are much better than urban widows in terms of secondary education and above, 
health conditions, sibling care and living with husband family in nuclear form etc. 
Whereas urban widows are much better than the achievement of primary and middle 
schooling, taking treatment, living separately in the rental house, getting employment 
opportunities and more earnings etc. The study is to hypothetical analysed the causes for 
death of the widows husband. The study reveals that most of them are died in drinks, 
effect of diseases and organ failure by the causes of drink addiction and also died in 
committing suicide and accidents. 
 
Socially, vulnerable group of widows are getting more support from the state public 
policy such as for providing monthly widow’s pension and free rice of 10 kg per month. 
Eventhough widows do not know about other welfare schemes for them by the state. In 
the aspect of socio-cultural deprivation, rural widows and their children are more 
recognised by neighbourhood/relatives than urban widows. Widows are restricted to 
wear customary items and attend functions, urban widows are better than rural widows. 
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In contrary, urban widows are more sexual harassment than rural widows. There is no 
social participation of widows both rural and urban area except the attainment of 
widows in the women self-help groups. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The study concludes that there is no huge difference between the rural widows and 
urban widows are facing socio-economic problems in the Union Territory of 
Puducherry, especially Puducherry region. Widows are more economically deprived 
groups in terms of food expenditure in day-to-day life, burden of children and their 
education and other basic amineties. Most of the widows are going for different kind of 
job for their survival. In addition, they are receiving monthly widow’s pension and 10 
kg free rice from the state. These are the important factors determinant of livelihood 
status of widows in Puducherry.  On the other hand, the study has been concentrated on 
social deprivation of widows in the study. In modern society, widows are not much 
facing socio-cultural deprivation in terms of social customs, social discrimination, 
sexual harassment and social participation in both rural and urban; it might be some 
exceptional in very few aspects.  Eventhough they are not much aware about the various 
schemes implemented by the state for the welfare of the widowhood.  There is huge gap 
between the implementation of welfare schemes for the widows and beneficiaries.  The 
study suggested that to increase the amount of widow’s pension and also providing 
financial support to their children’s education through special scholarship schemes for 
widow children as per their expectation explicited in the field of study.  
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ASSESSMENT OF URBAN OPEN SPACES 
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 Kalasalingam Academy of Research and Education 
 
Abstract: 
 
This research paper tries to understand the importance of the urban open spaces and how 
it impacts the societal value in the neighbourhood and also the politics of the urban 
spaces with respect to the actors of state and society. The urban spaces are the public 
spaces. They are most important elements of the city where people tend to socialize and 
interact. The urban spaces act as the identity of the city and lack of urban open spaces 
creates the placelessness in the neighbourhood. These spaces also examine the tension 
between state-driven urban development policies and societal responses to spatial 
transformations in Indian cities. At the same time that state actors have undertaken 
large-scale renewal projects to modernize cities, conflicting demands for land have 
triggered a rise in authorized and unauthorized encroachments on everyday public 
spaces. In the context of public spaces, this research specifically asks, ‘how the different 
actors of state, society and technocrats conceptualise public space?” This research also 
tries to understand the claims of the different actors of state, society over public spaces 
and concludes the way forward of public spaces in cities. 
  
Keywords: Urban Spaces, Public Spaces, Actors of Society, Bangalore 
 
Methodology 
 
The paper begins in general by looking at the prominent definitions of public spaces and 
urban spaces. Then looks into the perspective of how the actors of state, society and 
technocrats have conceptualized public spaces. Then looks into the historical shit of 
public spacesto understand how public spaces have lost their social/physical values in 
cities. This historical shit is understood by taking the case of Bangalore and looking into 
four different time periods, that is: pre-colonial, colonial, post-independence and 
present.The next paragraphsexplain the politics of Bangalore public spaces such as 
river, tanks, streets, markets, and parks.  The paper ends with concluding note on the 
above discussion of public spaces.  
 
Definitions: 
On public spaces, 
Public space is defined as a ‘kind of hybrid of physical spaces and public spheres’ and 
bases her definition ‘on the assumption that physical space is important to democratic 
public life’ (miller, 2009, p. Xvi) 
Need for contact, the need for knowledge, and the need for stimulation.” 
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“among the requirements that are satisfied, in part, in public spaces are the need for 
contact, the need for knowledge, and the need for stimulation” (gehl) 
 
As an element of the public realm, public space for example, is seen as “the common 
ground where people carry out the functional and ritual activities thatbind a community” 
or ‘space we share with strangers, space for peaceful coexistence and impersonal 
encounter’ (madanipour) 
 
On urban spaces, 
 
An urban space is the one which provides scope to carry out such everyday functions be 
it work, shopping, socializing or ceremonies, in a most amicable manner 
(lefebvre, 1980) 
 
The term ‘urban space’ can be simply described as external space in town. It is seen as 
open, unobstructed space for movement in the open air, with public, semi public and 
private zones. Furthermore, the ‘concept of urban space’ is to designate all types of 
space between buildings in towns and other localities as urban space. If we take the 
aesthetic criteria into consideration, every urban space has been organized according to 
its socio-political and cultural attitudes (krier, 1975) 
 
Introduction: 
 
Urban spaces – public spaces 
Public spaces are most important elements of the city where people tend to socialize and 
interact. These spaces are part of the public realm. It symbolizes the place and the 
people. These spaces are always associated with socio, cultural, economic, political 
aspects of the place and people.  
Etymologically ‘public’ means concerning people as a whole, open to all people, shared 
by all people, universally available to collective life of citizens. ’Public’ takes into 
account everybody’s interest (kuper, 1995, pp.661 – 662). They are managed by state 
actors and authorities for the benefit of citizens.  
There is a physical and social component of public space.  
The physical component are streets, squares, green areas(parks gardens, lakes, forests), 
pedestrian zones, river banks, abandoned industrial plants, buildings, etc. The social 
component refers to social contacts and relations (lopes 2016, p.108) 
According to weintraub (in kasinitz, 1995, p. 285), there are clear distinctions between 
hidden and individual (in private spaces) versus open/visible and collective (in public 
space). Public space in a city is open for collective use and owned by everyone. Within 
this frame social interactions take place. Something new and different is happening 
there and it is one of the main attractions (e.g., ‘to see and to be see’). This element 
appeals to various groups of people who want to become part of this processuality. 
Some like to meet friends, talk to them, walk around for a while, some wants to be 
‘where the action is,’ (svircicgotovac and zlatar, 2008, p. 59). Public spaces are defined 
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and conceptualized by different people in different ways and also in different fields. 
Some of them have been identified and defined below. 
“public space relates to all those parts of the built and natural environment where the 
public have free access. (carmona et al. 2010: 137). This is the definition adopted by uk 
government as well. 
It encompasses: all the streets, squares and other rights of way, whether predominantly 
in residential, commercial or community/civic uses; the open spaces and parks; and the 
“public-private” spaces where public access is unrestricted (at least during daylight 
hours). It includes the interfaces with key internal and private spaces to which the public 
normally has free access.  
 
According to the uk’s lord rogers’ urban task force report (1999) it says “public space 
should be conceived of as an outdoor room within a neighborhood, somewhere to relax, 
and enjoy the urban experience, a venue for a range of different activities, from outdoor 
eating to street entertainment; from sport and play areas to a venue for civic or political 
functions; and most importantly of all a place for walking or sitting out.  
 
Section (4) of the cotpa 2003, ‘public place’ is defined as any place to which the public 
has access whether as of right or not and includes all places visited by general public 
namely auditorium, hospital building, railway waiting room, amusement centres, public 
offices, court buildings, educational institutions, libraries, coffee houses, canteens, 
banks, clubs and also open spaces surrounding hotels/restaurants etc. Therefore we see, 
though the definitions mean the same, the word ‘public space’ are conceptualized 
differently. 
 
According to bassand’s division (2001) of the types of urban actors for the analysis of 
public spaces, the urban actors are of four different types: political, professional, 
economic, and civic actors. (lopes, 2016, p.108) 
For the analysis of politics of public space in this research paper, we are trying to 
understand the politics of public space by understanding the three different types of 
urban actors. I.e., actors of the society (civic actors), actors of state (political), and the 
technocrats (professionals). 
 
Public space – as conceptualised by actors of the society 

The two types of civic society actors are citizens and Ngo’s(non-governmental 
organization). They are the representatives of public interest. They serve as “regulators 
of democracy”. Public space is shared space and different people experience it in 
different ways. A neighbourhood public park, for example, may be a safe space for a 
morning walk by the elderly; a place to play for a five-year old; or a place of economic 
activity by a peanut vendor. It can also be a space where older children wishing to play 
noisy games. In its most simple definition public space is non-private space. In people’s 
point of view public spaces are anything that are accessible by people. It is also the 
spaces where they sit, talk, play, eat, share knowledge. And these spaces can be parks, 
play areas, neighbourhood markets, streets. 
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Public space as conceptualised by actors of state  

The actors of state refer to political leaders and administrative members of the state. 
There are a few political theorists who use the term ‘public space’ and use it 
interchangeably with ‘public sphere’ or ‘public realm’. They generally take it to be a 
metaphor that refers to the myriad ways in which citizens separated in time and space 
can participate in collective deliberation, decision-making, and action (benhabib, 1992; 
nagel, 1995). 
The political leaders are responsible for the physical form of city, its structure, its social 
structures, economic structures. They have been the powerful actors from the ancient 
civilizations to the present urban cities. The study of evolution of public spaces with the 
actors of state as main influencers, gives a clear picture of present political impact on 
public spaces. In ancient cities the public spaces were built and used mainly for trade, as 
political assemblies, and also as a place for public ceremonies. They also tried to glorify 
their reign by building great piazzas, basilicas, forums, markets, etc., that bought 
identification to the city and its people. This tradition has continued even in till the 
21stcentury. In present day the official term public space, is government property meant 
to serve the public interest. In a democratic society, the “right to control public property 
is vested in government officials who determine who has access to it and under what 
conditions” (rosenzweig& black mar, 1992, p.6). Here, “when land is owned by the 
“public”, government officials are thought to represent the interests of all citizens” 
(Rosenwein& black mar, 1992, p.6).  
The present day state actors have tried to define and represent public spaces as a colour 
on the land use map. The protection and maintenance of these spaces is by the local 
authorities. 
 
Public space as conceptualised by technocrats 

The technocrats are referred here as professional in different fields. The below are some 
of the powerful influencers and their concepts that were concerned about the public 
spaces. Public space “is traditionally differentiated from private space in terms of the 
rules of access, the source and nature of control over entry to a space, individual and 
collective behaviour sanctioned in specific spaces, and rules of use” (low & smith, 2006, 
p.3). 
Urban public space is a material site that provides the urban resident a public forum to 
engage with the outside world (Arendt, 1957). 
Some scholars abound in idealized imageries of public space as communal space 
accommodating diversity and tolerance of uses and users (jacobs, 1961; gehl, 1980; 
zukin, 1992; carr, 1992; mitchell, 1995).  
Urban designers have discussed the critical role of public spaces in contributing to good 
and democratic city form (carr et al, 1968; alexander, 1977).  
It is also a forum for collective life where people can watch and be among other people, 
participate in daily activities and “experience other people functioning in various 
situations" (gehl, 1980, p.17).  
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Other scholars have described public space as testing grounds for inclusiveness and 
tolerance of urban society (mitchell, 1995; low, 2000).  
All these professionals have tried to bring in change at how to look at public spaces for 
the people and in turn how they impact the society, environment and health. The 
concerned and inspired professionals have made plans that have been inclusive of the 
people and actors of the state that impacts the whole society. These plans are failed to be 
executived on ground due to lack of clarity on rules and regulations of the concerned 
authorities. 
A case of Bangalore –‘historical shit’ The politics of public spaces in Bangalore 
 
The preceding discussion demonstrates that Bangalore’spublic spaces such as public 
tanks, totes and streets that were integral to the economic, social and cultural life of the 
Pete area. These spaces remained relevant, lending themselves to new interpretations 
and uses in the colonial and post-colonial periods. The colonial cantonment also 
depended on the precolonial tank as a source of sustenance and recreation while the 
British introduced new categories such as parade grounds, parks and boulevards in 
bangalore. The totas were converted to huge public gardens, example: lalbagh. The 
tanks, streets, totes, also became the public commons during the colonial times. Post-
colonial governments adopted modern principle models promoting health, hygiene and 
orderliness, but have been less attentive to pre-colonial forms of urbanism though they 
remain vibrant spaces of social, economic and cultural activity. Being in charge of 
municipal property, state actors have a central role in shaping the city’s public spaces. 
This section examines official and unofficial formulations of public space and the 
politics of lakes, roads, markets and parks as enduring symbols of public  
Life in Bangalore. The politics of the different public spaces show that publicness is an 
uneven quality that reflects the use values of different groups. According to government 
actors, constructing a public space isa trigger for their healthy governance period as 
opposed to the value-based claims of actors of society on their public spaces. 
Consequently, different actors of society push back at official conceptualizations that 
decontextualize public space and their users from location and use value. The politics of 
Bangalore’s public spaces, tanks, streets, parks, markets are explained below. 
 
Tanks / lakes  
“tanks, which Buchannan called wet lands, were used to gather surface water and 
deposits eroded off a gneissic terrain with the help of constructed earthen embankments 
or bunds.63 they were networked through sluices and weirs, forming systems of ‘not-
flows’ as much as overflows. When waters receded in the tanks, plants were 
accommodated and clay and silt were harvested. There were times when tanks were 
available for other activities – fairs, camps, festivities, sports. For much of the year and 
sometimes more than a year, tanks did not appear anywhere like the totaBuchannan 
would expect to see.” 64 (dacunha&mathur, 2008, p.27).  
 
As this quote reveals, Bangalore’s tanks were more than reservoirs for domestic and  
Agricultural needs. The tanks and their valleys were the two reasons that the settlements 
existed in bangalore.  Communities lived and grew around tanks. These tanks served 
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multiple purposes depending on the season of the year. The tank beds sustained fishing 
communities during the wet months and transformed into totas or gardens in the dry 
months, yielding vegetables, fruits, and flowers. They were used by the communities 
and sold in Bangalore’s markets. Some tanks have temple associated with them. 
Therefore, several villages, in the city, developed around tanks that provided them daily 
sustenance and also served their recreational and religious needs. The dharmambudi was 
tank was constructed during the pre-colonial times. The water from the tank was 
supplied to the pete and also used to grow the greens that was necessary for the people.  
It is long replaced by a sports stadium and the tiny shrine outside the stadium continues 
to be the starting point of the annual karagajatre in the peté city. Residents of bellandur 
village still take the village deity on a boat ride across bellandur lake during village 
festivities.  
Though many tanks retain their pre-colonial and colonial nomenclature, in official 
terminology they are known as lakes. Since the 1950s several tank beds have been 
converted to bda housing layouts, stadia, bus stops, slums, mills and dumping yards  
(srinivas, 2004). Planning agencies have been the biggest encroachers, building upon 
many tanks in prime locations of bangalore. In 1985, the karnataka government set up 
the lakshmanrau committee to study the status of bangalore’s lakes. The committee’s 
preliminary assessment report recommends that, “… the tank beds should be utilized 
only for parks, regional parks, mini forests, picnic spots and water sheets and on no 
account the tanks beds be allowed to be used for any other purposes.” This 
recommendation recognizes the tank bed as an ecologically fragile system, but in 
suggesting only recreational activities, it does not recognize the other roles of the tank as 
a space of communal life in the city. Despite official recommendations, authorized and 
unauthorized encroachments of tank beds continued unabated as demand for housing 
and other facilities grew along with the expanding city (manjusainath, 2011) 
Parks  
For a long time, planners and senior citizens alike have been strongly committed to an 
ideology of city beauty, marked by a nostalgic longing for a time of fewer people and 
therefore much less pressure on the resources of the city. Indeed, it is not so much 
redevelopment, or even reconstruction, but beauty that is emphasized frequently in the 
writings of those concerned about the festering slums of the city. Bangalore's reputation 
as a "garden city" rarely refers to the substantial part of the city that was given over to 
the cultivation of fruits, flowers, and vegetables, right up until the 1960s. It refers to the 
compounds and gardens in which private residences or public buildings were set (nair, 
2002, p.1224).  
 
As nair (2002) suggests, private gardens and public parks have a special role in defining 
the public aesthetics of the garden city. Parks of bangalore have a long history dating 
back to tipu sultan’s rule in the 1700s. These parks were the totas that was associated 
with communities for growing and maintenance. They were the assets for that particular 
settlement. Parks developed in the colonial period still dot the cantonment area (patrao, 
2013). The taxonomy of public parks ranges from the historic lalbagh botanical garden 
and cubbon park to neighborhood pocket parks in planned bda layouts.  
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Neighbourhood parks are fenced plots with paved pathways, trees and lawns with “no 
walking” signs. Other facilities include a tot-lot for young children, a walking/jogging 
track, park furniture and a park-keeper’s room. Signboards on the gate posts indicate 
park hours while signboards within caution users from engaging in a variety of activities 
that interfere with the aesthetics, safety and tranquillity of the park. For instance, 
children are not allowed to bring in play objects, pets are not allowed, and food and 
drink are prohibited in the parks.    
Bbmp maintains parks located in bda-planned layouts and these are all located in 
middle-class and elite neighbourhoods. Other unplanned residential layouts such as 
slums, revenue pockets and urban villages do not have planned park spaces and in many 
cases no open spaces at all. In the planned layouts, bbmp seeks inputs of prominent local 
residents and their representatives in developing parks to suit their requirements. In 
some instances, bbmp outsources the maintenance and upkeep of parks to private 
companies and resident welfare associations.  
In bbmp’s (and many rwas’) conceptualization, the urban park is “a controlled and 
orderly retreat where a properly behaved public might experience the spectacle of the 
city” (mitchell, 1995, p.115). At the same time, government agencies are regular 
encroachers ofpublic parks, civic amenity sites and playgrounds in the city. In his 
research on open spaces in Bangalore, ravindran (2007) makes the following 
observations about encroachments in the historic m.n.krishnarao park in basavannagudi. 
This accountexemplifies official and private takeovers of public space that occur 
routinely in the city (navya, 2011): 
 
The m.n.krishnarao park, considered to be one of the major lung spaces in the south of 
bangalore, was reported to have shrunk from the original extent of 32 acres to 2 acres 
(the hindu, 09/02/2003). Reportedly the “first women’s park” in the country, the park is 
reported to have been occupied by both private and state agencies – the basavangudi 
police station and police quarters, the desert building, the office of the bwssb assistant 
executive engineer, renukamma temple, a gymnasium, and many clubs. As per the zonal 
regulations (cdp - 1995), the list of permitted uses even under special circumstances 
does not include quarters, office buildings, temple etc. Such division is also clearly 
violation of the section 6 and 8 of the karnataka parks, playfields and open spaces act, 
1985, that prohibits use of these areas for any purpose other than it was used and 
prohibits construction of buildings. The current extent of the park as per the data 
obtained from bmp is 6.963 ha or 17 acres, clearly signaling the failure of regulatory 
agencies to ensure protection of this lung space” (ravindran, 2007, p.135).  
 
This quote highlights not only the failure of governmental agencies to protect the park, 
But it shows that public agencies build public facilities in park spaces. There are 
instances Where local councillors have built their offices in public parks. Unlike 
encroachments by Private developers or homeless people, it is more difficult for local 
residents to challenge Official encroachments on public spaces, since they represent 
municipal property(vanka, 2014). 
Streets  
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Streets of Bangalore has a history from ancient times. Streets of bangalore were adorned 
by shade trees, with strategically placed at road intersections to provide additional 
cooling (paramanand, 1670). Kempegowda was engaged in greening of streets of the 
pete area, planting trees on either side of the streets. After british seized 
bengalurubritishsurveyors mapped the city that depicted streets flanked by trees on both 
sides of the road. Streets of bangalore are always full of life with people selling on the 
streets and always live. Bangalore was a flourishing commercial town during the 17th 
century is stated in a marathi work ‘shivabharath’ wherein the author says that the 
streets of the town were full of shops selling highly valuable merchandise. One of the 
reasonbangalore gained reputation of ‘garden city’s derived from tree-lined streets.  
 
The civic issues in bangalore refers to the four hundred years old avenue road in the peté 
area. This narrow street supports hundreds of businesses, livelihoods and families, many 
having been there for generations. Avenue road is among ninety-one streets selected for 
a municipal road-widening project started in 2004 to decongest traffic and improve 
connectivity across the city. Citing traffic improvements, bbmp used eminent domain to 
take over private and public property across the city. The markings on the boundaries 
walls indicated the number of meters that the road widening would take away from the 
property. Bbmp offered compensation for displaced traders and business owners in the 
form of transfer of development rights (tdr). There is however, no compensation for the 
vendors and hawkers that ply their trade on the streets and sidewalks. In locations such 
as cmh road, a bustling commercial street and nanda road, a verdant street in an affluent 
locality, trees,parks and businesses were uprooted along with streets to accommodate 
the metro project,  
A public rail transit line.   

The metro alignment passes through the city’s busiest neighborhoods, displacing 
communities and disrupting property. The state government created bangalore metro rail 
corporation limited (bmrcl), a special purpose vehicle to implement and manage the 
metro project with limited interactions with the local government and local residents. 
These different projects that are transforming public right-of-ways indicate the 
significant changes being made to public spaces with little consideration to anything but 
the transportation role of the streets (vanka, 2014). 

Markets 

The markets of bangalore, or santhes as they are known in kannada, date back to pre-
colonial times when each village or town had its own market in the main street or the 
square. Bangalore has three distinct categories of public market places selling fresh 
produce and domestic supplies linked to pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial periods. 
Next came the sprawling colonial-style market structures built in the cantonment area 
such as russel market, coxtown market and johnson market that remain bustling centers 
of commercial activity today (ramani, 2011). In the post-colonial city, the planning 
authorities have constructed market complexes in every bda layout. All three forms of 
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markets remain vibrant centers of economic activity in contemporary bangalore. Every 
locality in bangalore has a daily or weekly market selling fresh produce and other 
household wares. In newer localities, farmers from adjacent villages sell fresh produce 
on the main street early in the morning. Notably such markets are located either on the 
fringe or centers of villages now absorbed in the city. The villages have lost their 
boundaries, but the markets remain. There is the madivalasanthe; adugodisanthe and 
thippasandrasan the. The rows of shops with wicker baskets overflowing with fresh 
produce and flowers are reminders of the indigenous and rural origins of the markets.  

Many street-side markets occupy entire sidewalks, sometimes spilling onto streets and 
hindering pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Bangalore’s traditional markets remain in 
their original locations with generations of vendors plying their businesses in fixed 
locations determined by negotiations amongst the communities and with government 
officials. But as the city grows, local authorities (and sometimes local residents) put 
pressure on vendors to relocate to legal hawking zones or bda market complexes built in 
city. Vendors have resisted official efforts to relocate them to alternate commercial 
spaces because, they argue that they would lose their location and business if they 
moved. Examples include madivala market and krishnarajendra market where vendors 
refused to occupy higher floors of local bda market complexes because they did not 
expect customers to climb stairs to find them and buy wares. Dislodging street 
economies from their long-term locations also weakens the social, economic and 
political links that they form with the places. This discussion highlights the significance 
of location to street vendors’ economic sustenance. State developmental goals and 
pedestrians’ claims to walkable streets undermine the vendors’ economic rights by 
framing their informal spatial practices in terms of illegality (vanka, 2014). 

Thus, the answers to these questions that can be formed,  
Whether the socio-economic, cultural factors of public spaces in cities are considered 
during decision making of planning process ? 
Are the decisions taken on the matters of public spaces inclusive?  
Are they maintained and the existing conditions monitored?  
Are the public spaces misused and giving opportunities for encroachment? Are  
 
Conclusion: 
 
The actors of the state are insensible to the values of people and its association to the 
past. There is no understanding of socio-economic, cultural values of the public spaces 
to its neighbourhoods. Therefore, the encroachment and loss of value and flavours of the 
city. Therefore, the technocrats like the urban planning department, urban designers 
should be sensible while designing the public spaces, by understanding these spaces in 
the city and its neighbourhoods, its association and meaning from the past, make a 
framework along with the actors of the state so as to enable proper functioning of 
inclusive city. We also understand that, ‘the power of actors is the most important 
determinant of social and urban spatial changes. It eliminates less/most powerful actors, 
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particular citizens, regardless of their dissatisfaction with the city developments’. 
Therefore, the state actors and their frameworks must be practical for the plans to be 
executed. 
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Abstract 

 
This topic is about the legal issues of animal rights. Animal right is the idea in which 
some or all, non-human animals are entitled to the possession of their own existence and 
that their most basic interest  like as the need to avoid suffering, should be afforded the 
same consideration as similar interest of human being. That is animal have also the right 
to be treated as the individuals they are with their own desires and needs rather than as 
unfeeling property. 
 
In this research I going to raise certain points regarding the protection of animals from 
cruelty through requirements of human treatment laws protecting animals rights 
proscribe certain forms of brutal and merciless treatment of animal in medical and 
scientific research and in the handling of and slaughter of animal for human 
consumption. Animal right are the belief that animals have a right to be free of human 
use exploitation, but  there is a great deal of confusion about what that means. Animal 
rights are not about putting animals above humans or giving animals the same rights as 
humans. Also, animal rights are very different from animal welfare. 

 
Introduction 
What is issues regarding animal right? 
Not exclusively do the laws neglect to guarantee even an insignificantly good life for 
most of these animals they don't give security against the most agregious treatment, 
government laws ensuring research center animals that pressure the bearing that we 
have to move to the future to liberate the creatures.During this period laws and guideline 
obliging the utilization of creatures in an assortment of territories that included 
biomedical research and agriculture.1 
The basic entitlements perspective additionally arrives up in some insightfully 
indefensible end. for instance, in its most grounded structure it suggests that the lives of 
all creature including human are on the whole equivalent. Be that as it may, the passing 
of someone's being isn't respect the demise of a mouse. we don't submit a demonstration 
respect the homicide of someone's whenever we eat meat. we don't believe it's corrupt to 
plan to deal with the rat populaces in sewers or the insect populace in homes. Nor will 
we accept that keeping creatures as pets is that what might be compared to subjugation. 
There are numerous gatherings inside the United Stated that are worried about the usage 

                                                
1 Bernard Rollin, Michigan Law Review First Impressions( United States )2008 
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of creatures is explore. These are the gatherings having an outsized sort of positions, 
and it's a distortion to talk about the basic entitlements development).2 
In any case, a major differentiation will be made between the individuals who accept 
that creature research should proceed with the various alteration or limitation and people 
who accept that it ought to just stop, these last people involving an exceptionally vocal 
minority in the public eye are those included under the expression "creature right 
development". They have worked diligently and exquisitely in councils, schools thus the 
media to seek after their motivation and as a rule their activities have met with a 
brilliant arrangement of accomplishment. Besides, Animal research has become all the 
more exorbitant and troublesome halfway gratitude to self-guideline by researchers yet 
additionally on account of remotely forced guidelines. Some creature scientists have left 
the world and youthful specialists have decided to not enter it. Numerous individuals 
from a definitive, open have the impression put together not with respect to realities 
however on rehashed claim that an over the top measure of creature look into is done. 
There are individuals from the basic entitlements development seek after increasingly 
outrageous strategies frequently with the verifiable support of progressively moderate 
components. Since 1980 over 30break – in burglaries and demonstrations of vandalism 
against look into offices have caused a few dollars in harm. Specialists and their 
families are hassled and compromised. 

 
Do Animals have legal  rights? 
 
In British customary law lawful points of reference set up over numerous hundreds of 
years by courts have principally decided type of legal decisions including individuals 
who petain to creatures. one in everything about principal generally imitated positions 
round the world has been the decision that creatures haven't any rights. When an 
insightful man that is Gandhi instructed that The enormity of a country and its ethical 
advancement might be estimated by the manner in which its creatures are dealt with. 
The route inside which Western Civilization has disregarded its obligation to stress for a 
couple of its most valuable animals mirrors an unfeeling disposition towards non-human 
life. this can be valid in legitimate settings. for example, in British precedent-based law 
lawful point of reference built up over numerous hundreds of years by courts have 
basically decided a scope of legal decision including individuals who relate to creatures. 
Instances of maltreatment against creatures were viewed as an encroachment upon the 
proprietor right of property implying that the law doesn't perceive creatures as having 
their own advantages. 
Perhaps the most punctual test to the current point of reference originated from scholar 
who doubtful of the way of thinking of Sir William Blackstone the principal type of the 
precedent-based law, built up the way of thinking presently comprehended as 
Utilitarianism. As he watched the development to annul subjugation during the 
insurgency , Bentham started to address different maltreatment.3 
 
                                                
2 Animal Right Movement in Theory and Practice  
3 Rabbl Dr. Shmuly Yorklowltz,15.5.2020,11:30am 
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Constitutional animal protection values. 
Enactment and Regulation may now and then cutoff the admissible employments of 
creatures, similarly as with most sacred responsibility no single worth can completely 
exlpain any given creature security arrangement, not to mention the marvel in general. 
Where minority oppression emerges as an inspiration for established creature security, it 
quite often exists close by other all the more logically authentic qualities. In most locale, 
components that may be ascribed to each of the five classifications are noticeable.  
To put it plainly, established creatures security as a worth if not as a literary 
responsibility is fundamental and real not in view of something in creatures that makes 
them managable to law but since they routinely endure outrageous damages that are 
upheld by and might be tended to by law, this is the truth that transforms the more 
hypothetical riddles of portrayal into a solid equity issue with protected measurements.4 
 
Animal protection strategies & tactics  
 
1.Radical animal liberation movement (RALM) Illegal direct action Violent Extremist  
Terrorist (coerced changes) Example, ALF  
2.Animal rights Disruptive, legal tactics Militant/non-violent Radical Abolitionist 
(fundamental changes) Example, PETA 
3.Animal liberation Unconventional, legal tactics Non-violent Civil disobedience 
Disruptive (pragmatic changes) Example, Peter Singer’s  Animal Lib (Aus)  
4.Animal welfare Conventional, legal tactics Non-violent Moderate Reformist 
(incremental changes) Example, RSPCA 
  What are PETA’s belief? 
The philosophy of PETA is based on the concept of “Animal Liberation”. The core 
belief  is that animals should have rights. Supporters believe that animals have an 
inherent worth that is completely separate from their usefulness to humans. 
What is PETA doing?  
PETA gives more people to getting the message to go vegan. PETA is doing great work 
for animals. their social strategy is very nice to reach every people all over the world. If 
you think, you are capable to doing those type of social work than you have to buy 
instagram followers to increase your traffic and you get more success. 
What is PETA group? 
PETA group is the undercover disguise name of people eating tasty animals is neo- 
fascist organization operating under the guise of an animals rights group. While most 
members claim to participate out of their compassion for animals it is actually just a 
front for how insignificant they consider human life. 
Why does PETA kill animals? 
PETA operates under the simple principle that animals are not ours to eat, wear, 
experiment on or use for entertainment. All about PETA is people for the ethical 
treatment of animals. The animal right or organization , they kill the animals because 
they feel it is a kindness a good death. 
                                                
4 Jessica Eisen,( international journal of constitutional law, volume15,issues4,)oct2017, 
http://doi.org/10.1093/icon/mox088 
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Certain animal rights in India which every citizen should know. 
India has the most flawlessly awesome game plans to shield animals on the planet. 
Human culture India gives you the lowdown on authorization comparing to animal 
government help with India so you can be taught in regards to what protections are open 
to animals various people may be ignorant of the laws thoughtful heads have gone to 
ensure animals.  
 
1. It is the principal obligation of each resident of India to have sympathy for every 

single living animal. Article 51A(g)  
2. To murder or mutilate any creature including stay creatures is a culpable offense, 

IPC segment 428 and 429.  
3. Abandoning any creature in any capacity whatsoever can land you in jail for as long 

as a quarter of a year. Area 11(1)(i) and segment 11(1)(j),PCA Act ,1960.  
4. No creature can be butchered in wherever other than a slaughterhouse. Debilitated or 

pregnant creatures will not be butchered. Rule 3, of Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals, Rule 2001 Chapter4 Food Safety and Standards Regulations 2011.  

5. Stray pooches that have been worked for contraception can't be caught or moved by 
anyone including any power. ABC rules 2001.  

6. Neglecting a creature by denying her adequate food, water haven and practice or by 
keeping him tied/restricted for extended periods of time is deserving of a fine or 
detainment of as long as 3 months or both. Segment 11(1)(h), PCA act 1960.  

7. Bears, monkeys, tigers, pumas, lions and bull are precluded from being prepared and 
utilized for amusement purposes,either in bazaars or lanes. Area 22(ii) PCA act 
1960.  

8.  Animal penance is unlawful in all aspects of the nation. Rule3 2001.  
9. Organizing of or taking an interest in or instigating any creatures flight is a 

cognizable offense. Section11(10(m)(ii) and segment 11(1)(n) PCA act 1960.  
10. Monkeys are ensured under the untamed life insurance act 1972 and can't be shown 

or possessed.  
11. Cosmetics tried on creatures and the import of beauty care products tried on 

creatures is prohibited. Rules 148c and 135b of medications and beautifying agents 
rules 1945.  

12. Teasing taking care of or upsetting the creatures in a zoo and littering the zoo 
premises is an offense deserving of a fine of Rs 25000 or detainment of up to 3yr or 
both. Segment 38j natural life assurance act 1972.  

13. Capturing , catching , harming or bedeviling of any wild creature or in any event, 
endeavoring to do so is deserving of law, with a fine of up to Rs.25000 or 
detainment of up to 7 yr or both area 9, natural life insurance act 1972.  

14. Disturbing or annihilating eggs or homes of feathered creatures and reptiles or 
slashing a tree having homes of such winged animals and reptiles or in any event, 
endeavoring to do so establishes to chasing and pulls in a discipline of a fine of up to 
Rs.25000 or detainment of up to 7yr or both, under area 9 of untamed life security 
act 1972.  
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15. Conveying or conveying creatures whether in or upon any way or position which 
causes distress torment or enduring is a culpable offense under 2 focal act. Area 
11(1)(d) counteraction of mercilessness to creatures, rules 2001 and engine vehicles 
act 1978.5 

Literature review 
Most creatures assurance enactment occur at the state level. There are likewise a bunch 
of government creature’s security laws. Also a few urban areas and provinces pass laws 
to secure creatures. State creature assurance laws are basically worried about buddy 
creatures however there are likewise some state natural life security laws.6 
Rather than the creature government assistance procedure of working inside the political 
procedure, basic entitlements activists press their cases inside common society. 
Bypassing institutional governmental issues is seen by grassroots activists in light of the 
fact that the easiest gratitude to mount aggressor, troublesome (but peaceful) dissents in 
quest for their abolitionist motivation. As opposed to the creature government assistance 
campaign's focus on steady change by means of authoritative methods, basic 
entitlements activists look for essential changes inside the manner in which people and 
enterprises treat creatures. Creature rightists dismiss the realism of creature freedom and 
contend rather for the annulment of all works on during which people utilize different 
creatures. It is through activities that social developments move, a procedure including 
various levels and measurements of development – 'preparing and influencing 
conclusions, drawing in feelings, evolving laws, forestalling a few activities while 
empowering others.7 
This system is the base of what I have called – creature directly as a standard wonder, it 
is likewise clarify the multiplication of laws relating to creatures as a push to guarantee 
their government assistance despite generally uncommon employments. 
 
Research methodology 
The Animal Protection positions 50 nations in accordance with their creature 
government assistance enactment and strategy. Nations are evaluated on 10 pointers, 
that classifications of creatures (for example local creatures, creatures in bondage, 
buddy creatures, creatures utilized for draft and recreational purposes, creatures utilized 
in explore, wild creatures). Every nation gets a letter grade beginning from A (the most 
elevated score) to G (the most vulnerable score) for each marker, yet as a general 
evaluation. 
Research objective 
The greater part of the current restriction to creature investigate is being filled by a 
philosophical position alluded to as "basic entitlements." per this perspective, creatures 
have inalienable lawful and good rights, even as people do. this implies it's exploitative 
to utilize creatures as pets or for the other reason, regardless of whether for food, dress, 

                                                
5 Human Society International, http://www.google.co.in./amp/s/www.thebetterindia..// 
6 Animal Legal Defense Fund, est 1979 
7 Lyle Munro, A Review of the Sociological Literature,(Monash University,2012)16.5.2020,3:55pm. 
https://fewd.univie.ac/fileadmin/user.upload//inst.etic wise dialog/// 
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diversion, or research. Regardless of whether creatures have "rights" relies upon how the 
term is characterized. On the off chance that living things are attributed a "right" to 
remain living, at that point creatures would have rights. Yet, most ethicists don't utilize 
the term so comprehensively. They regularly attribute rights just to individuals from 
social orders that are fit for applying commonly acknowledged moral standards to 
explicit circumstances. Creatures don't appear to be fit for framing or having a place 
with such social orders. during this light, they can't be attributed rights. 
Nature of the research. 
The key standard of the advanced basic entitlements development is that numerous 
nonhuman creatures have fundamental interests that merit acknowledgment, thought, 
and insurance. In the perspective on basic entitlements advocates, these essential 
interests give the creatures that have them both good and legitimate rights.8 
Research strategy. 
When gathering information towards move towards the motivation behind an 
exploration there are two manners by which the information can be gathered. So as 
towards obtain a general information about the theme optional information was 
fundamentally utilized and was one for the ways by which information can be gathered. 
The subsequent method towards gather information was the essential information 
assortment. Normally when an examination was directed optional information can not 
sufficient and should be finished with essential information which was gathered by the 
exploration. 
Prevention of cruelty to animals act. 
Animals are considered as important experimental subject because of their physiological 
similarity to human beings. The prevention of cruelty to animals act 1960 has been 
enacted to prevent the infliction of unnecessary pain or suffering on animals. 
Cruelty to Animals- 
1. Any animal to unnecessary pain or suffering or treatment. 
2. Employing any animals for work or labor. 
3. Willfully and unnecessary administering any injuries drug or substance to any 
domestic or captive animal. 
4. Keeping or confining any animal in any cage of insufficient sixe not permitting it 
reasonable movement. 
5. Failure to provide any animal with sufficient food, drink or shelter by its owner. 
6. Needlessly mutilating any animal or killing any animal in an unnecessary cruel 
manner.  
Some of the recent data what world’s different countries do against animal testing 
in the use of cosmetics? 
There is a brand “The body shop” which work under this they give guarantee that they 
don’t use any animal things in their product and they proof this by showing their recent 
data. 
In 2018 they take 8 million signatures to the United Nations to demand the end for 
animal testing everywhere and forever. 

                                                
8The modern animals movements ,http://www.britannica.com/topic/animal right//  
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In Australia- government commit to end reliance on new animal test data for ingredients 
in cosmetics. 
In Canada- Canadian cruelty free cosmetics act is brought forward for a first reading in 
parliament. 
In Colombia- house of representative votes in favour of bill to end use of animals I tests 
for cosmetic products and ingredients. 
In USA-Virginia cruelty free cosmetics act passes the senate, Hawaii cruelty free 
cosmetics act passes the house, Nevada cruelty free cosmetics act is sighned into law, 
Illinois stops import or sale of any cosmetic if the final product or any ingredient has 
been tested on animals after January 1st 2020. 
In Taiwan ROC- cosmetics animal testing prohibitions come into force. 
In China- consultation on animal testing waiver for imported non-special use 
cosmetics.9 
 
Conclusion 
During this survey the principle theme secured are the speculations and practices of the 
basic entitlements development and their conceivable joining by researcher dissident 
joint effort. I will have the option to now sum up some of the key thoughts in regards to 
these subjects inside the expectation that they could animate further research. It's very 
easy to confuse the numerous animal rights ,anti animal rights, anti vivisection 
campaigns with problems with conservation and species. This confusion is 
understandable, but it's important to be able to separate the most issues which involved. 
If we are able to encourage people young and old people to respect this world and every 
one its wonderful natural resources. we'd have the chance of saving a minimum of a 
number of the species and wild places for the good thing about those that follow. each 
of the topic fleetingly covered in these notes would take pages and pages so as to 
present all the views and evidence , within the end it all comes all the way down to 
careful consideration and customary sense. If we are to attain a greater degree of 
conservation within the future we are going to achieve it as a results of wisdom and 
understanding shown by teenagers. 
 
 

 
 

                                                
9 Taken data from the cosmetic brand-The body shop company. 
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